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PREFACE.

thinkers of
in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries. .. It-and all that refers to it "-therefore claims
and the theothe
attention of both the
"The thinkers of the
after restleliSly
seltrchiIllg for a scientific
disclose to
, of the Divine
and apunl:lerstanding
real tie which binds all
of their mind SATISFIED
reference to the
this
when we remind the
those who knew
to wield
to
dous
to which
last
were - RlllYIrIOnd

possessors of
that among
the
to have at
the celebrated

Flu,ctibus), the
HARGRAVE
LONDON,

6th,

.. In regard to the value and rarity of Robert Fludd's books, it
be
that Isaac D'Israeli
that"
" and" cpupn'" "
"
were given for a "single
in his
wall
curiosity concerning them.
present time the value of
these books has
and
of the
editions
books, are
they are so scarce as to be
when encountered by
and An:lerican,s.

which now leaves our
concentrates in a small compass the results of very
considerable
and the
of
very many books in
and dead. It pu:rpclrts
to be a
the first time treated
m
En,gli:sh) of the famous Order of the" .l\.\J!::iC-v.f<J::i::i," or of
the" Rosicrucians." No student of the occult philoi$O:t1hy
ho'we"er, fear that we shall not most
to
not
over
the
but also over those other
systenls which are connected with the illustrious
has remarked
author of our own
He who deals in the secrets of
or in the
is too often looked upon with
secrets of the human
eyes
the
which is no
after centuries of doubt or UI::IUal.•-·UUW
How is it
it, in face of the reason that can make
of
it, the common sense that
and the science which
still has
can demonstrate it as
such vital hold in the human-not to say in the modemmind? How
it that the most terrible fear is the
fear of
invisible
too, when we are on all hands
assured that the visible alone is that which we have to
reason exhorts us to dismiss our
dread ! The
An

U
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fears. That
" that
""
is now banished
from the beliefs of this cle,aNieejnll.
educated age. II
" we are
never had a
more
in the
in men's delusions. It is
than a
It never was
more than a SUl)er:stition
from
What is {ear? It is a
from
either to the
or to that
which we denominate
shrinks with instinctive
the mind that is in us. The
nervous
like the sensitive
when its easy, comfortable exercise or sensations are disturbed
to dealOur
inasmuch as it deals-or
serioulsly with
and with
needs
in the full attention of the
the means of
or can come, of it.
reader:
little will be
It
in
a
of the alchemical philmiopheI'S,
written with a serious
purpose, and for the first
of
the First
time
stated since the
what the book preand Charles the First This is
more. It should be mentioned
tends to be-and
views and deductions to be found herein
that the
the
were hinted at as demonstrable for the first time
same Author in the year
when a work entitled
Curious
Outside World was pf(xtl:lce,d.
Let it be
that the Author dis'tinc:tly
in any manner identified with all the
opi:niolns, reliigiOlls or
which are to be found in
this book. Some of them are,
most extra{)rdiillaJry
in order to do full
to the
of the
forward their ideas with as
Hermetic
he has
much of their
force as he was able;
in some
of his
he believes he has
them with such
ap])ar,ent Wal:W;;,ll, that
will very
seem to have
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been his own most
convictions. As far as he can
succeed in
so
the Author wishes to be
as the Historian of the
or as
an
on their
beliefs.
Whether he win succeed in
the attention of
modem readers to a
of this time-honoured
remains to be seen.; but this he is assured
that the admiration of all students and reflective minds will
be excited
the unrivalled powers of
of the
Rosicrucians. The
proper or
of
these powers is a matter
beside the
expiosiidon the Latin
or
Fludd
de
who lived in the times of
the First and Charles the First.
Our final remarks shall be those of a very famous Brother
of the II
"
under the date of

"""'"'5'1"" R.osicruCial!1, Robert

II I will now doze up," saith
most
renowned Philol:ryphllS

, Soli Deo LMu d Polmtitll
Amen in MERCURIO, "_'.

LoNDON,

20th,

•• ,_li.el

.arms deC'Mrrit

dox:ololSY of a

AQUA,

el mdtzllit:l
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CHAPTER THE FIRST.
CRITICS OF THE ROSICRUCIANS CRITICISED.

HAT modern
of its
and of its intolerant
is much at fault
-nay, to a
extent, a very vain tm.ng-IS
a conclusion that often
itself to the
of
persons. Thus
who
choose to separate themselves from the
and who do
not a1t:ogetl:ler
in with such
submission to the
of the scientific
that these latter have the
a wide term, is called
" press" in
decline reliance on modern science.
there are numerous
of teachers in m(:dilcine,
which fails
with its answer,rather
men should
than consider wa.lmlg--n:av.
all the branches of human
; the fashion in
to which is to
the ancient schools of
eXI)osing what are called their errors
the
of modern
assumed infallible
It never once occurs to these
J\

:I
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eager,
themselves may
have
old kn'Dwl.edl!e
is underrated because
do not undel"Sw.nd
because the
of the monem world
so dark to
as
in this
is the older and better and truer
sunshine nearer to the ancients: because time itself was
newer to the old
of the
and because the
circumstances of the first
of time were more understood in the then first divine
that time
ever had a
as man's reason
it must.
",,,,,m::)', the
if he had not been so
as
would
been
eminent as a
when age and
had
corrected his
brilliant crudities of
to declare that most men-at
most
thlnkmg me:n--SIlend the latter half of their lives in unlearnthe mistakes of the
half. This he declares
to
been the fact in his own
was,
even for this test, a very brief one;
was
when his lamentable .death occurred.
depal1Ul,e of three brilliant
of our fathers'
at the same time that
is very
IS
of
remark.
was, as we have
was
Keats-in
some
the most
and abstract of
the three-was
And in these short
several
so few years, these
liad achieved that which resulted in the enrolment
their names in a nation's
branch
of human attainment.
live in
grow in
and their names do not
case with those
which have been
but which
way to time.
the lot of some
not to say
reputatiOIls will be diminultion and
but a
judlici,ous corrector.
is not
an
Weare so
of the im:sistible dODJlinallcy, all

3

I

the world over, of
and of the dicta relative to this
or that
or
or that
with names and of influence in our
and of the power of sU):lposed aut:hoirity
of taste and
that we
statements about
DO(1V--ot the Rosicrucians aplpealril1lg in all the
accounts, whether of this
abroad.
have examined all these
.
notices
tions of who the Rosicrucians were in bi()grapJ!lical
in
and
and we
dejJ]olrab1le amount of mi!;chlleVCJUS
ue:,lues, in the main
nnl'"hllv the case with the
has some notices of
member of the order of Ro.sicruc:ianls,
of whom the brotherhood comconstitution or purpose. All
therefcJre, are wrong, Pruilcilpailly

to
From this
and false comment as
which
extracted from the
BI·itannica"....:.which account
IS
into several other
and
into smaller works with pelrtlriacious, with even
malicious
the R(lsi(:ru,cians, and all their fanatical descen" In
agree in
the most crude and
hensible notions and
in the most obSCtlre,
unusual
Britannica:
" Rosicrucians."

4
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Charles the
in the time of
even
sinigul,ar
of the RosicruCharles the ClC\.;UlHJ,
and excited
dans attracted a
much keen
apI)ea:red on the
a most able work pu'blillhed
at
in 1616.
learned octavo, Clll'UJ.'t:U, Ap'olo,fJla COirnp.emfiair'ia
Ilitatis de Bosea
and abounds in knowledge.
IS an
rare work; but there is a copy
British Museum. All this
was marked
considerable
these Rosicrucians.
"
of the Lock" is founded upon some of their fanciful cabalistic ideas. The
contains notices of the
to prove the
concern·
Ro:sicruci,lns, and a
the particulars
to
from the best sources now
state
there is
in one
series of papers called the
and some
sUj:lpo:,ed dlsl:overy of the
in
men, the
The story
foillowmg purport, as
as it can be gather'ed.
much more
of it from other means;
Speet,atvlr's account is very full of errors, and was
eviidently
afar
and
from
as it
IJ<;;'LU<;;>, poor and
from no
were. It
pn)dtlced with no
force; for the
life and the
of the Rosicrucians were very drllm,atil:,
at the same time that the latter were very true,
gellerlilly disbelieved.

Delphic E.
(With the significant point in the centre).

(The mo.t

The Crux-Ansat•.
and persistent figure ill all the El:Ypti.n hieroglyphics.)

CHAPTER THE SECOND.
SINGULAR ADVENTURE IN STAFFORDSHIRE.

who was a very well-known and reliable
man, and a
and writer of
natural
in his
in the time of Charles the
;:'CIL;UlJU, relates the
strange story:That a
was
at the close of a certain dull summer's
in
a trench in a field jn a
round which
country rose into
silent
vocal
with the
cries of the infirequeIlt
It was some little time after the sun had
and the cOlmtrvnlan
abont
over his labour
Dr. Plot says
in one or two of the last
for the
strokes of his
the rustic came upon sOlnethlng
which struck a
At this surpmie
cUIioulsly
found a
flat stone in the centre
of the field. This field was far away from any of the farms
or "cotes," as
were called in those
with which
the now almost
was
dotted. In
a short time he cleared the stone free of the grass and weeds
which had grown over it; and it
to be a
with an immense iron
fixed at one end
R.
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a socket. For half an hour the cOlmtrynlan
to""stir
this stone in vain. At last he
himself of some
of rope which he
near amlongst his tools;
and these he
inventive man, into a
means of
and
the
round a bent tree in a line with the axis of
the stone, he
in the last of the
and with
much
to raise it And
to
his
he
hollow
buried in
grew accustomed a little to
it, he
to a stone
for he saw
below.
slightest idea of where this
a rustic and a
his idea that
the
retlosiitOIv where treasure
he descended the first few
and
to peer in vain down into the darkness. This seemed
imperletl1lble; but there was some
at a vast, cold
distance below.
up to the fresh air and
the star Venus-the eVtmirlg sl:ar--s.tnnml:!' su(ldenly

stairCalle, and still
man cast a

TRE UNDERGROUND CRAil/BER.

7

He felt no difficulty
sort of aromatic smell
up now and then
from
a
world. "Po!':!':i!,lv_ thougnlt
he
heard of .nem,-gnomes: and I am
in
" the world of
upon their secrets, which forbidden for man." The
courageous, was SUIlerlititious.
nOltwilthsltandil1lg some fits of
the
went on, and at a
lower
he met a wall
his
a turn to the
with
credit
went down
And now he
at the foot of a
staira
This was shinthe centre of the
abisol1lteJly astounded
whether natural
the man
as it
mouldera
He
now,
it was
in some
recess, or creepilng
some
that he heard a murmur ov,erniea,d,
of the uncertain rumble of horses and of
IUI1r1bt:nlllg wains. Next moment, all SUI)Sl(led
the distant
seemed to
rec:ogmt:lon or answer to the
sound. Half a dozen
times
and turned as
he would remountalmost flee for his life
as he
; for this
be the secret haunt
or the dreadful abode of
evil
What if, in a few moments, he should come
some scene to
or
in the midst of
despl:ra'te 1Ill1.iiU:., or be
murderers! He listened
He now almost
his descent.
streamed at a distance; but still there was no
sound to
the
of the
or to
the character of this
in
the C01Ll.Dtrv-

8
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man found himself
like a
of
romance in an enchanted world.
The discoverer
this time stood still with fear. But
at
and
himself
to cOIIlplete
had been
in no
he well
the woods were
own hamlet and his wife and
distant. He now
and more in fear
courage,
with
feet descended the remainder of
the stairs;
the
grew
and
as he
appr<lacheld, until at
at another tum, he came upon a
square
built up of
hewn ancient stones. He
sto!pped, silent and
Here was a
pavement and a somewhat
up into a centre;
in the
of which was a rose, carved
in some
dark stone or in marble. But what was this
man's
another sudden tum, from
the
from under the
archivolt of a Gothic
stone
streamed out over him with
over
and
up the
with
like an intense
sunset! He
started back. Then his limbs shook and bent under him as
with terror at the
of a man, whose face was
as he sat
attitude in a stone
with his elbow
on a table
in the
of a
ancient iron
a thick chain to the middle of the roof.
he could not suppress,
from
the scared
who
advanced one pace,
beside himself with terror. He was now within the illuminated chamber. As his foot fell on the stone, the
started bolt
from his seated
as if in awful
astonishment. He erected his hooded
and showed
himself as if in anger about to
the
Doubtful if what he saw were a
or whether he was
not in some terrific
the
without
aware of what he was
another audacious

9

if trernendOtlsly

I
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to show the world that he had reinvented the
of the
he was resolved no one
from the
"
reap
We have
as the tnt:roduction to
our curious
Christian Rosencreutz died in
To account for
Rosicrucianism not
been heard of until
it has
been asserted that this
first founder of Rosi·
crucianism bound his disciples not to reveal any of his
doctrines until a
of one hundred and
years
after his death.
The ancient Romans are said to have
in their
many
the oiliness
art of the
resolved
meth()ds into a
substance;
it is rerlorl:ed
the dissolution of
in the time of
there was a
found that had then burnt
tomb from about three hundred
after I...-l1lnst--ne:arJ.v
twelve hundred
Two of
subterranean
are to be seen
the Museum of Rarities at .ucyu<::u,
Holland. One of these
in the
of Paul the
was found in the
of
years
which had been shut
fifteen hundred and
(:SecoI:ld edition of N.
NOTES.

In the

from
Cedrenus makes mention of a
of Christ, was found at Edessa in

with an image
the Emperor.

J ."...... ..

NOTES.

II

I t was set over a certain
there, and
enclosed and shut
out from the air. This
as appeared from the
attached to it,
was
soon after
was crucified. It was found bumingas in
it had done for five hundred
the soldiers of
Cosroes,
of Persia; by whom, at
discovery and
the
was taken out and cast into the fire.
it is reported,
act occasioned such a
death upon numbers
of the forces of Cosroes,
for their sac:ril,egi,ous
mischief.
At the demolition of our monasteries here in
found in the monument which was
to be
Chloros, father to the great
a burning
to have continued burning there ever since his
which
three hundred years after Christ. The ancient Romans are
said to have been able to maintain
in their
for an
indefinite time,
an essence or oil
from
gold which
was an achievement assumed to have been
known to
Rosicrucians, who boasted this among some other
stupendous arls.
Baptista Porta, in his treatise on Natural
relates that about
the
in the island of Nesis, in the Bay
a marble
a certain Roman was discovered upon
of
affording a
lamp
in its IJre!,ent rec'eptllcle
saw
character;
lously
A most
called that of Pallas, the son of Evander,
who,
Turous (the account will be found
in the
of
is that reported as discovered not
far from Rome, as far forward in time as the year 1401. It is related
that a countryman was
in the neighbourhood, and that delving
deeper than
he came upon a stone
wherein there was
discovered the
of a man of
size, as perfect and
natural as if
interred. Above the
of the deceased there
was found a lamp,
with the supposed fabulous
fire.
Neither wind or water, nor any other superinduced means, could
extin£cuish it; but the flame was mastered
by the
being
at bottom and broken by the astonished
of
consummate
The man enclosed in this monument had a large
wound in
breast. That this was the
of Pallas was evident
from the
on the tomb, which was as
Evander's

slew, of

whom Turnus'
bulk, lies

TilE ROSICRUCIA1\,S.
A very remarkable Imnp was discovered abollt
near
Ateste, a town belonging to Padua, in Italy,
a
in
expl()ra,ticms in a field came
an urn
another urn, in
last was
one
these much-doubted miraculous lamps.
The aliment of
strange lamp
to be a very exquisite crystal
by tile
which the lamp must have con·
to shine for
fifteen hundred years. And unless thi,
lamp had been so suddenly exposed to the action of the air, it is
supposed that it
have continued to burn for any time. This
lamp, endowed
such unbelievable
was discovered to b"
the workmanship of an unknown
named Maximus Olibiu"
who must have possessed the profoundest skill in chemical arl. au the
urn some lines were inscribed in Latin, recording the pelrpe,tulaof this wonderful secret of the preparation and the starting
these
'almost) immortal flames.
St. Austin mentions a
that was found in a
dedicated to
Venus, which,
that it was exposed
open weather,
could never be consumed or extinguished.
Ludovicus Vives, his commentator, in a SUIJplerrlen,talry mention of
ever-burning
cites an instance of
similar
which
was discovered a
before his time, and which was co:nsidered to
have been
for a thousand and
It is
that the perpetuity of
flame of these wonderful
was
to the consummate tenacity of the unctuous matter
which the
was maintained; and that the balance was so
perfect between the feeding material and the strength
the flame, and so
for everlasting
and expenditure, that, like the
moisture and
in animals,
neither of them could ever
prevail. Licetus, who has advance,1
this
observes that in
to effectually prevent interference
with
balance, the ancients hid these lamps in caverns or in enclosed
monuments. Hence it
that on
these tombs and
secret
the admission
fresh air to
destroyed the
and
the life (as it were)
the lamp, similine
larly as a blow or a
stops a watch, in jarring the matchless
mechanism.

Mark of the

«. Triune.

CHAPTER THE THIRD.
INSUFFICIENCY OF WORLDLY OBJECTS.

T is a constant and very pla,usi.ble
the
world
power of llollQ-liDalurlll
who were the pnilctical
crulcia.ns, that if such
would infallibly
acquisl1tion of

; for
is the desire
ignclrawce of
and

Beof the
Philosokn()wl,edge, which
mundane matters, hold that the
weanes
following of them about
subservient
about them of the tine
but of mean and melanand this accidental
and
and abstract mind. That
little
of money and
circuit of comfort fonned
own ken. What
riches is circumscribed
may
is outside of this
as well be
any
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other person as
the owner, since all is the
of it j
gr2mtiing that a man has sufficient for his
wants,
the" morrow,
take
for itself." One
dinner a
one bed for each
the alternations of
sun and
one of
that is
to
is desirable'
man, is sufficient for
man. A
man's troubles are increased
the
even of
his
because he is
beset
as to
their
or maintenance. Reduction
to
attend to, and not
is his
because
in
think:ing of it is all that can affect him
this
the time that the
chemist has
to the control and
of the ultimate
so as to have in his view the secret
of
and to have
as it were,
her
and
her disguises
scenes, he is no more to be amused with
After his
into the subtle processes of
he
cannot be contented with the
of men j for are
not
money, even wives
and numerous or
but
in a certain sense?
Where sink
in
to him when the
unknown sets in
awaits every man? He who can work
as Nature
the
so to
to
fire up
and to breed and propag;ate
atrnos:phere in which
burnsgro!wirlg sllpernatural soul to work amidst the
the material, devilish mass until
eXI)elJled, and it
in health into consplenc101llr, a
to be sown, to
fresh harvests-the
or
of
who can do
at the hoards of
the time that the artist is
so much more than man,
is he the less desirous of the
to the ordinary man. Gtandeur fades to him
such
intellectual
He is nearer to the
and the world
has sunk
below. His is the
and the

QUESTIONS AS TO UTILITIES.

IS

; which he is
to convert,
into
solid trilllm.phs. He can
and the turbid
well leave to common man his acres of
over them like the
discs of a
under these enlighteried philo:>OIlhilcal circumvalue the unseen
of
of which and
the immortal
inhabitants he has obtained in his
reveries. What
can the
man's life
to such a
as
thinker? Man's senses and their
the inlets and avenues of
remain-world's
so
as the
for the air of im:lgil[lation
to
with downward
to find
their
with an
into the
shadows or into the grave while the sun is up: the
life can but
him
to
of these
reI)etiticms until he seems almost to tire of the common sun.
Of which he grows weary, as well as of his waste or extent
of knowle,dge.
To some
this world does not
orcliDluy attractions. The very pOlISe!iSlO,n
kn'owledlge induces rather
up
amidst the stars,
than descent.
man almost has felt the sublime exalof a
tation of a
when he has achieved the
looks out and over the
for miles
and miles. How very little the world looks under him!
He is
to
because he has his home under
the
with
there. But he
altho\lgh it is somewhat
to be flown away
very
gathering up from
SOJlaetlm(:s, in folds like a
to the sea,
voices

J6
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to be the stoicism of the Spf:ctator,
has come here sorneltlO1rv,
not; and he is rather ",m",,,c:u
en!:{ag;ed in it as in a business.
with
to the
as it were, over
and to
who has in himself the power of
the
seem vain. Man can be conceived as
of consciousness even.
What an
IS
Death! " The
tnr,oug:n whom the
of the
passes
! That
as a
which
conceivable terrible doom of the" Wanderer"
ever
; whom as a 10C:OrIlotlve
pel1)etuated throug;h the ages, the
at
Saviour, refused to
and of whom a
lell:eno--s()on hushed in
and then rises to the
n"""I",. UJ'h,,,,,,p,. and to the
distrust!
We
adduce these remarks to show
in the face
of the
of the
man, children are no
but an aU1W;::,V, estates are a
" business" is the
tale to the wp"rvinlY
ear. He who can be the
of the ages has no
m
life.
has
which can
him. He can have
and consolidated
or affections or
because the world is as a tov'-sn:OD
nism is an artificial
the
he can predicate
To return for a moment to the idea of the" Wllncleriing
" which some have
to be derived from
claim of the Rosicrucians to the
of a secret
means of
and to the escape of some notion
of it from out
Even
that this
strange tale was true,
can be
more melanthan the state of this lone
with his

and
the
like
perishing from
counts the years like the traveller of a
to whom the eVlening will never come,
he sees
at the different hours of the
and
to their
homes
To him the
of his companic1ns seems to turn to old
in an hour. He rememthe far-off ancestors of
Fashions
but
is accommodated to all.
Yours is,
the
of the
which will
not let you fall to
to see the
of
Your
assurance of the
of all
which your heart is turned.
have
with you,
upon all others. Familiar
you, and you and the sun seem the
as old friends.
it may be doubtful
to this
SU])p()sed man of the ages, the
would not seem
to be
as a
efflux out of the
the sun, like flowers or
; so as mere matter of mould
would all flesh
a
with
it in the article
as man; it
so
set its face
stars, unlike the creatures
doomed to move ho:rizl)nt:ally.
We make these
to show
the
of the world to the cOIltraLrv.
have been men who have
these IU.l':>.--llll'U
power of
their
that the
powers was forborne; and
that their secrets of
have most car'efutlly
been
lest less wise men should
in
have II rushed in where
feared to
" and have
abused where the
even would not use--dewhich
could not
and de(:lming
which would
to their wearilrleSS,
a
of

awful secret
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For it is a mistake to
found too
and too
all. There
suppose that this life is so
as of the lone ocean. There
is a sublime sorrow of the
ever-lost
home in this
hi the
for
tearful mortal state.
The
and that rich men
was made
a man

both full of
may be of an
order.
afford you solace and gr:J,tificatiool-,evflll
; but you may be very
notif
that
have
in
your dreams. Here the world's
are of no use to
for you are delivered over
after
your
you must have
the domi:nio,n
of Other
whom all your
cannot
their inlet is
of another kind than the orclin:uy
access. We
you,
to beware of this dark
the other will
take care of
in no
upon you: but the former may let in
upon you in full grasp with your hands bound.
u,re:al1li:>,

The Hebrew" Shin."

CHAPTER THE FOURTH.
THE

HERMETIC

PHILOSOPHB RS.

HERE was among the sages a
whose
are very famous among the
Herm,etlc Phi:los,optlers:,-ins'om1uch that the noble
Olaus
an excellent writer and a most
recommends these books to the attentive
candid
of this sub·
of those who would
He is said to have invented a cabapos;sessed the
of
<:prr"tl"
the aura, or
efflorescence and prosperous
men; and these
and
art to IUlJll::.cn.--UiV
up, and
his
that he conin age, the accumulated
: the
owners of which new
and were consumed
in
to the extent in which he
upon
:'Ind some of them were exlilauisted
and died. This was because their fresh
had
been
drawn out of them
dewas
because it afforded
a
Now this seems absurd; but it is
not so absurd as we suppose when considered
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affords considerable aUI.holrity
We all are
with the
when he grew old and stricken
Sh1umlmlrnit:e, was
to recover
deiscribed as "very fair; " and we are told that she
" and that
he "
"-which
ne1iH.--[}1ll[ that the
"knew her not." This
i. 4, all
commentaries of M\Inster, V1UUU:S,
VClssius. and
in the same way.
lios of the Mohammedans have more of this
than is
ancient
appear to have
qualintced with the
of the cornpamicmsllip,
irreguhu iIldullge:n(:,e, of the young to the old in
of
vital powers.
The elixir of life was also
other and less
criminal means than those
ones
above. It
was
out of the secret chemical laboratories of
Nature
some
The famous
Robert
mentions a
in his
of which Dr. Le
him an account in the presence of a famous
physician and of another learned man. An intimate friend
of
as
had
out
a small
of this medicated wine or
to an
old female
; and
to the
had been
of for ten or twelve
the woman,
who was
of age, but whom the doctor did
not inform what the
was, nor what
he was
that it
effect. A great
indeed
occur
this old woman; for she
much greater
i1.<.ltv'l". a sort of
bloom came to her cOllDl:enan.:e,
her face was
much more smooth and agJ"ee;abl.e
and
as a still more decided
to her
certain
came
sulnc:ientlysevere
to
much as to their
; so that the
at his success, was
to
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and to suppress all mention of this miraculous
new
for fear of
with inc:om.pn:hel!lsible novelties-in
to
are very teDlaciou:s,
inveterate.
to cen.tenari2ms, some persons have
been mentioned as
survived for hundreds of years,
to COnTIltrv
as occasIOn dema,nd.ed from
when the time arrived
in the natural course of
should
or be
to
names, and
in another
as new perand
sUf1vive:d aU who
The Rosicruthese
eniigm.il.S and
for the most part; and the:y a.dopted
as
motto the advice of one of their
one of
the Gnostics of the
Christian
: "Learn to know
but
unknown."
it is not ge:nel:allly
known that
true Rosicrucians bound themselves to
obHgllticms of
but absolute
the
with certain
and remissions
answered their purpose; for
were not nel:essaI'!ly
: on the
were fre,que:ntly greand mixed
adrnitt:ing no law but
Their notions of
were
different from those that
that
neither monarchs nor the wealth of monarchs could endow
or
those who
esteemed themselves
sUIleriors of all men; and theretc)re, thcmgl1 declmulg lt1ctles,
were
in the
held to
notions about the real
in
of the
sex,
the
or Illuminated Brothers held the monastic
or
state to be
that more consonant with
the intentions of
since in
to
man's frail nature
to
and the
of this his state in
trusted the
not in the
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part, as
believed Nature was in certain senses not true
and a
and that she was not
the benevolent
power to endow. as accorded with the
deceived
notion. We wish not to discuss more
than thus
the
refined and abstruse
views of these
fantastic
who
Nature. We have drawn
to ourselves a certain
of
to which
may
comment;
is
for the
to overpass it
too
further on the strange peJr5U;asiIJnS
upon excellent
to have
exltralJrdlillllry incident at
that made a
stir among the talkers in that ancient
we will here
at
as due to so
and
one who has
Venice in these
and still more those of the
old-fashioned time who have
their
of it on
are aware that freedom and ease among persons
who make a
there to an extent
in this
and
is difficult to
realise. This doubt of
conviction disanns has a certain
unamiable effect on
our
manners,
secures us from
imjJos:ition, at the
A
who arrived
Venice one summer, towards the
end of the seventeenth
and who took up his
residence in one of the best sections of the
the
considerable
which he
and
own
manners, which were
and
was
admitted into the best
he came with
no
know who or
what he was.
and well
and
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sad; and the
of his
to the
attention sometimes of those
the senti·
ments and eXI)erienl:e of all the historic
But his
he chose to converse, and his attainkn,ow.ledlle, were marvellous;
he seemed
himself
and to avoid
an ostentatious reticence. He went
and was looked upon as a
of moderate
estate.
He was an inten:sting character in
one to make an
observer spe:cnlate corlcelrnirlg
This
at Venice for
and was known
the name of the " Sober
the common
on account of the
the
of his manners, and
ness of his costume;
wore dark
these of a
Three
remarked of him
his
at Venice.
was, that he had a small collection of fine
which
he
showed to
that desired it; the next,
he seemed
in all arts and
and
minute correctness as to
ticulars as
silenced-all who heard
because he seemed to have been
at the occurrences
which he
the most
correction
in small facts sometimes. And it was, in the third
observed that he never wrote or received any
desired
but
for
money,
made no use
bills of ex<:ha.ng1e,
letters of credit.
seemed to
Cll(mgn, and he lived
with no
splemiolJlr or show.
Gualdi met,
after his arrival at
at the coffee-house which he was in the habit of
frequen1tmj:;, a Venetian nobleman of sociable manners, who
was very fond of art; and this
used to engage in
discussions; and
conversations
the various
which were
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to both of them.
esteem; and the nobleman invited
whereat-for he was a
met the nobleman's
a
maiden of
of much grace and intell:igencle,
The nobleman's dallgl:1lter
intro(jU(:ed at her father's house from a convent, or
_ov ••, where she had been educated
the nuns. This
m
from
in his
and
to his intlere!lting
fell
love with the
much for the reasons of
Desdemona;
Gualdi was no ">V411.UV
but
a well-educated
thinker rather than
the
to be a doer.
his countenance
; and
seemed to
he
wondrous
j and a strange
and weird fascination would grow up about
as it were,
when he became more than
and animated.
when you were set
about
he
person, and of rare
when
with the crowd you would scarce:ty
dis:tinguish him from the crowd; nor would you observe
unless there was
akin to him
in you excited
his talk.
And now for a few remarks on the
character of
these Rosicrucians. And in
to
however their
existence is
the matters of fact we meet
sprink:lecL-but very
the
of these herare so
and at the same time
with such
that if we dlsbelleve,-it is
to
and that from the preposterous and
nature of their pnetensiiol1iS,--Vve
cannot escape the
if there is not foundation for it, their
and eg,otl'sm is most audacious.
T 11. P" <:n,'" II' of all mankind as
beneath them; their
are most humble and
n"""",v. and declare that
boast
fri,'n,i1v

y ....
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universal riches.
submit to them as adlrisable
obliga:tioI1S, which are assurr,ed for COI1Veltliellt
ance, or for
in a world which is cOlnp,osed of
or of their
most
in the
of women, with hearts
softness
in
while
with
or
contempt in their own minds as
another
of
from men.
are 'most
and deferential
exterior; and yet the self-value which fills their
hearts ceases its
with the
boundless skies.
to a
are the
!'iincerest
in the world; but rock is soft to their impClletratlilil:y afterwards. In
with the hermetic
monarchs are poor, and
greatest accumulations,
are
the side of the
the most
learned are mere dolts and blockheads.
make no
movement towards
because
and disdain
it. If
become
it is in
of themselves:
seek no
because there can
no gra,tification
in honours to such
Their
wish to steal
unnoticed and
and to
the
amuse themselves with the world because
are in it, and
towards mankind
because
find it about them.
nellative; towards eViervthing
pm,iti,re; selfpreto do
posisible or
safe.
To this immeasurable exaltation of
standard of measure, or what apJpreciatlOlll,
Oridinary estimates fail in the
of these occult
is the
is the
of
Nat
to understand them or their
the world insists that these are
futile. The result
upon there
fact
or
in the ideas of
The
puzzlilng part of the
the treatises of
these
writers abound in the most acute discourse
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upon difficult subjects, and contain splendid passages and
truths upon all subjects,-upon the nature of metals, upon
medical science, upon the unsupposed properties of simples,
upon theological and ontological speculation, and upon
science and objects of thought generally,-upon all these
matters they enlarge to the reader stupendously-when the
proper attention is directed to them.

)

The Mythical "Tor" of Babel.

Egyptian "Crux."

CHAPTER THE FIFTH.
AN HISTORICAl.

ADVENTURE.

UT to return to
whom
have
gre:ssi,on, since he was
sllsp1ec'ted
one of the strange
or
of whom we are
This was from
circumstances which occurred afterwards in relato
and which are in
The Venetian nobleman was now on a
of sufficient
with
Gualdi to say to him one
at his own
he understood that he had a fine
collection of
and
if
he would
him a visit some
for the purpose of
them.
nobleman's
who was
and who was penthe
more than half in love
had
of
had
raised her eyes
eXlpre:ssion of wish
her
as
ac(:orcled with her
she apI)ealred,
not, to be
desirous to make one of the
the
It was natural that she should !,:pc'Tl'tlv
at this
of
more intimlltely acqllailrlted
with the domestic life of one whom she had
with
of such
interest.
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mere fact of
his guest, and under the
would seem to
her nearer to him;
with
it
to her that their
in
Gualdi was
the nobleman
to his
also extended the
to the young
should she feel
to accompany her
of her face that she
since he divined from the
was wishful to that effect.
for the visit was then
and the
took his
with the expressions of
on all sides
ended their
I t followed from this
that on
the father and
went to
were
the
warm kindness, and were shown over his rooms with every mark of
friendliness and distinction. The nobleman viewed
Gualdi's
with
attention; and when he had
tour of the
he
his satisthe
that he had never seen a finer
the number of
were
set of
to go
removand Gualdi was
from before the door to 'widen the e/,'Tess,
nobh:m,ll1, who had
to allow him thus to
dear the way,
chance cast
eyes
over the
where there
with the curtain accidelltalh letl:
of the
himself. The
looked upon it
and after a while his
lace fell; but it soon
as if with relief. The gaze of
the
was also now riveted
the
which
was very like Gualdi; but she
it
a look of
tenderness and a blush. The Yenetian looked from the
to
and back
from Gualdi to the 1'''''_'_'
It 1I'3S some time before he
; and when he
his
voice sounded
.. That
was intended for rou,
said he at
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to
Gualdi.
cold
over the eyes
the stranger;
made
low bow. "You look a mClderately young man,-to
candid with
I should say
or
abouts ;
certain means of which I will
not now
that this
is
the hand of
who has been dead
of hundred years.
How is this
?" he
grave smile.
"It is not easy," said
" to know all
that are pos;sible
mi:stalk;es are made COI!lCe:rmmg
Titian."
manner,
and
a
the
felt offence. The
to her father's amI, serl'ptllv
afraid that this little
demur
pass into coolwhich
ness, and end with a consummation of
she feared
; she dreaded
of their
the
as it may seem,
wanted to
even without
she dreaded
cleared up into renewed ple:as,mt
confidence.
little
misunderstandwas soon
an end to
who in
a moment or two resumed
manner; and he saw
the father and
forth to the entrance
of his
with his usual c01np,osed
restra:int, and
the nobleman could not
his
of mortification; and she could not leok at
when she
she dwelt on his face too much.
This little occurrence remained as a
in the mind
of the nobleman. His
fdt
and dissatisfied
for the restoration of
and
in her
the
of
numberless schemes to achieve it.
The Venetian betook himself in the
to the usual
coffee-house; and he could not forbear
of the
incident among the group of
collected there. Their
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and one or two resolved
at the
But to
an 0PIPortun:ity
on this next
it was ne1ces;saJY
Gualdi
to have the
of so reserved
a man to his
for the purpose. The
to meet with
was at the coffee-house ;
thither
genU,em.en went at the usual
as it was the
habit to
that he would do so.
did not come,-nor had he been heard of from the
of the visit of the nobleman the
before to the
Sio",i".,.,,, nOllse..-wnlcn abl,en,ce, for the
time almost
that he had been in
But as
did not meet with him at the COllee,.nClUs,e.--as
thoiugllt was sure, one of the
who had the oftenest
conversed with the
therefore was the freer in
and
his
undertook to go to his
which he did; but he was answered
the owner of the
came to the street-door to
res]poIJld to the
the
had gone,
Venice that
that he had locked
his
with certain
and had taken the
of
rooms with him.
This affair made a
noise at the time in Venice;
and an account of it
its way into most of the newspapers of the year in which it occurred. In these newspapers and
an outline of the for1egoing paIticIL1lalrS
may be seen. The account of the
will also
be met with in Les jJ:fblloires
for the year
tOme i. p.
The chief
of our own narrative
of
are extracted from an old book in our collection
well-attested relations of the sages, and of life prc)tra,cte,d
their art for several centuries; "
Redivivus ; or,
and the Grave.
the
over Old
Second
much
Printed for J. nuu."IO.
the'
Street in the
year 1749."

SIGNOR GUALDI.

And thus much for the
of
sU!,pected to be a Rosicrucian.
shall have further
accountable
as we pr(lceed.
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who was
notices of these un-

The Egyptian Eve trampling the Dragon.

The

'I

Labarum. H

CHAPTER THE SIXTH.
THE

HE

HERMETIC BRETHREN.

passages occur in a letter publi:ihe:d
some
members of the
and
are adduced
a translation from the Larin
one of the most famous men of the
who
of Oxford about the
addressed from the
of Oliver Cromwell; to which
the great
Robertus de Fluctibus
also
in the time of
the First and Charles the
First. We have made
visits to the church where
Robert Flood lies buried.
"
man
Men wish for
treasures and to seem great in the eyes of the world.
created all
to the end that man
Him thanks. But there is no individual thinks of his
desires to
his
proper duties; he
and would
riches and pleasures
labour or
When we"
men either revile or contemn,
When we discourse of
assiur;edly proc!uc:e it if we
because
and when we debate of it,
im,lglrle we shall finish
teachart, or furnish
with
or
should we teach
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them the way to these
? Shall it be to
the end that men may live
in the eyes of the
and make wars; be violent when
world;
are
; turn usurers,
and drunkards;
abandon themselves .to lust?
all these
deface
and defile man, and the
of man's
and are
the ordinances of God. For this dream of
as also the
or vehicle
It IS
ma,nifest, the Lord intended to be pure. And it was
purpmied, in the divine
that men should
down to the earth. It for other purposes that
stars, in their
have raised man on his
instead of
' him to the 'all-fours' that were the
impelrfel:t tentatives
nature until
the supernatural Impullse, rose above its
condemned levelbase and
" We of the secret
do
In
to avoid the
and
or
viCllerlce of those who
that we cannot be pnuo:,ounless we
our
to some onlinary' w,oddly
use. There is
one who thinks about us who does
not believe that our
has no existence;
as
.he
he never met
of us. And he concludes
there is no such
in his
we seek not him to be our fellow. We do not come,
as!mrledl,y expects, to that
upon
like
as he desires the
every fool may enter: Will1ning WU'llU,I;:I.
be that
out, '
Dr. Edmund Dickenson, physicicLll to
the hermetic knlow,ledge.
Essenti'a
;
which was
at
and a second time in
17°5. There was a third edition of it
in LTe:rmlany
in I7:1 I. In
with a French
latter
the reasons
the Brothers of the
Cross concealed themselves. As to the universal

c
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or
form of the
mmstruum,
po:sitivelly asserts that it is in the hands of the" Illumi" but
the
have
ceased to desire its uses,
far above them;
as to
life for
wishful for other
decline
aViailing themselves of it. He
that
are
to conceal themselves for the sake of
would be abandoned in the consolations
course of this world
were not,
worse
that their
were
conviction of the
as more than
;
would become
intolerable and abhorrent.
there are excellent reasons for their conduct;
with the utmost
and instead of
•• _._
their
is the least dis1tingui[shi[ng charaLcstudlC)Usl[y evade the idea
any extJraOl,diriary
live
as mere SP(:ct.LtOJrs
to make no discip.les,
submit to the
adlniring none,
enjlJYIIlg the fell10wship
are excellent
themselves.
to their own
CHIZ!;;lll:>, and
preserve
in
the world
benefit of their
to a certain
their multiform
but shulttirlg
where
do not wish its lmpel,atllve
the reason that
Rosicrucians
the world
and that
believe that there ever were such persons; or
if there were, their
are an impo!,iti,on.
easy to discredit
which we do not
nature
us to
all pr()p()Sit:iOIls
not consist with our reason.
true
is
to
avoid all
even on the part of those nearest to him.
And
the
of the Rosicrucian means of
the renewal of
and
also that it was the desire
of the hermetic
'it would not be difficult for
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him so to order his
as that he should seem to
die in one
the character of the natural
manner of
to reappear in
another
as a new
at the time that seemed most
convenient to him
For
and
every difficult
is easy to
with
; nor will
the world
too resolute a
you have
coolness
and
have the art of
for
man of this order
and without
wife or
to embarrass him in
of his
or to follow him too
Thus it will be seen that philosi[)pl1ters
and have all these
and
be never heard
if
heard
as
themselves wish or
As an instance of
risks
a member
of this order may run if he turns his attention to the practical side of his
of all his
we
cite the accident which
to a famous EIllglishlna:n,
who
himself under the name of Eu,gelltius Philawhose real name is said to be Thomas Vallgh,an.
He tells us of
that
to a
to sell
twelve hundred marks' worth of
the man told
at
first
that it never came out of the
but was the
pr<ldtlctllon of art, as it was not of the standard of
known
kinlgd1om: which
so sudden a dilemma to
offerer
of
that he withdrew
it behind
him. It
follows from
it
not
necessary to have
but that the
shall be marketable or
as otherwise
useless
for the purposes of conversion into
world.
Thomas
who was a scholar of
and was
vellenlently attacked in his
and who
was
if there ever was one, led a
pel'ph:xities and darlgelrs from
pos:sessed
secrets.
wriltings, about the
the
the strange'st
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of his
as we find remarked
a writer in 1749,
those of
"-so the
that he is "believed
author adds-" to be
even now; and a person of
credit at
in
affirms that he conversed
it is further
"
with him but a year or two ago.
continues the
" that this very
is the
and that he sits as such
dent of the Illuminated in
in all their annual meetiIlgs.
.of the phiilos:opher Robert
and of
to the
others who knew
was a man of remarkable
and
of unstained morals. He has
and
several
invaluable works upon the secrets of the phiilosop1hers, some
of which are in our
others: Introitus
ad occlusum
de Lumine;
Adamica " Anima
and other
learned books;
very
theories
the seen and the unseen. These books were disbelieved at
the
and remain
because
It
treat of eccentric and
ho'we1/er. certain that we go but a very little
out of the
usual learned track before we encounter
matters,
and
which
well set us
our
some
of
all the pompous claims of
who are
cOIltirlUally, on account of their
sad
and
down with their plausible sys·tem:s.
"l'f()gr,ess and
are
par'ticlllar can
a
speaking of raihvays
" Intelljgellce
that of the
at
intervals; and it is
these
and
in wisdom who know how to carry on to peJrfei:ticm
knowleclge which centuries have been
before
them. But the
in which such men are cast
often
uneqli1al to
the
which seeks to elevate its
it was in
that Mr. William Brc)ug;halll
to
for
But now that we
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have
rejeclted ideas of steamlocomotion
which were with so
much
cOJmp,la(:ently call ourselves
we are
safe
in
so, cO]Clsi<:lering that the
and similar
scientific
no
live to contradict us." We
that the Rosicrucians hold their critics in
esteem-indeed in
esteem.
If such is the disbelief of science of
use, what
chance of credit has the abstruser
and those
assertions of
which contradict our most
ideas of
? Common sense will answer, None at
all.
conclusions and resolutions
which have been considered
the po:ssil)ililty
contradiction have been sometimes at fault. The most
course is not too
to take our stand upon
any surlpo:sed fixed
but
to admit that
our
that absolute truth alone in the
and that no more truth is vouchsafed to
man than he knows how to utilise: most of his uses, even
of his little
of
He must
await other states for
to become a
creature-should that be his
As to certailuty
in this
there is none-nor can there be any. Whether
there is
outside of man is uncertain. Hume has
out that there is no sequence between one and
two. Other
have
detected that
our senses are all one, or all none. Man is the
external matter, and external matter
the
that surveys the
In the world of
colours are tones in other senses, and tones are
colours sevenfold in either case, as the
powers
and
are
in the ideas of the
pro,dUI:e both.

Talisman of the Jaina Kines-

CHAPTER THE SEVENTH.
MYTHIC HISTORY OF THE FLEUR-DE-LIS.

HE maypole is
The ribbons depending
from the discus, or ring, through which the maypole pierces, should be of the seven prismatic
colours-those of the rainbow (or Regne-beau).
According to the Gnostics and their Remaills, Ancient and
Modern, a work by the Rev. C. W. King, M.A., published
in 1864, Horapollo has preserved a talisman, or Gnostic
gem, in yellow jasper, which presents the engraved figure of
a "Cynocephalus, crowned, with baton erect, adoring the
first appearance of the new moon."
The phallic worship prevailed, at one time, all over India.
It constitutes, as Mr. Sellon asserts, tothis day one of the
chief, if not the leading, dogma of the Hindoo religion. Incontestable evidence could be adduced to prove this-however strange and impossible it seems-the key of all worship
the world over; and highest in esteem in the most highly
civilised nations. Though it has degenerated into gross
and sensual superstition, it was originally intended as the
worship of the creative principle in Nature. Innumerable
curious particulars lie scattered up and down, in all countries of the world, relating to this worship, mad as it seems
-bad as, in its grossness, it is. It is only in modem times
that sensuality, and not sublimity, has been actively asso-
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dated v.ith this
however. There was a time when
the rites connected
it were
and solemn cmJUgn.
The
diffusion of these notions
the
and the
and of the sacred
as well as the inflections in
in
for serious worsl1,lp,
the mOI:lerrls,

obelisks were
Pillars of Hermes
sacred to him. The Pillars
and Boaz." So
into Solomon's "
to"
" We will
in our
of these
sexual
j and from the
adoration so
we
but
avert.
We now propose to deduce a very
elaborate
or
of the
........"'''', the
""

standing In
a column
This latter
the
one of the
was

4°
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or
" Bees" of
Na:pO!,eon the First and
the
ext.raclrdi[na:ry and
in
fullest
of view. The
inexplres!;ibly sublime arms
this
from its
it
In
but my!;teriiously
cOl!ltr;adllCt()ry as it may seem, is also
most 19IIOL'lC.
has been
crux of the
and of the
centuries ! We would rather be excused the mentioning
the pec:ulilir item which has thus been held up to the
honour
the world. It will be suffi·
cient to
in its
Gnostic
the
device and most
ever saw; and those who are qu:l1ified to
me:l.mrlg will
read COITe(:t1y
percei1,e our end
the time that
have terlmirlatt:d
this
section of our
of Rosicrucianism-for
to it it refers proticularly.
Fleur-deLucifera
"),

+

Luce is the olcl-fash:ion:ed name for the "
" or
laC:K--a fish famous for the
of a certain
as some fishermen know full well. This once
credible as it may
formed an
of
for
the sake of the
sublime
which it symbolised.
so mean in
and
so far
this
the
of all sub,lun:ary
The bees of
the bees of
in
. . ,,"'-''-'-. are "
" or
of the same
as the
Bourbon "lilies."
deduce from a common ancestor.
the colour
on which
are
em·
blazoned is azure, or blue-which is the colour of
sea,
which is salt. In a.n anagram it may be
as "c."
Follo'wirlg on this
we
say that" Ventre-saint·
!" is a
ancient French
or oath.
in the occult sense, is
it is the" Sacred blue
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made

" Lady-Bird, Lady-Bird, fly
Vour House is on fir_your

Such may be heard in all
of
when a laGv-tJ'lrG
is seen
the children.
are
embodied
-like
and straws and flies in amber-amidst the
of the common
in all countries;
for
many "geller:l.tlO,ns,
after the
sometimes of
and re-render the
do we
centuries.
? The"
.. is the "
above rude
of Nature;"
the "Mother and
" House" is the"
"-it is
" o n " or
" of
" in the
of the sun; and the "children at
home" are the "months"
in the house of the sun,
of the Zodiac "-which were
or the solar year, or the"
orIgulalll y "ten," and not "
.... each
.. "

All but a Little One
Under a 'Stone:'
on
thee home, La'ly-'L,m",
Children are
it be gone."
La'lY-DUG," or "Cow," is the Virgin Mary, the" Little One"

TIlE ROSICRUCIANS.

to one of the letters of the primeval alphal>et, which were
the lines run:
in number" ten."
.. Lady-Bird, ""'''"'y'Lmu
Your House is

away borne!

" Burning
are ten,
Frawen

Little
children Tenne
the earliest"
"
lJ with its
of Hosts."
"Stables." We
and Chiffiet's
Gems. The
into hot water to avert stonns
ch.
The
"crowned with the sun
"
anlon,gst the Gnostic illustrations
Abraham
Gorlreus is that of a talisman of the more abstruse Gnostics
-an
carved with a "beetle which
to gnaw
at a
" See Notes
" Bee

"

The "Lilies" are said not to have appe:ued in the French
See MontHLU';;()D'S
anns until the time of
Monumens de fa Monarchie
Anastasis de
also Notes and

learned papers on the" Fleur-de-lis."
under tbe "Stone," or the"
Human
" is the "In·
fant Saviour," born in the
" Month of the
" Qr
the mystical
Astronomical .. Escaped
of the
.. is the"
Stone."
Zodiac; and tbe ..

THE" LISSES" OF FRANCE.

as"
These are, in
were dig;nified
the "En,lIghte:ne d.
l
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the" lilies" are re!JreSelCl.te:d
or
on the
field
scarabtei of the Orientals
Egypl:iarls as the emblems
examines
the
the Ml1:hraic

percei1{e the sCaJ"abteus.
pattic1ulalr5 of the
The
the arms of
" Lilia non
neque nent."
or motto, aCl:ornpanykniightho1od denominated that of
We are immedi:lte:ly now revery sig:nificaIlit,
have
seemed very
interp1reted, on account of
obvious con"Consider the lilies of the
how
toil not, neither do
of the text, what
the
think of the
Rosicrucian
or exLilia non laborant
; neque
neither do
Now of the"
as we shall elect to
toil tWt like "bees"
(sclu"a'bte;i); neither do
To be wise is to be
whom all
were made; and the
is Rasit-R.s.t :
600; and Lux makes Lucis; then
== 666.
L 5o"v=6,TDs=300,'i=IO,tUS=300 666.
Fleur-de-lis is the Lotus
the flower
sacred to the
or the
or the Sun. The" Auri.. The full quotation is the following: "Consider the lilies of the
field, how they
toil not, neither do they spin: and
I
unto you,
even
" (here steps in some of the
of
Masonic order) "in all his
was not
" {or
or
as it is more correctly
out of
" (St. Matt. vi. 28).
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or fire of
was the earliest
f1amme "
flame of
standard of France. It was afterwards called
It was the sacred
of
and its colour was redThe
the heraldilc,
three "
" or "
" were the coat of armsemblems of the Tri,muirti, the three persons of
or "Lux."
of the
""is
sil=
orx
),,=50
, == 6 == 666.
or Selo. "I have no
was the invocation in the Psalms called'
Thus asserts the learned and jUCLICI10US u ...."'",<;y J.UlSlS'lU".
"The Holie Church of Rome herself doth COlnpare
of the Sonne of
His
t0l':etller with His birth out of the
unto the
were in
undefiled
if the bees were not of
verie deede a
so
valour and
and
Beehive of the Romish
Hone's Allcimt
p.
.Nineveh and its
In .the second
the head-dress of
Bonomi
the (h'll'lmltv
tenninatillg at the
149, the
of
has
the same ornament appears;
has the " usual IlC,ror-aeof two bearded
At p. 332,
As:syrian helmet is surmounted with a
p. 334,
217, the head-dress of the
in the 1\Ssyrlan
standard has a
at p. 340,
245, the
resembles a
;" at p. 350,
254, an Egyptian
example of the
as on the
of
exhibits the:
or green, and azure, or blue
are the colours on which
the
" are emblazoned. The Egyptian
the silver"
are
cut in stone,
in
or
Some have hiero12:IYf>hil:s on
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In the tombs of
huma11 heads. There
which recurs so often in
pailntiI1lg as the
or
sCliLrclelv
one which it is so difficult to
He is often rejJlres:enlted with a ball between his
ror,e-le:gs, which some
of the
or
the sun. He
be an emblem of
The "crab"
on the
Zodiac is
to be a
"beetle"
I t is for some of the
reasons that one of
names of """''-"t'',
or the
IS the "Lord of
" for which
apIlell,atlcln all
and other learned
have found it
to account.
Of the
de·Luee
the folJlowing;
On its sul)lune,
it is the
self,pl:oducing,
Generative
make a
word"
" and"
in the solemn and terrible
name
""Ull.•• ....""'-,". or "crown," or "arched
" of
death. The Druidical stones were
cromteehs when
in groups of
with a
or
stone over,
to the form of the
letter
which was imitated from that
of stones
we call a cromlech.
Cromlechs were the altars
and were so
called from a Hebrew word Sij:!;lrlifying;
bow." There
is a Druidic
at Toulcms1e,
many
of these curious Druidical stones.
fiat
stone, ten feet
six feet
at St.
It is
" licn
" The whole
" "":h,,",t,,r.
ca.ncel," or U
"-hence our
office of " Chancellor," and "Chancery."
U
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We may

Chronlos, or the
Hence its ominous
or
The PI1T-:lm:irl

General

valuable book
" In
call it"
vUU""", in his
dec:lanes that he does not understand the
of this
to the Druidical stones. Had Dr.
aClluB,inl:ed with the Irish
" significaIltly
adds Colonel
"he would have found that the
Druidical oracular stone called
which
retains
its name in
is the Irish
or stone into
which the Druids
that the
or divine essence,
in
descended when
consulted it as an oracle.
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the
Cellic Druids of ,-,VULL'"Y
who would infer that
or foolish COJIlclusiolilS
Ba:sili;darls were called
the orthodox
or
of the Gnostics was called"Abraxas"
Illusionists. The
in
and "Abrasax" in Greek. Their last state, or
condition for rescued sensitive
as
termed
was the "
" or "Fulness of
This
with the doctrines of the
or lIhudl:lIsl:s.
was the Pantheus.
Vito
record
the "numerals of I:'yltha,goras
states
means whereof he
"That these
were ten in
the nature of
nurnbe:r, the ten OrlJrrtmU
and tlu ten letters
Im'mc.r;atalj,>/la.(Je!, apIJcar5 from Aristotle
vii.
" Some
he says, "that ideas and numbers are of the same nature, and amount to ten in all." See
2 29.
The Gnostics and their
But to return to the arms
which are the
" l'
and to the small
creature
(sublime <:;U"U15U, as the farthest-off
which
are
gre,ltness to
A Bible presented
A.D.
a miniature of this
to
monarch and his court. His
is terminated with
"On
three flowers of the form of "fleurs-de-lis sans
his head is a crown "fermee a fleurons
relevez et
recourbez d'une maniere
" Another miniature in
the Book of
shows
on a throne surmounted
sans" His crown is of " Beurs
a sort of "
comme de
" and tlu robe
with a rose, "d'ou
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sortent trois
en forme de f1eurs-de·lis." His
terminates in a f1eur-de-lis.-Notes and U''''H,.O>.
SylvallUs IV1()rgan, an old-fashioned
suggesltive di.sc:losllres, has the follc)wi.rlj;!;

.

the louse
the
to hear
(naLmf:ly,
from a
ph:asaUltlte a conceit."
in Holinshed's Chron.
who is known to have been
a reader of
took his conceit of the "white
lowses which do become an old coat
"in the
Wives
from this anecdote. See Heraldic Ano2°4;
Lower's Curiosities
may here be
that the mark
it is used in
"VlllU'Ul. or "
prclpe:rty, or the
"broad arrow
as used in
or the" Fleur-de-Lis." The mark
"branded" in France is called the
The
"broad arrow," the
is
to

Fig.

I.

Fig.••

Fig...

Fig. 5.
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These are the Three Nails of the Passion. In
I and 2
are
so, with the
downwards.
3
4 have the
horizontal mark
in the
first centl1ries of
stood for the Second
feminine
Person of the
; but the
ill

centre.

there are still the three nails; but a
simil.aril:Y to be remarked in this
is a dispositiion res:elIlbling the trux-ansa/a-an incessant ""'CAL''''''
in
and
is also a
to the
letter
"Tau." The whole first
of lreneslS is said to be
contained in this latter emblem-this
all-indudor
are
the same
often holds in his extended hand on the
Babyllonian cvllm<1ers. aftenvards discovered
the
cabalists in the
of the
"
"
and
the
in the" Three
Nails of the Cross."-The Gnos/ics and
their
Ancient and
p.
208.

This
which is
a
has
also ch2lra<:tel:istlics, which will be remarked
in its
which suggest a likeness to
or
" counts for 300 in
Each
or
100, or ten tens.
'Ve
the
of the deciuwuU,""U the universal
as a natural
This povverfiII
is full of secret ImIlorl:ant me:aniings. It will
remarked
as the
or
in the formal zodiacs of all
whether
or whether
in figtlre-imitati.ons
rec:ogltllSllng tradition. The marks or
Fig. 1.

D

so
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are
which we

" V

.. Behold I I show you a 'Sign.' ,.

The

U

Virgo.

"CAPTIVITY u

Scorpio.

Libra.

WOMAN CONQUEROR Jt

--leading the _ _ f' Dragon."

The" Restored World,"
or

to the
observers.

consideration of close and

The Templar Banner: the famous .. Beaus<!anto"
Fig. 9-

or rather the
New
as thus: J>

or
of the first crescent
9 is the same
The
the Divine PosHiiltlV;lln
Mahometan
New Moon (lying on
it

in the Moon's Embrace. Mean.
and Reconciliation. Thus the
Crescent of the
Star in this display:

TlIE "BBAllSEANT" OF THE TEMPLARS.
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Beauseant
the,osoiphy to the
Telmp]lars unlioubte:dly were. The
8 and
9,
9 is bifurcated
We
the reIlre:;entation of the wondrous banner of
the" Poor Soldiers of the
" as de][)iclted ablJnclan.tly
on the
of the arches of the
vllW'L:ll.
London.

Fig.

'0.

/jlII1111111!
Fig. u .

III

Von
much

.Bt.rpkom.et Revealed contains
to these
supThe Parisian "
" assert
there is a connection between the recent Niskhi letter
and the "Cufic"
and that the
of the
with
secrets of the order of the
the
of the latter
We
to
the work
Revdatum,. seu,
Era/res M£litite
eorum
pul)lished
vi. This
executed
ornaments,
illllCrJiptiion:s,
Amidst
these there is a be:ard.ed,
or
whom Von Hamnler, folilowine: Theodlosius and
makes the same as the "
of L'le
Some
to these
are contained
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on
as to the
of the whole of these remote
to which he
cOllst,mtJly n:ferring, without the merit of even
well known that the
of Gnostic
Freemasons was, and remains so to this
sedulous.
We
terminate this
which commenced with the
or the
or the
of the famous "fleursde-lis" of rr'ID\;e,.-I:ne noblest and sublimest
in its
occult or
which the II monarch sun"
ever saw
to it,
mean and rej)ellarlt
as the "Lis" seems: we will
we
thus
cOlillnler:ltU:lg in a very
and
but
manner upon
which have hitherto been

"

recalliing that the luce is a
and I are
in
Bacchus.
wellor satirical
upon the name of
cited as illustrative
on this side of
" Lucy is lowsie, as same valklt miscalle it."

The Zodiacal
the
observances of
and to sexual
reference to the "
the Lucvs:-.:l.S
not
since saw
of Charlecote
SU1Del"-l\vOn--alre " three luces or
"The dozen white luces are observed upon with

THE" DOZEN WHITE LUCES."
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intense
Shallow
in the
fVives
Windsor:
"Shallow. It is an old coat.
"Evans. The dozen white louses do become an old coat
well." The
part of the passage follows to this
thr",cr}n!ppnl". hidden in the
art of our knl)wing,
Sh,lkspe:ue: "It agrees well
" every
" which makes clear
familiar beast
and
love"
act i.
sc. 1.
We commend the above
the
attention of our
because he will find
under it
whole
of the arms of France. And
" " this is
althOtlgh the above is
rmmt,ro that
amidst its
or Saxon
10nce:-l1lalrea." to the
who
his female " ultramarine"
the
"cal:mine
that ad()pt(:d

Sign of Ihe PI"net Veil us.

CHAPTER THE EIGHTH.
SACRED FIRE.

HE appearance of God to mortals seems
have been in
and
He was angry
in
or
and
kind. These appearances are often mentioned in
When God
on Mount
it is
" The Lord descended upon it in Fire"
xix.
And when Moses
the
of
to the 'children
of
he
"The Lord
unto you out of the
I
So it was when
midst of the
the
of the
to Moses in a flame of fire
out of
midst of the
"The bush burned with
and the bush was not consumed"
m.
The
appearances of the
of God's presence, or that Divine
Person who
were
in
; or,
surrounded with
in other
the ShechiRah was
This seems to have
occasion to those of old
fire to be what God dwelt in.
"solem Mithreu, sac:ru:mqlue
ut

mis

fortitudinem
Wl,ptlhp" it was that any fire prc)Ce,edf:d from
and
burnt up the oblation in the first
as some ingenious
men have
we know not. It is certain
m

ss

SOLOMON'S TEMPLE.

after
the
Aaron

this was the case. Weare sure that a fire from
consumed
the altar the
of
ix.
; and so it did the sacrifice of
\:TI'UeIJU, "both the flesh and the unleavened cakes"
When David "built an altar unto the
burnt-()ffenn!;s and
and called
He answered him from heaven
bUl:nt·-offeriltlgs" (I Chronicles xxi.
haJPplem:d at
dedication of Solomon's
came down from
and consumed the
bUl:nt-offlenI1R: and the
and the
of the Lord
filled the house"
Chronicles vii.
And much about a
hundred years
when
made that extraorclin,uy sacrifice in
that Baal was no
" The Fire
Lord fell
consumed the burnt
and the
and the stones, and the
and licked
the water
that was in the trench" (I
if we go
back
before the times of
as
as Abraham's
we meet with an instance of the same sort: "It came
that when the sun went
and it was
beto
smokilng furnace and a
that

...
ASSiyruIllS, or ChlaldleaIllS,
pf()pa:galted southward
the Greeks; and
them
were wont to meet
to wO,rsllip
in their
and there
consulted for the
; and there was a constant
the
which was
the name of Vesta
The
fire itself was
; and so Ovid:
"Nee te aJiud Vestam, quam vivam

fiammllm,"
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The
fire was

were the atria of the
wherein a
that was never suffered to go out. On the
In architectural forms from the
the
to the obeliscar
the
the flames were transferred from the
or
to the
summits of the
or towers; or to the
of the
as we see them used now in Cathcllic
are called "
" from their taIleriing
and
are seen or
presence
the
that there is in
which is the last exalted show of fluent or
of
matter,
off
into the
unknown and unseen world of
occult
to which all the forms of
which even
idea itself passes frem
and evolves
-SPlnnlZ up, as all flame
to
away.
or the
was
circular
which were the
or the
of the "h>mnlp
of the
with its
or cope, of stars. It was in the
atria of the
and in the presence of and before the
above-mentioned
that the forms of ceremonial wCirslllo
were
observed It is certain that Vesta was wor; and }Eneas
her into
" manibus vittas, Ve:slalnqlle p'Dtelltern,
JElernumque adytis effert
Ignem.
kneid, ii. 296.

Numa settled an order of
Pri[esl:esl;es, whose business
and care it was consl:antly to maintain the
fire. And
before Numa's
we find it not
customary, but
among the Albans to aPI)oillt the best-born
to be
of
and to
up the confire.
In

he says:

as buildirig
Excubias

vigilernqrle sacraverat Ignem,
reternas,"-
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that he had "consecrated a fire that never went out." And
he calls these
and these
or this
the
"
" or
of the
presence, of the
means,
that
and
protecl:ed, and
solemnised where such
that the cel,estials,
or ang;el-(lefl:nders, <.;alupcu," as it were, and were sure to
be met with
where these flames upon the
and
these torches or
about the
invited them and
were
and incessllntlly IrlaiIltailnel:l.
Thus the custom seems to
been
earliest
to maintain a constant
the
there. And this was not
the VIJ"HV'U
of the
in
but it extended all over
and most other nations the world.
POlmhvrv im,lgiIled that the reason
the most ancient
up a constant,
fire in honour of
imlnol:tal
was because Fire was most like the
He says that the ancients
an
their
to the Gods because it was most like
Fire was not like the
but it was what
apI)ealred in to mortals. And so the true God
m
and
no one would say
bri,ghtne!;s was most like
but was most
in which God
And hence the
kel:piIlg up an
fire in the
derived from the
Thence the word
in the
slglrnhcatlon of the term is the same
the
fire itself.
Vesta or
orthe masterknown under those names, were

was uni,ver'sally
of the way to
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the same means as
another. And since
appear in
and
app,ear,mCf$, He was conlceived
the world came to
COIJlstaJ!1tly to be

with one
His

and
miljgalte the
of their divinilties
''''''6'''''' was
more intense as a
into dreadful ceremonies in
reverenced as the last posiSiblle pJhysical
dnnnlltv_ not
in its
and
It arose from
view that
be offered to the deities in many
of the
paJrtic:ulacrly in
and in the colonies derived
into Africa and other
In the mtemOlty
of their
children were sacrificed
their p'UCHI.l>,
the best and dearest oblation that could be
and the
that
to be withheld from
for that sad
the
consequence of the
from the fatal curiothe
"
"
.. whose mortal taste
death into the world, and all our woe,
of Eden,"

accordling; to Milton. That pe<:uli<:tr natural sense of shame
and with all the references
in all its forms lesser and
inseplirably allied to
in .all its multitudinous
to
wherever the condemned material
th<mghtfilll ancients as to its meanconvicted "AdlversaIV.
"-that
material
" Eldest Son of the
indeed! da'wn:rng
with its
from behind that forbidden Tree of the Knowthe
of Good and Evil. What is this

THE" MORNING STAR."
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philo!iOpheI'S, this
however
and esp,eci,ally the ornament of the
and of
who are newest
the
countenance of
with the bloom of the first
world
from off their chemb
hardeDling in the deg;radaticm
presen.ces in this
glOnOtlS amidst
forms of flesh? What is
is the characteristic
of human creatures?
All other creatures are sinless in this
and know not
the
of
looked at--stlranli!e
men call " "
which is not
sun even should see, and
the
recldeniDlg the
and
and
down his
maD to
of sODletlillng
lost the unl:onlSdouSlne!;S
first
state-that of sinless vir.r6nity-lflid themselves and shunned
their own
in the
all at once convicted to the
must
because
themselves broken that
intenti{lD re.gar{ling them.
"Suffer the little
to come unto
and forbid
of heaven."
them not, for of such is the
the innocent children should come
for salvasufferiing under the mortal
incurred
incident in
first
all flesh in that first sin
which has
and cursed all
free
the nature of their ungxown
and from their
know not the shame of the
unconsciousness of it.
condition
and· therefore
bear not the
of
men, and are not of this world
but of another world.
To recur for a moment to the
of human sacrifices
which once
Interwoven
with
the forms of
from the earliest
of
in classical buiIdilrlgS particllllaJrly,
which we see
and in the Italian modifica'tiOllS displayed
A:JUj,vlJe, was the habit of
as talism:ans
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particlilarly the
of human
This is
observable in
innumerable masks
on the
of arches or
deified mortals or
but
it IS a sinister
the head
is seen.
of the heads of criminals on
town-gates, over
follows the same
as
of the
brand or exposure on the doors of
of rustic
All this is ceremonial sac:rifice,
to the hamlful
and meant oocultlvand
for the eyes of the
but
who move
the
unseen the
ways of men, and unwitted of
and most abundant
and most active there where the mother of all of them is in
the ascendant with her influences; or when
is
throned in her cope of
from
first
arr;ang;ement in the
out cOlltinually
combinations. For
was the precursor, of
; into whatever mean roads the
once a
her servants has
now, in unwo,rtl1w
the art
and in the base
arts-ministration becomes ridiculous
was once
and sublime.
The
or
form which Fire assumes in
its ascent to heaven is
monolithic
used to
the
power. We have
to look
the Babel-towers of Central Anu:r:lca,
scattered all over
and

comPyr;amil:ls of
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or
Crosses raised at the jUflcti,on
Round Towers of
of their gerleallog:'1,
and express

" balanlces,

; and
colsu(;ce:ssi()n) form the" Macrocosthe "
"
astronomical
be it remem-

repires,ent the " as(:en,dmg
of the annual zocliacal
or vertex. The last six "
"
" and
SIX

Wheel."
until sep,arated
ascent and
from without at the"
Ul:::SCt:Ul, were the same "
" The latter half
left
of this
zodiacal" army," or " host of w;;" . . ,;;u,
drawn up in
array, and
a
shall choose to
the" Ar,chamgel l\!licJhae:l,
at the centre, or
the "
" or
") is called
the Cabalists-and therefore
Rosicrucians-the abstract
"-in
crocosm," or " Little
cosm," or " Great
duced in it from the
saved in the" Great Sa'criiice
mena of the
return of the world,
ill the strange my'sti,cislrD
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of which
but
gems," we
see:miIllg ellucidation of this their astlrolc,gica!
earliest;" for which see the suc-

Fig.

12.

(A.) "Ezekiel's Whe.I."

8. q.

10

II. 12.,

Microcosmos (descending).

" Libra" was added

Fig. 13.

are represEmte:d
gr()UllQ-llne. or
or " equa(symtlol,
as thus:
Fig. 1+
the intersection of these
at

MYSTERIES OF THE" CROSS."

the jUIlction··point, or middle
thus:

forms the"

" as

Fig. IS. (B.) "Cross."

(c.)

Fig. 16.

Fig. 18.

Fig. '1.

Fig. '9-

In
the union of
16 and
17 forms the
cross.
18 is the mundane circle.
19 is the astranomical cross
the mundane circle. The union of
17,
in this respe<:tiv'e
so continual in all
which mark or
is also the
as below.

Fig.

20.

The Cru,,·Ansat•.

Mark

in all
and as cODltlmllThis abstruse mark
Egyptian terIlples, where
presents it. Its real meanilng
pro,foumd darkness.
mystelries ;,.,.""1;,,."; in the Christian
" that
alive upon

logies--irlCe!;SaIltly dis<:los:ing, and

THE ROSICRllCI.4 .\'5.

the cross, humbled himself, usque ad infirm' tremmda tormenta, even unto the dreadful torments of hell." (Paget's
Catech. Latin.) (2d.)" Endured fur a time those torments,
qualir reprobi in a:ternU11l senSliri sunt, which the reprobates
shall everlastingly suffer in hell." (Pisc. in Luc. xii. 10.)
" Even despaired of God's mercy, finding God, at this time,
Non patrem sed tyrannum, not a Father, but a Tyrant: and
overcame despair by despair; death by death; hell by
hell; and Satan by Satan" (Ferus in Matth. 27): "suffered
actually all the torments of hell for our redemption, and
descended into the heaviest that hell could yield; endured
the torments of hell, the second death, abjection from God,
and was made a curse; that is, had the bitter anguish of
God's wrath in his soul and body, which is the fire that shall
never be ql1enched."-Faith and Doc/n'ne (Thomas Rogers),
London, 1629. Jacob Behmen produces some of these most
stringent and dark shades in his profound mysiicismalthough essentially Christian.
NOTE.
It is a great mistake to suppose that any of the Egyptian hieroglyphics teU the stories of their religion. There are various series of
hieroglyphics, more or less reserved, but the real beliefs of the Egyptian
Priests were never (indeed, they dared not so have been) hazarded in
sigma, or writing, or hieroglyphic of any kind-being forbidden to be .
spoken, still more written. Consequently aU supposed readings of
hieroglyphics are guesswork only-implying earnest and plausible but
mistaken effort alone.

Digitized by

Googlc

From the Breast of a Mummy. (Museum. Lond. Univ.)

CHAPTER THE NINTH.
FIRE-THEOSOPHY OF THE PERSIANS.

HE Fire·Philoso1phers,
a fanatical sect of phllo:soI'he:rs,
towards the close
sixteenth ct'"",nr,
made a
in almost all the 'countries of
that the intimate essences of
to be known
the
efforts
of
directed in a
process. The Tl1teoso))hists
also insisted that human reason was a
and de·
ceitful
; that no real
could be made in know·
it;
that to all vital-that
was a vain
illumination was the
arriV1rlg at truth. Their name of Paracelsists was
the eminent
and ch,emlst,
derived from
who was the chief ornament of this
sect. In
England, Robert
or
was their great advocate
who wrote in France;
an
of Denmark;
an eminent physician
Dresden; and Daniel
of n;,,;n;hr
of
also treated
Paracelsus and on his
Phcilij)PllS Aureolus Tll,eophrastus Paracelsus was born in
1493, at Eillsiledt:ln, a
town of the canton of .,I..Jtlw.'l.<'.
E
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distant "V'U<O.'<O"iou<;"

a tr01l1bl,ed,
and
154 I,

lOrtV-lelgllth year of his
: I. The

Chirin 4to; and
nU,I:LUUg, Hi's/oire de fa
article
Histoire t-'nlgmrallque de fa

in 8vo.
tom. vii.;
" Paracelse ; " and
Ml;dee,ine, tom. iii.
" Akin to the school of the ancient
and of
the
ofa later
says the learned Dr. Ennehis
rendered into
William
"of the same cast as these
and searchers
the
of nature,
dra,wiIlg from the same
are the
of the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. These
chewhich
asserted that
the
secrets of nature. As
strove, above all
kn,ow,ledge, after the
the divine
which all men can
the true
were called the
The most
phraStllS ParaceI!ms, Adam von
Robert
or
&c." Under this head we
of HeJrnm,ann, pub1ish,ed
Th,eoslClphists called the
word in its
said that ''all the
in
told us lies in the non-admis-

ZOROASTER AND THE ilIAGI.

sion of an internal causal world as ab,rollrlte,{p real: it
in
because the influence of the arts
proves that men's
have
and -do
still
this
that it is the
The Platonic phi.losoplly
which assume
of
to
to
the state of mind. This
if we understand
unites with exterior
eye, and is thus
but when the
drawn into a sensual or imaginative "...
own serene
outward
is
in
It
in this state of interior
that
usual class of
or what are called inspired,
visions occur. It is the same
of
so fre,qulmtJly
alluded to in books that treat of my'steriOlls
; the
revealed to
and all the sages of
the
as the emanation of the
sun. Bohmen
writes of it in his Pivine Vision or
and
Molinos in his
work is the
of
the foundation of the It:1JIK!lJlll
of the
called Friends or
as also of the other
or meditative sects. We
from a very leam,eo,
and instructive book
the
Sciences.
with
eyes than with those soulincuril[)US ones, with which
hast looked upon it as
the most
Thou hast
what it isor rather thou
never known.
are silent
about it; or, may we not say that it is too loud for them?
Therefore shall
of it in
Phitalk of
as anatomists discourse of
constithe
of the human
a
of
wondrous
it be.
the wheels of
say
in their
of the
the
"
and
the
"
wherefores"
the
mechanics
and
the
"
mathe:mBltlcs) of this
with a
soul in it,
world. Such is
such are the
balan<:es, such the
and the smaller mechanical forces;
such the"
" as it were, that is sent ciriculating
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it; such is the
of bells.
It is made for man; this
himthat is mean,
would add. And
do
it, if
dare add
But is this all? Is this the sum
of that
of the human
?-thine own
thou
world's machine-thou Man I
in the fabric of this
in
man's 1mburneth there not a
Describe
ye Doctors of
! Unwind the
limbs of
ye
doctorial
of
the
as ye
in that" uph01!stt:ry
warehouse" of nature to which bodies and their make be
referred
the materialists as the
of everyat its
ye dissectors
and of
valves; of sinews and of leaves
; of the
Veln-\1VOr.K. of the
as
; of the trunk r
and pare, as with steel tools and
this portent
-this "Tree"
it
which ye
cluster to
ye
with your" persmLsicms," to wind into the innermost secret of.
and
into
this .1;'-- .••,
on your science-wheels!
Note the
of the
slin:keth, broadeneth.
whitelrnn,g. Tremble at his
gr()W10l/: ioto it, to you..
blaLcksm:ith.'s anvil
as an
a whole cloud of such. Rare
of which
Ph"r<,nh and the Cities of the Plain read of old the secret!
two, three
come :-faster and faster
in a short
a whole
for
for food for it
soon warned in
I-lest
the
advance.
that this
in matter-chains. Think that He is
and
in the inside of all
;
world are
the
between: and
are both
couldst thou

FIRE. WORSHiP.

understand the
truths I Reverence Fire'
its
and tremble at it;
in the Earth it be
chluned, and the foot of the Ar,ch2mgel Michael-like upon
it! Avert the face from it, as
and
the
before it bowed
askance. So much
this
!
Observe the multiform
the
stars, the
the ca:scades,
falls of it; where the roar, when it grows
in Impelrial
masterd(,m, is as that of
Think what it can
what it is. Watch the
of
as in that
from the metal shoes of the
horse.
It is as a letter of the great
The
London
streets, even, can
thee the Persian's God:
in
ple,asures, and
thou so oft
thine own
are those
?-as stars, afar
of a whole
of flame :-soa,rks
down in
close to us
show;-as
;-:animate children
on the
and
coldest stone.
But in each stone,
as the outside
is a
heart of
to strike
to bid
forth the
as it
like waters of the rock!
out of
can be
a whole acreage
of fireworks. Forests can be conceived of t1a'me-oaJ.ac'es
of the fire; gra,ndest ttmlllS·-SOUl
!

Wonder no
if,
so
the ancient Pelrsians. and their masters the M2Lgi,-l:oriChldthat
saw" All " in this SUI)er:o.atufl:tlly
element,-jtell down and
it ;
visible rei,re'ientation of the very truest; but
and in his
monest
and in us,
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im!)f)ssiblle to be

or known out;slo,e,--o,eUllg
and the
the last backgroUI1ld

are

may be COIlsidlere:d

world-the last world:
the

were peJrmi[tte:d
ancient Fire-P'hilosc.phers
of cOI1t1pflehe:nsicm

THE NA TlJRE OF FIRE.

Ro:sicruci:ms, or 11I1<rmi1.'atl,

who claimed to
or to have found out
of the

of

which

flame
and is the eXj)ansion,
the vivid and
last evolvement before
of all the
or
of matter. Flame is as the
even
flower to this
as the bubble
fruit
which before we have likened it), or
in the outside Hand upon it. Given the sUj)ernatural
heat is as the gorgeous
and flame the f.{l{)rying
flower; and as
is
out of the
or matter of
so the- thicker the material of fire
we may
it,
we
we shall be
shall the fire
and of neces·
it
to be-result
heat-<lut of the hard
Fire in them.
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up,
or
are states into which the
forces outside can
matter, without
into and
sec:uriing its
and
up
off
its
and
it. These
can be wrc:>ul':ht
in matter,
as it were, it can be taken in
all this dissolution of it
be effected without our
as at the fire-blood of our »ULIJCC;L.
But Fire
as it were, all the
of the house
out the coherence of it-sets ablaze the dense
the dark metals run like waters of
conljurles the black devils out of the miller,als,
shows them much lIueWi::U,
Fire we can
our hand upon the
melt
fine
drive them out
to more and more delicate and impalpalble te:ll:tulre--llnng
their invisible
or
into gas: out of
into
; out of
into
; out of smelling,
into
real NOTHING-not even into the last
blue
These are the
of Fire-the
crucible
which we can cast all the
<md find
in their last
not even smoke. These are
physical and scientific facts which there can be no
sav'mer-wnlcn were seen and found out
ago, ages ago,
reveries
in
<md then in the
of the great
M<tgn.etists, and those who were called
whom we have
before.
What is that
<md inscrutable
the
drl,!nl1lO' fire from
? Familiar as it
who remarks it?
of matter
in that
closest
-where the
compresses,
even in its
hardrless, into the solidest laminte of
darkest
and
»u';"'''y, c'ore·-llke.
white-lie the
of
spilrltu:al flame-seeds to the so
fruit? In what
folds of the
in the block of it-in what invisible recess
and
in what tissue-crouch the fire?-to
on the stroke of iron-on
the so sudden clattering
of the crowbars of
on its

OPERATIONS OF FIRE.
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stony doors: Stone
the
unseen, as its
sepiulchre; Stroke
the
forth. Whence
comes that trail of fire from the cold bosom of the
secret,
flint ?-children as from what
breast;
its so
sudden fire-birth!
Who - and what
can
this
wondrous
forth of the
which he
shall
in vain to arrest, but
like a
escapes
him?' we ask what fire
of the men
are at fault.
will tell us that it is a
their vocabularies can
no further account of it.
will
to us that all that can be said of it
that it
a last affection of
to the results of which
the
world of
but of whose
and of whose
the
which it comes, and
the whereabout to which it
are pn,''''p,v ig;noranit,
-and would
a world to know!
The
the views
nature of this
of the famous
We will pro:ceeid
are very singu.lar.
But the
and difficult.

reveries.
is
abstract
is abstruse in the

* In regard to the singular name of the Rosicrucians, it
be here
stated that the Chemists, according to their arcana, derive
Dew
from the Latin Ros, and in the figure of a cross (
trace the
three letters which
the word Lux, Light.
is positive as to the accuracy
information.

Egypti.n Amulet.

S"mdard

or Constantine.

CHAPTER THE TENTH.
IDEAS OF THE ROSICRUCIANS AS TO THE
CHARACTER OF FIRE.

PARK surrenders out of the
when it disapl)ears to us, in the universal ocean of Invisible
That is its
It
us in
darkness-as
the
but to it
nre:-D(lrn. the last level of all-to reappear in the true
which is to us darkness. This is hard to understand.
as the real is the direct
of the
so that
which shows as
to us is darkness in the
;
and that which is
to the
is darkness to us :
matter
and soul
For we know that
is material; and
it must be dark. For
of God is not
and
not
material, it cannot be
to us, and therefore darkness to
God.
as
the world it is
that is at rest, and the sun and the
bodies in
motion-instead of the very reverse
the fact. This
the belief of the oldest
founders of
cal
in the
discoverers of the Gods;
also the doctrine of the
and of the Rosicrulcia.ns, or
who
that all knowable
of the soul and of the
were evolved out of

STRANGE IDEAS OF TIfE FIRE·PIfILOSOPHERS.
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immortal eyes, which receive it
other side.
The

the SUIJenna.tural) on the

SU!Jernaltural VIew

the maue:r-mIllS
When we
a door into
into mu:roi,coPICill slnalllm:ss)

a.nd
bhth
transit of mil:ro:scopic
human sense-worlds to other
Then it is that the Last
cOlmp'osled, IS
before us;
into
of this-side matter; all which
'extincti()n, out of its

FIRE.

matter, in its various
the Supem,'1tural
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is as the flux of

It

be
with all
could
gross

to the material
or inner-not
Fire: a
as cOIltainU1lg
whose ineXplreS!,ibly

fall!
At the
summed
it is we who make the misall the
as we have
necessitated in our man's nature; and we are that
which is
over it
as, while we think we move,
we are moved; and we conclude the senses are in us, while
we are in the senses:
of this wa,rlOl-Oemll'
the
of that which we take it. The views of
these
thinkers amounted to the
of human
reason, and the institution of
as all. It
will be seen at once that this
was
but
for the
few. It is
fit for men when
seek to
out the
and to
nearer accordto their natures-God.
The hollow world in which that essence of
called
in its escape, in violent agiital:ioll,--to
down inside of us: that

TIlE ROSICRUCIANS.

UIUIl,;U,Il.,

tmle-:,talres; of which
are, in the
Wlllgll,.-Ul the OUTER.
It is exc:eellinigly
ttlrOllgh lan,gua.ge, to make this idea
of the ancient Guebl:es, or
successors of the
or, more

dis:rupred varlOUI,-WI)rld to

say the Fire-Philososucldenly come upon k"',,,"U,-,
amtmshof

foIunsusthe modem
that
We
that it will be said that it is
rellgilJDlsts could have
entertained such extraincredible as it may see:m.-I[)ec:au"e
it
much
to understand
is
certalJnly true, that
in this manner the ideas of the
which we know once
can
mean, to the
who
to value the ancient
who
the earth. We shall
show that

REVEIUES OF THE ,MAG!.
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the monuments raised to this
faith still
and
from the heathen
the forms still
lurk
amidst the Christian
institutio:ns--trle traces of the idolatry, if not the iilt1,l$1tlrv
itself.

erections COJrlSIlicllOllS for
sentatives of
or
the
Fire.
wherever
and in whatever age, the idea of
Pr1l1CII>le, or the male
emblem.
some new views of the doctrine
of Universal
and
that there has been error in
im:ilgtnmg that the Persians and the ancient Fir,e-V!{orshippers were idolaters
of
inasmuch as, in
reg;arc!ed Fire as a :;YI:lIUtll,
down before it,
visible
or
standiing for the u<::ny,.in our
dispolled the mind the
and of much
reader to consider as a matter of
siglnificarlce, this
fact of Fire-VITQI'shin.
enliea,VOUrE!dto show it as a portelnto,us,
of the l'll'e-l"alth.

In

we seem
of fire their
reason can
in their

their
upon
thf:ms:elv'es, and of the microcosm of a world
found
had the
transcended.
at a new world in their
and
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deductions upon
upon all the
make these facts.
clurnbmg into the
of thOUgl1lt,
mind
the
thr,oull:h
borders of Real and
false?

into the Last Fire.
nOllhulg; as into this
resolved
on the Throne of the
Invisible-Fire:
in the senses, as the last
of
-that
that which we know as the phenC)mlm01n, Hurnmg
ru"e.--ult: Sj)iriltual Fire
for its shadow;

JlIlTIlRA AND AIIRIJfANES.

8r

false

or
of the Human ",-<:<,,,',,u,
transforrnin:g into the
of Dark·
ness, and
out of the
is borne out
a thousand texts
It is
in the beliefs
and in the traditions of all nations and of all
as we
shall
and
show. Real
is God's
or the
soul of matter; the one is the
as the other is
the very blacker.
the
of the
or
whether in the Old or the New
not
or
would have
the
he
all conceivable
; but rather
adored the Unknown Great
in the last
that was
to man of an1vthine,-the
Fire. And
chose that as His
op:pos;ite of that which He
was; hOlrlOtlrlIllg
His Servant;
before the
Eldest of
for the Timeless;
of the
or rather to Be,ginninlg
on which was the foot of the
that the
be
the Evil PnnCIDle
a world could
Complarisorl) it was peroperati<)D of
COluparisQ,n, or Difl:ereltlce,
should be
upon.
in the
of , ......_....
But it was not
that these
be seen.
than in
we can
shall now-in our weak att,empts
them-be gathel:ed as not
and
and seen as vital and absolute.
need the
elevation of the mind in the sense of"
" and not
the
and the
of the
as seek·
Wllrlg,;-devl!"pll[1I0ns'-'iI'h,erewl1:h to sail into the
F
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of its own
of course, it will not find God.
Then
in the
then the senses, then the
the very
of
or this
world's
sets
of which the Satanic Powers
shall realise the work. The Evil
as even
cmnrulan1d, the translucent
chIJldlIJ<e nmderirlg-tlp in intlliti,re OleueI.--lnt.emie

:Fire-God is to
laid hand uplon--as.
all the stories and
in all the countries
has grown,-yea, as a
out of the
worlds.
out of this
as a matter of
shall we not assume this

THE FIRE·RELIGION UNIVERSAL.

sug;ges:ted in tradition$, borne amidst the roads of the multi·
in emblems,. gathered
the rectlrrin.g,
SUl)er:nat:uf,llly coruscant,
dishonoured le1ivel-llU
of the
all peoJples,

we rec;ogmse,
the mysteJriO\ls
we not admit ?
Of
it will not for a moment be
that we
an'vthinu like--or in its nature similar to--ordi:narv
that no one will be so absurd as to suppose
manner could be the
and sacred
we are
Where we are
to
this would be
back into
to convict and dethrone
reason. While we are
world's reason as the real
this would be dis:tin.ctly
common sense. Of common sense,
we make no account We
common-sense
transrather in awed
the
cendental SPIRIT-the Immortal fervour-into which the
whole World evolves. We have the
of the
in
called
its many names.
It is because
will contest
names of the same
that we therefore
sCEmdlml:l;, but to
It is because men will
that we seek
to show that all
human reason
into account, all forms of belief are alike. Reason has been
the'
enemy of
Let us see if this world's
reason cannot be mastered.
We are now
a new
treat of
and
ADMIT
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of variou!' historical monuments.
all bear reference
to this universal
of the
Fire.
We claim to be
first to
out how strj:kirlgIJr-an,d
yet
at the same
""th"\1,r any
of itthese emblems and rernalns,
and unintell.igilble forms of the
in the Christian churches.

Rose Window, or Catherine-Wheel Window.
(From Laon Cathedral, France.)

From the Vaults of the Temple of Solomon,

at

Jerusalem.

CHAPTER THE ELEVENTH.
MONUMENTS RAISED TO FIRE-WORSHIP IN ALL
COUNTRIES.

E think that we shall be able
in our succeedcontradiction an
to
It
that the whole
round of
which so
antiand which are found in all
to the
beliefin Fire as the First
We seek to show that
was the very
from the immemorial
the
it was the foundation
the attestain monuments scattered all over the
usages of all
down even
Pv,pn;r(bvuse about us, bear reference
lL.--U'''LL prc)bJenls and
in
which cannot
stand clear and evident when
ll!!l:n. --Lila. in all the Christian varieties
Bhtlddi.sm, in Mo:harrimeldanism,
so,
or any
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in science and in natural phlllO!IOphy,
it must carry truth with
and however umms])ected
festation and
of
and-to the COlilfounldinf,t
annihilation of Atheism-Revelation.
offer to the attenAflirnlati.vely we shall now,
tion of the reader the universal
of the Fireup at the outset certain pOi,iti1cms about
them.
Na:rro1.vly cOlasi,deI'ed, it will be found that all
to
on
of Time were laid.
IS
as the matter which
the shadow
to express,
" which
no meanin the
of
"which invests itself
in as the mask in which alone it can be pOi,sil)le.
material
the very
of
the Egyp1tiaris
-who were
with the
tion--eould not reJ>re:serlt
eXJ:,ressed their Idea of
was
to Darkness.
forth under Da:rkness.
In the
nomenon," as
of it among all the
Man walked with the KI110W'leclg;e

his
As one of two
of
and as "one"
" two "
are double
as a matter of course,
before the Otller.--anQ "
" or "
" existence
itself denial of "abstract," or "
"
other
itself
must see at once in this that Com-

THE TWO PILLARS OF SETH.

is constituted; from out of which
is built
and
or a
whether the moral world or
real world.
The immemorial
in the architectural
is
the
We find the earliest record of this In the
se!:nnlZ-UlD of monumental stones. Seth is said to have
the wisdom of the Antediluvians upon' two
-one of
the other of
he erected in
the" Siriadic land "_a Terra
to modem anti"
This
of the "
and was the act of all time. It is the
stands distinct out of the clouds
It would seem
to refer to the
Superna'tur:al Tradition-all that is
out of Time. A
Cabalistic volume of
and of the
antiquity, is the "Book of
" whose doctrine
is that of " LiliSht:-Enli,ghltened,
Spiirit1lal, which is darkness in
or Creation. This
blackness to men
ness to men

in
where where w(Jlrsllip
where man exists is
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sian Mil:hra.s,
even of the Sidlonians,
sences of all these dilrinitie:s--inldeed,
the semblance of Fire; and we rec:ognise,
mark of the foot of
or of the
the countless
as
of the ages
that
roll of
g'ue:SSlTlg of the pretertlaulral myJstery-,seemiI1lg
and
of all wonders-which
all
It is to be noted that all the above
the
Creeds of Fire-were
similar in
nature;
that
were all fortified
and fenced around with
cel'emlonies; and
were with mysteuu'uUI';u the knowand his
eyes saw,
towards the last
he himself grew
and ilIu:minal:e), the door was closed upon all afterpressirlg and
and the Admitted One
was himself lost

...

CI1I/\"ESE PAGODAS.
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wave to the westward of all knowall
cultivllticln of the arts, all
all civ:ilislltion, all
belief. The world was
westwards. There seems some secret, divine imlpre:ss
the world's
co,;mical
matter-in these matters.
out, the narrower or the
tral sun of this tradition
seem that
who is sU!ipected
of the \.-lIUlt::sC.
the Middle
Fire? The paf![od'1$

w01rshlipT>ed In
the
fundamental article
of
world-has been archicarried upunaccountable
until all
and
helrakliclLlly of it-the last achiez1ement
which means the
or
have
insignia of the
in
the same
the sublime. We
in all architectural
or artistic
diIninlution, whether
to the
or exaltation of
or the
or
Sidonian crescent,
or the acroterium of the Greek
pe(liment of the classic
itself (crowning,
or in the "
and SUI5'ge:sti'vely, at solemn
of the
still more than
solemn

THE ROSICRUCIANS.

or cro1wnmg

in the dome-eovered and
HiJndclos, in the
turreted
of the
of all the
reliw,olls
of the

or
whose
mankind, in his
thlI'Ste.d) ,
Egyptians, so continuforeh€:ad-mluk upon
so()th:sayers and sorcerers,philos()phies, in its W.:>UUI.ll,
out of the
mirlare:ts of the
the
mylthologiles and
in all

to which
which are syrnbiolisied
monuments, or bodied m€:aning;s,
of Fire.
What may mean that "Tower of Babel" and its
when it
even
and over the

THE TOWER," TOR," OR "TAU" OF BABEL.
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was that
of
a
lUilCU.--LU'U surmise forbidden save in
infinite hu'mility,
whIspered imIlartmelilt of the
further and seemit1tgly
and still more
utter
of self
fire be conceived. Of what was
the
to be the monument?
on the rock of the tra'diti'on:ary
commitment to "form" of the unon
and story on
and on its
should shine
nre,--D,I1H: idol in the
"dark save
ne,glecte:d stars;'-what was the Tower of Babel but a
gigantjic monolith?
to record and to pe1llel:ua1te
gt'()UDIQ-IUe of all; to
an
in its
when it should be alone taken as the invisible
fire to be waited for
not waited
that
Therefore was
not be;
under the
of
heaven
the means of it, was the first coloswhich the
dwellers
the
sal monolithic
earth
to
the
the
thunder of the Great God I And
founded from that
was made Oal)Ole--tnenc:e
its
the secret should remain a secret. It was
to be
and to be
like
a
in the
amidst the
It was to
like a
world's
of
in the
to the"
of
in the
the studies of
the ages.
We
in the
administration of the ancient
the most abundant
of the secret fire-tradition.
in his introduction into
that the Phrenician Cabiri and the Greek
the
the same nature, and are
All these synlbols n:pn:seIlt
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mena, and that under the ancient name of tWlln-lues. hetma:phrodllte fire. The Dioscuri is a
to
Heaven: if, as Herodotus asserts, "Zeus
ori.girlailly
the whole circle of heaven."
AccordirlJ'{ to the ancient
of
the contest of
forces is the
of new
and the
reconcilement of these
is called combustion. This is,
sketched in
the minutest detail in the
of the ancient Phrenician Cabiri.
From India into
im],orted this spilritu;al firebelief. We
its
structuregreat PYl:am:rds are not:hlI1lg
world··en1dm·ing architectural
fClllo'wing
the well-known
law of
ternplar··pillinl!--miJUIld-like, S!llrV'-iOf the universal FlameFaith. Place a
upon the
star-like upon the
and a
altar the
then becomes. In this tribute to the
burneth
eX{:lressed devotion
the
immemorial
is
doubt that
as token and
as indicative of the
adoration of the
these
were
raised. The idea
were
of the
monarchs is
when submitted to the
we'lghlllg of
and when it comes side
side with
this better
Cannot we
these
mids as the vast altars on whose
should burn the flame
-flame
as it were, to all the world? Cannot we see in these
and
transcendental
in
the
and a hierog;IYJ:lhical
signa:llil1lg on, of
elde5t of time? Do we not
recogrlise in the
of the first monolith?
-all the
the
to
the
tradition of a Fire-Born World?
The
with
so
in the
of the
witnesses to the Electric PrinIt
the
of the

THE GREAT PYRAlIIID.
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Pytha,goras resided for a
accluil:ed from the
the
trallsltlon "-kno'w1edg;e, which was afterwards docThe
or
of the Phrenician
the crescent of
the horns of the Egyptian finLlm,on,
the
of the
have the same
We
trace, among the
the token of the identical
in the horns
distinct in the sublime
statue
Michael
in the Vatican; as also in the
horns of the Levitical altar:
the use of the" double
in continual ways. The
of the Ionic
twin-stars of Castor and
nay, gelrler"ally,
employment of the double emblem all the world over,
or in modern
whether
as
or
or
on the helmets of those bairba,ria,n
who made war upon
AttHa or
or
shown
the
of the Frankish Clovis; whether
in the rude
as it were,
horns
of the Asiatic
or
in the horns of the Runic
Hammerer
or those of the Gothic
or
of the modern
this
from a
common
of
same
The Colossus of Rhodes ,vas a monolith,
dedicated to the
or to fire.
Alexandria was a fire-monument.
of the
in Lower
the name
contained a
combined with aU the dark
the flame-secret was preIn most
secrecy was the tradition gU:lrded.
alone was
to the world. Of the
F'ire-MoD1l1m,ents, we have before
MaLgnificent as the
still is, it is
an ancient historian that it
at
"a square of
hundred
and that it was
hundred feet
Another informs us that "three
hUlndl:ed and
men were
years in its erection."
is now
to be
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historians and
in the name of the PVI:a.mllds
means Fire 'I We would
in the Great
which has
tomb
moreover, rather
smooth and
without
the vase, urn, or depo!;itoiry,
: of the existence of
to be found at some
there is abundant tradition. This
statements of
who writes
who founded the
PYramid. and Cephr'en,
CephJrenus, who built the next to
that
were de1pO!;ite:d
it, were neither buried
elsewhere."
builders
,",U'\"Vj!''', CepllrerlUs, and
the
SUIJer-giigarltic monuments, of which
said that
mten<led to resist the waste of the
and sublime
to
undu][ati:on of Time
in the waves of ceneX!Jected revolution of nature, and the new and
re(:oDilmen'c1ng series of
had in view somegrande:r, s()methlIlg still more uni:vel:sallv
!

1D

that
these
efforts-that such achievements as
were devoted to a mistake ?-that the Myria<is
were fools
in the
and that
their
men was
and that we, in del;pis,ing
that
we call their
and wasted power, are
alone the wise? No I there is much more in these old relipro'bal)ly, in the
of modem
in
and in the
deri-siom of these
is in the least
We do not understand the old time.

SINGULAR IDEAS REGARDING FIRE.

'T""""'''. the towers
; the
the fire
eosoul the visible
and
monuments of
the rites of the Carthiil.gurllalrlS
demonstrative
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hidden fires of the ancient Pelr!\iacns.
least in
Guebres j the whole
on
the
of
earlier
peopl[es, whether in the classic or in the barbarian lands
of this kind was intended to
the deified
Fire.
are
in the funeral ceremonies of the
Hindoos and of the
even to this
the
be committed whole to earth,
then? Cremation and
or the
mieaI1iing
in all
a
than is gellerlllly sup,pO!;ed.
tion of PythagOl:as, or to the pm'gallorial rl:prcodulctions
.l!H.Ui1.11", among whom we
real signification of fire-burial is the commitment of human
modality into the last of all matter,
the intermediate states; or the
over of the man-unit into
the
all
or
of the
pmrgaltorial: the absolute doctrine of the nHllUUS,
even at this
among the initiate all over the East.
we see how classic
and heathen tea,ching
be
made to
even the Gentile
the mythological
monise in the
is indeed
is the moral of our
We have seen that Hercules was the
His
and
which may be
to rest a
when
be
110l'lJ.--trle twin pr()dlgic1us
almost
to the artificial
struck
astonished and awed discoverers' gaze,
that silent Mediterranean
men seemed as almost to find themselves alone
the
as the
natural
on which
should burn the double
of the
Baal:
witness of the
of the bre·malKlIilg So to the Ph,cen:icia.n
de:icried, and then stemmed
are

MAGiC HIEROGLYPHICS.
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and
and
to
floor of the new blue ocean, still of the more
aeIDtlll-rolling. in walls of
under the
of the
western
sun, whose court
fire
not Baal's I-so
to these men of
emblemed with the fire-white horns
of the
or
showed the monster
rocks:
as the last world-beacon
-to dose
sea, and to warn, as of
the terrors
the
new, and second world of
farthest waters, which stretched to the limits of possi1bili:ty.
were these Iberi their
to
behind them that mouth of
sea upon whose
and
nations the most
the
earth. The very name of the
which
disco'vered. and to which
themselves gave
who
in their eX1Dlorawith their commerce and their arts, their
religl()Us usages and their
as pyl"amlidically
until it flashed truth
the
in the
FireI-that faith to
monuments from all
the sea-borders at which
the beak-itself an imitation flame-of every
of their adventurous,
precursors of the ex]ploirin:g
of the
We claim the caldron of the witches as, in the ungu.I'l.l,
the vase or urn of the
in which
the
of the world
We accept the
of the
in a
or of
the Greek
is esteemed as the counter-charm to the Evil
as the occult
The
or radii of
the
and the horns of
getler,llly',*--e1ren have
.. Horns e:erlern,lIY·-\1/llell1er the horns of the c«u. which need not
be those of
"wittol," or contented, betrayed husband, but generally
G
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in the consecrate and
The
unilver'Sally emp,lo)red as a defensive
to wam-off and to consecrate, when-as
at the entrance of
farm.1Duildiltlgs in .-m,nMrv
ack:no'wledgrnerlt of the
or
and "
out," as it were, of
certain
in the
bodies
and wild noctumal creatures, fixed upon
bam
we hold to be the
of the old
heathen sacrifice to the harmful
or a sort of devil·
in this horse-shoe we meet the
and connected
: of which
association we shall
and
have more to sa}'.
The horse-shoe is the
of the Wizard's
or the
or
the abstract "
" the
stran,ge].y secret,
but as
meanilng cOI1Ve'l'ed in which (a tremendous
the
to

to ourselves. It
world that these
im,,,lv'inrr

the mysterious ultra-natural scorn,
H and
of Adreon
own
for
Diana.

in meaning with
the stag, and

WATCH OF THE" UNSEEN."
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shoes and of charms are addressed; that the
may pass harmless; that the
be
the Unseen over us
that the uDr'eco.gnised pre5iences
us, if met with an unconsciousness
man
cannot be
may not be offended with carelessness In
of them for which he may be
able.

Mont St. lIIichel, Normandy.

Trigollome!r'cal Effect of the Greal Pyramid.

CHAPTER THE TWELFTH.
DRUIDICAL STONES AND THEIR WORSHIP.

square or
or milddl.emiost or
of
is the
of our British market-crosses.
in ancient
or
or
the
The
gT()UIled stones found in remote
various counties of Erlgl:ilDlj,
the Scottish
in the Isle of
and In
these stones of memorial-older than
the secret faith of the ancient
with its
and
circles of stones,
central
or altar; all the Druidic or Celtic
remains; stones on the
of
altar-tables in
the
the centre
stones, in
or centre-spaces
towns, from which
distance;
the higllways
that
" London
" still extant in
the Scottish "sacred stone," with
Cannon
called
its famous
" Also in Brittany, in various parts of France and
throughout
and occurring to recognition, in fact,
of the
and new.

; nay,
all parts

STONEHENGE.

transIlor,ted to
and pre,served
minster
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the dominant Edward the
seat of the Coronation Chair in Westeven the
of
stones as
is
as a mere means
the ancients
tablets
their walls
way of funeral
;
-all follow the same rule. We consider all these as variations of the
commemorative
The
in
studded with
stone
and manners of its
with
traces of the wr,rd,in
them. In these parts,
are distinlgui:shed
the name of Menhirs and Penlvans.
veneration of the Irish
for such stones is well known.
M. de Freminville says in his
du
p.
106: "The Celts
a
which united the
attributes of
and Venus."
also in
much as we find the Eleventh
Toledo walrnirlg those who offered wo:rshilp
s3<:rificm,g to devils.
the Druidical institution of Britain
pal;riarcl:lal, or Brahminical. The preUnJlvel:sal
which this order
and
singular customs
have afforded
and affinities to maintain the occult and
of Druidism. A Welsh
insists that
of the
was cortve1,ed
of India
Wales. But the reverse
if we trust the
elaborate researches
would demonstrate that the
Druids were a scion of the Oriental
The reader is
referred to Toland's
the
in his Misci:/laneolts
vol. ii. p.
; also to a book
in
London in
with the
The Celtic Druids;, or, An
to show that the Druids were the Priests
Oriental
C;o,(onus, 'wh.o emil!'l'att!d
A recent writer
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of Druidism must be searched for in the Talmudical writ; but
in return, asserts that the Druids were
older than the
Whence and when the British Druids
themselves to this lone world amid the ocean, no historian can
write. We can
of the Druids
the sublime
monuments which are left of
their malon:eliltleSS, tt"'f'l"ah the ages of
Unhewn
of stones tell alone their
; such are
and
and
and that wild
arc;hiltectur'e, whose stones
on one
still frownon the
of Salisbllry.
the most remarkable ancient remains in Wales
North and
are the Druidical stones:
in
most
manner,-a real
protouch will sometimes suffice to set in
rO(;kltlg, stones, whether these balanced
or. elsewhere. We think that
for
that all
so to express it,
and
were caused first to tremrlle,
the tables of the modern (so-calle(ll Spiri,tua.list:s,
To no other reason than
satisfilct,orilly
refer the name under which
D01.vrng-SrODles." For
idea that
because to the
of
is a sUI=,pol;itic)ll iUlfinitely
The reader will
when the
IS
sensitiveness and
Noone who has witnessed the
power which
after proper presignals,--impos!,ible
para:tion, accluire of sUPI>lyil1lg
as it may seem to those who
not witnessed and tested
these
will
that there is
likelihood of these
stones
been reared and haunted
the
for this
sensitive
This idea

KING ARTHUR'S" ROUND TABLE."
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increase the
and the wonder of
respects, except for some eXltralordlinluy and
use, these
stones appear
Arthur-in
unldex'stClod to have instituted
knigh:th()ocL *--IIJ.aY have been a
conpeers sat
omcular
dirnerlsicms, it
a simibut
drums of the
dili'imnll-tatlles of the Shamans
unllUs])ected purpose, doubtless
a
and supereX1ce€:ding,ly ancient memorial of
British and heroic time at Winchester.
or ste,eplces
was
The
that
out the
to the
its
At one
Sllrnal-URUtS abounded all over the
cn1UrC:!l-liPllreS do in the present
emine:nce's,
on
prclml:mt,ories,-lTOIn sea
and from the
rfll'mhv to broad river-side and to the seaa universal
and a
tower, in its
Id€:ntlcall, unconscious tradition with the
or Beltane Fires: those universal votive
which
are lost
of in the mists of
and which were
so continual in the
so reiterated thl'ou:gh
the
and
so
in the
feudal
monastic
were all, connected
.. It was also SOlIletb.ing else-to which we make reference in other
parts of our book.
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The stone tower was
as it were,
of beacons may be traced
Accordin:g to the
Hebrew
Samaritan, is considered
comthe word" beacon" may
or
At one
fires of Ireland were
have been
traced
of the same character
East.
the
the custom of
genel:ally revived amidst the
the ancient
of
is
called "nit
or
fire. The
has been ascribed to a
are still to be traced on
J..rt:Ji:UIU, where Baal
or
fires
Throtlgh the
in the
formed the ancient
and
paJrticula.rly in the
on the first of
bration of some universal feast or
now
on the
of the hills. How
tice accords with the
usages of the Bohelnia,ns,
or "
" of
is discoverable at a
these western flames
of the
which was as
of the
GUleblres, or Gaurs
natural
principle of the Parsees.
the
£JU"IS''''', and the
all unite in a common
Beside the ancient market-crosses and wayside Gothic
uplrigllts, of which so many
are yet
to be found in
we may
enumerate the
the braye
and
Holin-

QUEEN-ELEANOR CROSSES,

Andrew's euen, at
or Herdelie
some
neere to Lincolne. In euerie towne and
where
corps rested
the
the
caused a crosse of cunwo.rklmansllip to be
remembrance of hir."
Two of the like crosses were set up at
at
"
" l a s t but
"and the other at
Charing," which
now
and where the last
cross was
The final obs.eqllies
at We:smlins:ter,
the
the
of Lincoln; and the
twelve manors and hamlets to the
to
cmU"jI;l:::; of
and of
to the poor, in
commemoration of his beloved consort.
Some writers have stated the number of crosses
above at thirteen. 'These were, ........ I ....... Ul, i'l c:wa.rK, Gran·tha.m,
a'L"Ul",
Westnot far from where a fountain for a
took the
of another
and where
the statue of Sir Robert Peel now stands. The last
where the
whence the memorial-cross sprung,
and which the famous
statue of
Charles
the First now
of
Cross j
as
old
of Westminster,
this
at
Parliafrom the
almost then
a riverrO'lmlrrv road-when the cross
at one
closed the view southwards.
and sm:nptuollS
of
Chronicles towards the
of her
foll.owing remark: "She halhe II wexe
Im'nn'Jln}!'e v,Pon her tombe both
and
Whick
syne Ihe
her
10 this jresml

"
The

the

Cross of Sc()t!and, the
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universal use of fires on the tops of
on the
and on the
turrets of
to
the
of
and to
some information of
ImlportaDice, orliginated in the first
flames. Elder
or
was the
to these
we.rsllip to which fire rose as the answer. From
the
into
use. On certain set occaSaints'
and at other times of
as
traveller in Ireland well
the
multitude of fires on the
of the
and in any conwould
the
of the most
devout Parsee. The
of
however we may have become accustomed to
it as the
most
of
and of mere
a much more abstruse and
the reverential
fires are strong. Perimpressions of supc:rstibon
thoughtfill, eclucated, and
Sc()tlalld; and in
to
and
the tradition of
as a matter
COllntJrv legerldary accounts
to the same
are tra;ceable,
Cairns in
ill
eSipec:ially-solltary
be found on the
of hills; the Dl11idi:cal
of crosses on the
the
of the
the entrance of vilJlagles),
secluded
post" at the jurlcti:on
radiant
to the nrc:-rc:!Ig;lOJl.
Wllerlce obtained is that word"
the
at the int,ersection of crossor
post,
roads?
whence
we that
idea of the
E
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or of the "
" att:acitllng
where four roads meet? It is sater, as
"
n or "
" SU]Jp()seldly
the modem ac(:eptati.on.
in the word
"
" means
Ob is the biblical name for ""ru"v_
as a word si2nif'virlll
converse with forbi(ldt:n
the negroes on
coast of
indical:ing the pra.cti,ces
marked out
it-it was trans!)!a.nt<:d
West
where it still exists.
It is well known that a character
alphalJet was once
diffused thr'ou,gh(JUt rJulrope.
ch:aracte:r, for
not unlike the hammer of
is
to be found in
and lurks in
books:
William
" pr(lce,eds
aUl;hor--we aU.ote from the Times
:zd of F elbruarv
in revieVli·ing a work
the late Lord
has drawn a
between the deities of Meru and
OI]f'1I1]pus; and an enthusiast
maintain that
the vases of Alba
were a
the times when one
in Latium and Hindustan. It is most
Hindoo cross is
the hammer of
tend to the same conclusion.
ciI1tenuy vases; the next, it is
investipulbli(:atiion of unsusup the

even
at nIl?

at noon? What
or at service
empk>yed as a
what
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mul1titud,e, in their
cases
or of
in the
Inc'ense, and in the swell or fall of sacredly
enltral!lcing music? Before
nr(lD-lI1l0r'k tabernacle; in h",I,,,,I,t
of stone," and in
niche;
the
ranks of the columned wax, or in rows of
the
cre:ssells,--intert:wirle and
imDlvinrr the tradition eldest
! What meanarchitectural
wherein the
real
thus before the
? what
Altar? What
those constellations of
those "
stars of Annunciation"? What
fire
we at all from altars and from
the altar? What
sacrifi4:e,--dle dleliv.erinlg, as
the
of the
first and the best of this wc.rldL--wllether
whether of the
whether of the
and pe'rfe4:telst
of
or the rich
of the "world-states"? What
of
mean the human sacrifices of the Heathen; the
the children
the fire to Moloch; the
the
consummate, the most
and most beautidh,in;est.

the surrendered
siginifi,es the sacrifice of
the

the
the patriarc:hal

ages, enjoilled
veltlerati,on, as a nec:esl,ity
and most sacred
kind. We find it in all counltrie:s,--e:ast, west,
and
south
the Old
the New World. From
whence should this
rite come,
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not um:ler!,tarld
and that the
that the prnLlclI)leS
faith are pel1ec:tly unlrnown,
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as the
or" Adlversa,rv.
tnr,oul1:fi aU time; the world terrestrial
fire celestial.
The torches borne at funerals are not alone for
have their
as
do candles on
in all solemn celebrations. The emp!C)vnlerlt of
in all
and in celebration in
sense, has an oVlerploV\'erlml!:lv
the
claims flame as its secret
word to the
Invisible.
and jla:mlJeau:x
in the hand were ever the
and torches
accomThe torch of
panime:nt of
The
; the
silent tornD-Ul!::nts (betmmg
from time
to, time discovered among the mClulclering monuments of
the
in the
or
caves, and building:s
broken in upon
men in later
; the bonfires of the
modems; the fires on the tops of
; the mass of
about
whether
the
of the
of the
sacred
cunmlative Grand Altar
St.
in the churches of the Eternal
or
wherever
ma,gnililclenc:e riseth into
and intensifieth and
ovcerpow1ereth in the
which shall
the multitudinous
in the Sacred Stable-the Place of
the
meanest and
Bethlehem;
the
constant
ever hllrnina
attestation in
before the tomb of
Redeemer;
the
ardente in the funeral observances
Catholic Church; the
bed of the dead-the flames in mysteri011s gJrandelIr

SNAKE, SERPENT, AlI"D

III

" She to whom the flame
Of midnight torches burns."

" this blackest of concealment in the m}'ste:ries,
Asht,lroth, or
or
or
;""
"
or Bhudd; "it,"-for
is no
but SeJClel,S,--::inaKe, Selrpe'nt,
L''''"Vll, or Earliest at all of Locolmotion,
"Letter
the
; "-all these syrnb()ls,
names, stand confessed in that
deified
which the
worsh:iPI,inlg, and will wo!r!:h'tn
un,corlsclously; we even in the Christian lC"l';"JU,
still
the me:mirlg
before our eyes:
to
as
the
in the
of which so much
was
as a curious
at the time of the
marri,tge of the Princess
En.gla,nd with the Prince
William of Prussia. This is
Teutonic pelrpe,tulltion of the "Bacchic <rk.rviin<r!:." of the Saturnian rout and
fiarne-brandishing, of
and last rite.

U2
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The
of
or circle of
about the heads of sacred persons; the hand
and
upon
; the open hand borne
standards of the Romans; the
crest of lVl,lXlmll[l,
and of the Barbarian Leaders; the
China and of
; the
of Wales; the
St.
; the .. crowned serpent" of
House of Milan;
as we have
amrmed, and the Runic Monuments; the Round Towers
Ireland
which there hath been so
and so
diverse and vain
; the memorial
and the
slender
seashore and
towers left
;::,e;a-J:l...lngs. in their adventurous and
VOV,ll!t$
of the Norsemen or the Normans; the ve:sti,res
rec:enitly, in the
of the torwalrO-()t ttle-<lld.-tlmle
eXIPosied to the
of
in the time-out-ofand
cities of the extinct
and
forjgotten religi<ms in Central America: the sun or
and their vestal or
the fire; the
fire-rites of the
Cortez in the native
and the context of
the in-
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In this apparently strange-nay, to some minds, alarming-classification, and throwing under one head, of symbols diametrically opposed, as holy and unholy, benign and
sinister, care must be taken to notice that the types of the
"Snake" or the "Dragon" stand for the occult "WorldFire," by which we mean the" light of the human reason,"
or " manifestation" in the general sense, as op posed to the
spiritual light, or unbodied light; into which, as the reverse,
-although the same,-the fonner transcends. Thus, shad0'VI
is the only possible means of demonstrating light. It is
'ii"ot reflected upon that we must have means whereby to
be lifted. After all, we deal only with glyphs, to express
inexpressible things. Horns mean spirit - manifestation;
Radius signifies the glorying absorption (into the incomprehensible) of that manifestation. Both signify the same:
from any given point, the One Spirit working downwards,
and also transcending upwards. From any given point, in
height, that the intellect is able to achieve, the same Spirit
downwards intensifies into Manifestation; upwards, dissipates into God! In other words, before any knowledge of
God can be fonned at all, it must have a shape. God is an
abstraction; Man is an entity.

Winged Human-headed Lion.

(Nineveh Sculptures.)

H
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Bl..<:k sculptured Obelisk. (British Museum.)

CHAPTER THE THIRTEENTH.
INQUIRY AS TO THE POSSIBILITY OF MIRACLE.

HE definition of a miracle has been eXIPO!;ed to
numerous erroneous views. ID<luir'ers know not
what a miracle is. It is
to assume that
nature and human nature are
and that you can
the one
the other. There
be in
between the two,
start from
common
A
is not a violation of the laws of nature
nature IS
not
but a
of all
that as we know laws. The mistake that is so cOlmolollly
made is the
rather the
or the
bel:ornirlg aware-of-that
we denominate a miracle
op1eration of the human senses, which in
have
whatever to do with a
because
cannot know it. If nature, as we understand it, or
as
we understand it, be
as
can be
po:ssilClle to us which contradicts either the one or the other
the
and law
nalturle.--IT:llra.Cle must
and there never was,
nor could there ever
as a miracle. But
a miracle works
from us at once, and not
a
human
away from the world
man's
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to it,
it may be true
since our nature is not all nature, nor pe:rhaLps
any nature, but even a
delusion. In the
cOllcelpticln of a
the
revolves to us, and can come to us in no
way, and we
seize the idea of it
a ma.ch:merY,"--()ur own
me:nt..-Wnlcn is a clear
of our senses,a
of senses
the very act of
an
it as llu1.nanly pl)ssible.
can be of no date or
whether
if God has not withdrawn from nature; and if He has
withdrawn from nature, then nature must have before this
fallen to
of
for God is
life
; and matter is not intelliigent,
It
not seen that
a
taken out of
of it - in
miracle is
to us, we cease to be men, because
or rather
is man's measure; and that when we
are men
and back in
the miracle is gone,
because the conviction of the
of a
and its
nOltl-possibillity has
it. The
of a miracle
IS
or the
of
active in us,
that drives out nature for the
which is the OPlpos;ite
of the miracle.
No miracle can be
to men's
because no
amount of evidence can sustain it; no
of attestations can affirm that which we cannot in our nature believe.
In
we believe
of which our senses do not
convince uS,-even these not
In other matters, we
believe because 'we think that we
and since the
conviction of a miracle has
of God
the
certain sort of motive of pOlsselsseld,
'lllith the
fills us, and to which exaltation we
no name, and which we can
feel as a certain
sOI:nethi.ng in us, a certain power and a certain
conand
another
become
will follow that the conviction of
of a miracle
is the same sort of
assurance that we have
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of a dream in
when the miracle
is
in the
it
as much ceases to be
a miracle when we are in our senses, as a dream ceases to
be that which it was, a
and becomes that which
it
when we awake. But to the questioIlIS,
what is a
what is
shall answer?
or who can declare
in that broad
where
our minds and their powers
or cease, where nature
melts away into
that we can know as nature, or
know as
to dreams and reaLlitiles,
the one may not
the other? The dream may be man's
life to
another life other than his own
the
may be the dream
its
he
as false and corlfusion
unknown
of
have the
but of
in the
he has the
well because Ikal life is natural to him.
"A
every
and pec:uli,u eJtpression
an Eastern hV1Derboie
rid
the trouble of
the world in ignlor.mce.
and has
to
Cl1!'tici'sm,
1800.
in all ages,
have clothed
the ideas of their
in the same
It may
therefore be asked whether that lan,gU:lige, which now ocin the
men, be not the
actual
lan.gllllge of the
while we,
awake as we
may be
of
many thousand
at
in the echo of
and
catch a few dim words of that
langmlge of
as
do scattered
from
conversation of those around them." So says
SdlUbert, in his
There is
of the
from the faintest to the most
in
which the
of the outside world overwhelms the
lhe
man-senses, and absorbs the inner unit.
and
dream is tke very
Ihal we
think.
LoV........'''....,
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Thomas de
foillowmg: "In the
rite of Confil'ma,tlon,
sacramental
each man says,
reb1apljze
and that which once
now I swear for
Even so
Ul't",umli. pelrha,ps, under some secret conflict of the midup to consciousness at the
but
to the memory as soon as all is
each
several child of our
race may
for himself the
fall."
As to
possi1ble or
no man, out of his
and of his
has any
to
nor can he
for the nature of his terms
all
outside of
is unknown to him. We know that
miracle
geller,llly believed
would terminate the
which are
and conin their own way.
that contradict nature
are not evoked
reason, but
man in his miracle-worked
Im'!1g1l1lnlg, in all
; and such
are inclepen;jerlt
of reason, which elaborates to a centre
but
exhales to
to real
uptruth out of this world.
has
of man; for it knows him not. He
ceases there; but he
made as
and finds his
man's nature
lowest of aU-his mere
nature
there
even to be found
fourfooted; for
the
of him
Man
upon his
and set his face
the
stars which
"Hermes
"
sense, raised him from the
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ne,ulllg, and to react on

notorious that
their character
as we look at them
0pleralted upon
beautiful mUSlCI-maLV not those
dre:aml-pr'od1ucl:og, sOllon()lerlt, ellchanting vapours of lu"'eu:>",,
of us the walls of
and to let out
with a new
In

to be

and the
mll[llst.ne:s, such as
off from about us our swathes and
bands of thick
the new, oVlemlasteriing ml1uelJ1Ce,
-may not all this be as the
across
we pass
out from this world
into the next, until we meet, as
on the other
Ruler in very
but now
felt as the
the
the
and ac(:eplted
Great Sacrifice"?
we not this
palll4J"C, not once, but
of that-even of
that solid-which was our atonement, and of that blood
which was
out as the libation to the "Great
"
partaking of that reddest
that most
sacrament, which is to be the new
of a new world? Is not the very name of the inter·
cOlmnlUllllcaLtiIllg rllU!ll-rne!,r that of the factor of this
"? Whence do
invisible "
we derive the word
or
Maximus
or the
in direct tra:nsl'il.ticlD
in the earliest pre:-Clluilstiam
and become
"Pontiff" in the Roman and the Christian sense---" Pontiff"
from "Pontifex"?
It is
this
of fabricator or maker
of the
sensible and
to that
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between body and spirit, between this world and the next
world, between the spiritualising " thither" and the substantiating "hither," trans being the transit. The whole word,
if not the whole meaning, may be accepted in this RomanCatholic sense of" transubstantiation," or the making of
miracle. Never" Idolatry "-but "Idea," recognising and
acknowledging.

P....i"" Talisman.

CHAPTER THE FOURTEENTH.
CAN EVIDENCE BE DEPENDED UPON ?-EXAMINATION OF nUME'S REASONING.

"

UR evidence for the truth of the Christian
is less than the evidence for the truth
our
senses
even in the first authors of
our
it was no
It is evident it
must diminish in
from them to their
; nor
can anyone rest such confidence in their
as m
the immediate
of his senses."
This is
The
of some men is more
evidence of the senses of some others.
valid than is
All
upon the power of the mind judgin,g.
"It
that no
coverable connection
All the inferences
we can draw from one to another are founded
our
of their constant and
It is evident that we
not to make an
to
this maxim in favour of human
whose connection with any event seems in itself as little necessary as any
other."
It may be
to any person who
considers
Hume's
as to the fixedness of the
of the senses, whether this last citation does not
he
affirms.
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"The memory is tenacious to a certain
Men
cOInrn,on'ly have an inclination to truth and a priIlcip,le of
are sensible to shame when de1teclted In a
are
in human nature."
are not
in human
This is a mistake; for
nature.
are the
of grown men, because
are reflective of the state of the man when he is
cOlmnlUIlit)r,--nlot as man.
" Ccmtrariet:y of eVlidenc,e, in certain cases,
be derived
from several differ,ent causes: from the
of contestiIIloniy--fr,om the character or
of the witnesses-from
manner of their
theIr testlIIlon,y
--or from the
of all these circumstances. We entertain a suspicion COltlce:rmmg any matter of fact when the
witnesses contradict each otJleI'-Wrlen
are but
or
of a doubtful character-when
have an interest in what
affirm-when
deliver
testiIIlolllY with hesitaor, on the
with too violent asseverations.
There are many other
of the same
which
may diminish or
the force of any argument derived
from human testimlony.
we contest these conclusions and we will endeavour to meet them with a direct
answer. The
recogrliti(>n of likelihood-not to say of UUtn--lS intuitiive,
In
and does, not
on
belief goes in another direction
the testimlony,
it be even to matters of fact.
statements: "The
Hume resumes with ,his
reason
we
any credit in
and historians
is not
any connection which we
a
between
and
but because we are
accustomed
a
betuleen them."
so! we would
to
because we are accustomed to find a
between them.
Weare now arrived at
dictum of COIOHleaael],
who
that
dint of his
delinit:iollis, he had
the
which men call a UILrii(.;:II;;,
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of which
and upon the
or the
will be
found to
because
is "'Tlt",.",II" o:pp'Dse:d to laws of <imust be" and <imust
not be."
"A miracle is a violation of the la1lls
" he
declares.
It is
Not so, we will
laws of our nature. A very different
We have no
to set our nature up as the measure of all nature.
This is
the mind's
; and it is imipOltaIlt
to expose its real
because all Hume's phiilm;opihy
turns upon
which he
to be a
to
which all argument must recur.
" A firm and unalterable eXl)eri,elll:e has established the
laws of nature. The
a
from the very
nature of the
as any
from expeJieI1Ce can
" So says Hume.
But
to do with a
because
the senses, but an Unexl?eriit is a sense not
enced sensation or
the senses as uu;",m",
and
and
new
or apparent certaiIlty, COlltr,ldic:tirlg the
If this were not
then the senses, or the
instantaneous
comes out of their sum-or
the
" as we call it-would be the measure
of
and to
we know
it is not.
philol;oJ:,her, is wrong in
at
from his own
; and
no wise assist towards the
phiilos.ophy, no one has a
to assume it as true. The
to
ne2ativelv. not affirm,ltively
course,
is lost Hume
all his Treatise on Miracles in this
ass:uu1ptiion that nature itself has
and not laws
to our
The
difference between these two
facts will be at once felt
a thinker; but we

IDEAS AND Elt.fO'l"IONS.

,not

Hume to assume an'vthinll
and so to tum the flank of his ad\rersary
forward unawares and
Nature is
nature in man's
not true ottlenlVls,e.
any more than that the universe exists out of the mind--or
out of the man, who has in
to make it. Take
away,
the man ill whom the
of it and the
universe
We will
the disbelieving phillosopller, as to his
his
very doubtful if
is the
eXIlre,iSlon, any more than that
we call
IS
consistent to man, who is all inconsistence in his
and end-in his
here and in his
from
out of this
wOrld; to which he does not seem
to
which world he seems to have been somehow obtrudeld,
sornet:hir:lg not of
as this seems.
As to the phi.los,oplly
of course, all
basis for
upon that
But suppose we, who argue in
to
his?
In
the
;
and there is therefore no wonder
first secured
his
consent or
he
al'tiillf'lrv he
; and
may deal from it the shot of
his
once allowed the first grOiUD1ll,--ur the
caj)ac:ity to
let in
the ruinous
results whtch follow; these
are indlisIluulble.
We would
that Hume has no
to
in this
way,
as he has taken the "human
" as the
Either reason or miracle must be first
renloved, because you can admit either; for
are opand cannot
in the same mind: one is
the other is no idea-in
wOrld; and as we are in this
we can
as in this world. In "",,,th,p,.,,,,,,,,.lrl
Hume the
may himself be an imJPossibilit:y, and
the
therefore be a
his own
apll!icaticlD of it.
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Hume is
therefore very correctl
as a phi.losopller,
but we
that is
in
speculaticm out of
world. Ideas-that
be described as the
descend
God. Emotions are also the
which
alone we can ascend 10 Him. Human reason is a po:ssill>ili.ty,
from the line drawn
which either ascent or descent
be made. The
or
and Free
into the
may be identical
in their nature,
dictate
from the invisibl.e, blLltj>ersua,fe
Hume asserts that "a uniform
amounts to a
It does not do so, any more than "nlIlet1y-nme"
are a "hundred."
He also says that" there is not to be found in all
miracle attested
a sufficient number of men to be
we
to
that a
miracle
imlpos,sib1ility; for the moment it has become
it has ceased to be a miracle. ,. In the case of any
palrtic:ul,1I assumed
" he further
" there are not
a sufficient number of men of such
sense,
edUcllti()D, and
as to secure us
delusion
in themselves--of
undoubted
to
them
all
of any
to
otlurs."
to
our answer that our own senses deceive us j
should not the asseverations of others?
adduces a number of circumstances
he
" are
to
us a fun assurance in the
testinlOIIIY of men;" but
can
us this assurance
in other men's
that he supposes. We
of circumstances
our own ideas
the
testinloIlIY of men-not
for we
sometimes believe that
with the fullest
reliance upon
upon our own
silent
abstract
It
is for this reason that assurances even
in
ture, have not been believed
the persons to whom the
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message was
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Of course, if the miracle was
channels of human comfor
never has

COlmOrlOIlly conduct ourselves
of which we have no
we
" says Hume,
but we
this
ine:vitablv that
unknown
because,
may be
knowmg it,
than ourWe can
our own
made outside and
ma.chlnelry of sense. As
we think that we-that
God alone
Nature
is Himself
can effect ImpO!,SI-work. God
two one
the distinction
and
between them,
of arguHume says that" where there is an
ments, we
to
the
to such as are
founded on the
number
ouseroations."
So we
the world were real;
not.
unreal cannot make
Hume declares that "if the
of rellglcm
itself
to the love of
there is an end of common sense.
Human
in these
loses all
sions to
A
may be an ent.hUI$la!it,
imlilglrle he sees what has no
He
narrative to be
and
persevere in it
intentions in the
for the sake of pr()mC)tlllg
cause, Even where this delusion has not taken
so
a
operates on him more
powerfully than on
rest of mankind in any other circumstances, and self-interest with
force. His auditors
ha\'e not, sufficient ju(lgrnerlt
may not
and
to canvass his evidence.
renounce
in these sublime and
If
were ever so
to
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of its
iml)udence, and
im])ud.en<:e overpowers
the reverse of all this is
Urljmary minds have more in<:reldulity
a mistake to
mind; it is
when at its
" leaves
room for reason or retlectlOltl.
on the
true
is the embodiment
or
of reason and reflection.
"
" resumes
"addresses itself
to the
or the
the
and subdues their
or a Demosthenes could
seldom attains; but what a
effect over a Roman or Athenian
every
caJpu<:hi:n, every itinerant or
'C;"'<';""'l,
gencerality of marlkind,
and
passion:s."
miracles and pr()ptlecles;"
miracle or pr()ptlecy.
prclpe:nsil:y in
to
is DO kind of
so 'I U'U\" y,
pr()Viltlci:al towns, as those coninsomuch that two
persons of
condition never see each other
the whole
them
This is all nonsense. There is
Hume then goes on to adduce this same love of inspir:ing
cUllos:ity and
in
as the cause of the belief
in miracles.
• "Do not," he
"the same
and others still
incline the geltleralllly of mankind to believe and
with the
and assurance, all relimiracles? "

COMMON SENSE NOT ALL SENSE.
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it is all
this is
aSS,UD:lpt1lon of truths
are not.
Hume
of
and miraculous relations
as
been received from "
and barbarous
ancestors.
But what is
and barbarism ?-and
what is civilisation? He says that
have been" transmitted with that inviolable sanction and
which
" But
and
attend received
miraculous relations have never been
have
been
and have made their
way
the common sense of
because the
common sense of mankind is common sense, and "nthi"...
more;
in
common sense goes but a
even in the common transactions of life; for
us in most matters.
" All belief in the exltra()rdina,rv." Hume
"proceeds from the usual
of mankind towards the
which
receives a check at intervals from
sense and learning." But what are sense and
both
but mere conceits 1
'''It is
' a ju(liciolJls
wOllde:rful
'that
But
never

" wakiIl2:
wlilat:ever
is, or means.
" When two kinds of
are
we have
Dot:hillig to do but to subtract the one
and
embrace an
either on one side or the
with
that assurance which arises from the remainder."
l" - -
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This which follows may be a conclusion in
above. If beliefs were sums, we
and
the difference between two amounts of evi,dencle,
the
; but we cannot
our
are
and not statements.
towards the close of his
hard and
Trea/ise on
forward an arg:uulenit, which to
all
and
out of this his
were true:
all the historians who treat of Engla.nd
"
should agree that on the 1st of
1600
beth
both before and after her death she was
seen
her
and the whole court, as is usual
with persons
her successor was acknowand
after
interred a
resumed the
for three years. I must
and
confess that I should be
at the concurrence of so
odd
but should not have the least
inc:linlatlon to believe so miraculous an event I should not
and those
ci'rcumi/."

in their own sequence, as
occur to us as real
facts in the
so unreal even are true,
circumbelieve them
the same means that
stances, that we
we believe dreams-that
There is no
so to say.
as it may appear, I
to the consciousness of those who have witnessed death whether the
death itself did not seem
and whether it did not
remain without belief as a fact until the
"The dead man is not here "-affirmed it, not Ull'UU/:,;U
sent
but
unreal incidelnts, pOiSHlatl:ng
reappearance.
As to the belief in
Hume asserts that the Christian
cannot be believed
reasonable person
assures us, "is
without a miracle. "Mere reason,"
insufficient to convince us of its
; and whoever is
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moved by faith to assent to it, is conscious of a continued
miracle in his own person, which subverts all the principles
of his understanding."
The theosophic foundation of the Bhuddistic Maya, or
Universal Illusion, has been finely alluded to by Sir William
Jones, who was deeply imbued with the Oriental mysticism
and transcendental religious views.
"The inextricable difficulties," says he, "attending the
vulgar notion of material substances, concerning which we
know this only, that we know nothing, induced many of the
wisest among the ancients, and some of the most enlightened
among the modems, to believe that the whole creation was
rather an mergy than a work, by which the Infinite Being,
who is present at all times and in all places, exhibits to the
minds of His creatures a set of perceptions, like a wonderful picture or piece of music, always varied, yet always
uniform; so that all bodies and their qualities exist, indeed,
to every wise and useful purpose, but exist only as far as
they are perceived-a theory no less pious than sublime, and
as different from any principle of atheism as the brightest
sunshine differs from the blackest midnight."

Mont St.-Michel, Normandy.
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Druidical Circle at Darab, in Ara1>ia.

CHAPTER THE FIFTEENTH.
FOOTSTEPS OF THE ROSICRUCIANS AMIDST ARCHITECTURAL OBJECTS.

VAUGHAN, of Oxford, a famous Rosicrucian, whom we have before mentioned, and
who in the year 1650 published a book upon'
some of the mysteries of the Rosicrucians, has
the following passage. His work is entitled Anthroposophia
Theomagica " it has a supplemental treatise, called Anima
Magica Abscondita," we quote from pages 26 and 27 of the
united volume ;"In regard of the Ashes of Vegetables," says Vaughan,
" although their weaker exterior Elements expire by violence
of thejire, yet their Earth cannot be destroyed, but is Vitn'-fled. The Fusion and Transparency of this substance is
occasioned by the Radicall moysture or Seminal water of the
Compound. This water resists the fury of the Fire, and
cannot possibly be vanquished. 'In hac Aqua' (saith the
learned Severine), 'Rosa latet in Hieme.' These two principles are never separated; for Nature proceeds not so far
in her Dissolutions. When Death hath done her worst,
there is an Vnion between these tu/o, and out of them shall
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ROSICRUCIAN LIMBUS.

13 1

and restore us to a sPtritl'tat
God raise us at the last
cunstitutiun. I do not
there shall be a Resurrection of
but rather their Terrestrial
the element of Water
there shall ' no
more sea:'
shall be
in one mixture with
and fixed to a
substance. This
fUi'ldarmentall of the New
but con.
I suppose, shall be reduced to
of pure, ethereall
like rich
under the Throne of God."
followllng, which bespea]k:s
Professor l·{"vl"",'"
The assertion is
or
formative substance
at the
in
" from mineral to man," the same.
" The
powers of the
transmute the fixed
air and
base of water into grass or leaves;
and on these
in the ox or the eleph,mt
exercises an
As the unseen
weaves
Coleridge:'sAids /0
6th
Herder's
book v. cap. iii.
We think that we
here
the
of all
Professor
on this head
in
his"
" and embodied in articles
him and others
in scientific
and elsewhere.
In a lecture delivered at the
Mr. W.
S.
made the
remarks: "There IS close
relati<)lls]rrip between
and the
doms. The
is connected with both
the
prllCe:ss of
which
resembles some of
processes of
and of the
of the lower
orders of animal creation."
The "Ph:ilosiopher"s
" in one of its many senses
may be taken to mean the
or translUcent
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I I AAAO:::;'

co:agtl1a1ted with nitre."
Amber is a solidified resinous
and is cOinmonlly
of
It was sup,pmied, the hands of those
cOITeSpOlrldlngly, to abound with the means of
or pineco,ne,
resembles the
carned in pr()ce:ssions--Bllccha'rJal.ian
in connection
name of the
in
or" Al-Ham,br:a,
errlinenl:e, the "
acceptaticm that the
in
called
"Red Sea."
COllD(:ctiOD with those
to be evil or
eSI)ec:lally) are" laid" in the" Red
"when disexo,rci;;m, or in forceful cOIljUJration. We think
"is connected

.. RUNES" AND RUNIC REMAINS.
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the most ancient times. For further connected ideas of the
word" amber" and the substance" amber" in relation to
and sorcery, and for the recurrence of the word
" amber" and its varieties in matters
to the
steries and the
of ancient
reader will
to refer to other
of this volume.
While excavations were in progress at a mound in V'AUC;y.
described
Mr.
of the
::ScloUan'd, on
numerous
of " runes" of various sizes were found on the walls and on
the roof of a
vaulted chamber in the earth. When the
discoveries were
the series of runes exceeded
700 in number;
of"
and a cross" were also
cut on some of the slabs. There are many mounds of
various forms and sizes in this
of
and there is
a celebrated circle of
on the narrow
sula which divides the two lochs of Stennis.
" for a
comes from
says that the word"
"
" because
snakes are
'with cow's milk."
Here we have the
and
connection
of the ideas of "snake" and "cow." The whole
is
with
as well as the int,erchaIlge
references to the "Cross" and the "
of all
and
On a Phrenician
found at Citium or
and
en:l!1'aLved in
Celtic
I I 7, may be seen
a cross and an animal
both of
or
ancient
tured stones
a cross
and a
half fish or
but
a
appear togeth,er on a Mithraic
slab of
What
the Roman
in the North of
is more remarkable
the "star" and "crescent," or
" sun" and" moon," also
the whole
enclosed
in what has been called
l...
or "T.l1lan.gle
with its Face
"
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In'U"'''T. undon Architectural
of
has some valuable observations
Fig. '2. on" Ge'OIIletnc:ll and other
"
In
to the word "
" we
associate another word
to Druidical Stones

are mythological
All the
pre!;ently show corlclulsiv,ely,
connect them all with the
of fire.
Our readers have no doubt often wondered to see on the
table-monuments in Christian cathedrals a creature resema
or
like some four-footed
the feet of the
It is
which is
this
the
At
the name of a
is said to have
there is a

there is a
built in the wall. He
1086. Under the feet of the
(rOSS-/lOt/ne, and under the cross a
There is an
trans-

CROSS·LEGGED EFFIGIES.
of Cadmus nor Saint George, those names
survives them but their names;

I3S
renown,

But Shonke 01/!! s!!rpmt kills, t'other
And in this wall, as in a ftrt1'US, lies.

See Weever's Ancient Funeral Monuments.
calls the
" Burnt
" and he says: "In the wall of this
Church lieth a most ancient Monument: A Stone wherein
is
a man, and about him an
a
and a
all
and a fourth of
of an
should
the four Ev:mgelists
man is a crosse Flourie."
is not
had the merit either of
c",(satler, or
made
to the
I have seen at
Yorks;hire, two
of the Sherbornes thus
I
could never have had more than a wish to enter
Land." Pennant writes thus of the
London.
Weever
out, in relation to the monument of Sir
Pierce or Piers Shonke described above: "Under the Cross
is a
Sir Piers Shonke is
to havve been
sometime the Lord of an ancient decaied
well
not
from this
called '0 Piers Shonkes.'
He flourished Ann, a
vicesimo
p·549·
" The
of a dOJ.r-theu invariable
ment, as is also found
the
of Perseand in
East-would in
the heathen
crosses"
"as that animal can have no po:ssil)le
relation to Chrisljarlity
the
it was accounted
and its majnt1en:anc:e eltljoined
the ordinances of the state, as it is still in the Zend
which remain after Zoroaster."-O'Brien's Round Towers
359·
" I appn'hend the word 'Sin' came to mean Lion when
the Lion was the emblem of the Sun at his summer l>Ulll>U\.;C,
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when he was in his
and the Bull and the ' Man' were
the
of the Sun at the
and the
at the
292.
winter solstice.
vol. ii.
23 is an
of which the ex-

Fig, '3'

the
dile;
" The first
strl)nl1:est conviction which will flash on
the mind of every
whilst
the
series of Mexican
these various
which the ancient
bear to the monumental records
monuments of New
of Ancient
Whilst survevinll
with familiar
on
on similar marks
the same
on
of the same Triune
and
on idols and sculptures,
pres1enting
and some of
most
affinities with the Eg:yptllan."--8t·epllenis'
Catherwood's incidents Travel in Central America.

The Tables of

CHAPTER THE SIXTEENTH.

"g--

THE HOUND TOWERS OF IRELAND.

T is astonishing how much of the Egyptian and
the Indian symbolism of very early ages passed
.
into the usages of Christian times. Thus: the
high cap and the hooked staff of the god became
the bishop's mitre and q:,osier; the term nun is purely
Egyptian, and-bOre its present meaning; the erect oval,

Fig.•6.

'4.
symbol of the Female Principle of Nature, became the
Vesica Piscis, and a frame for Divine Things; the CruxAnsa/a, testifying the union of the Male and Female
Fig.

Fig. '7.

Fig.

'<)0
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at
which is so
kissed
is a talisman. It is
the " Tabernacle"
of the Star Venus. "It is
said that the
of Venus is seen
to this
upon it, with a
Fig. 3"
crescent." The
Caaba itself
was at first an idolatrous
where the
wor"AI-Uza "-that
Venus. See
Dr.
and
for
the
Venus. She
" Uranirecorniculatre
De Venere
The "Ihram is a
which consists
of two woollen wrappers;
one closed about the middle of
to cover,"
"and the other thrown over their shoulders." Refer to
observations about
later in our book; Sale's .Dzscoun:e.
Pococke's India in
voL ii.
i. p. 218.
of Venus at
was the
of VenusUrania. "No woman
this
vii. p. I 19; note, p.
mena and
Mahometans do WClrsllip
idols were no more than
V. p.
The stone at Mecca is black.
p. 20;
The crypts, the subterranean churches and ch,lmlbers,
and the
were all intended to
and to conceal the central
of wo,rslnp,
" stone." The
of
near
Sc()tland, is an obelisk. These obelisks were all astrological
gnomons, or "
" to the imitative stellar mazes, or to the
"fateful charts in the "letter-written" skies. The astro-
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nomical "
" or "
"were the many "sections"
into which the "hosts" of the
were distributed
the Chaldreans. The Decumens
into which
the
was
had also another name, which was
the Hebrew
which means
"or "FIRE." The
reverence for
connected with these
stones.
left the obelisks or
stones. The
in India were left
Mohammedan
or
conquerors. The modem Romans have a
in front of almost all their churches. There is an UI)<:I1:,."
altered to suit Christian ideas
stlrmounted in most
instances in modern times
a
in front of
church in Rome. There are
without a
or obelisk.
fixed a dial. In former
when the obeliscar form was
ad 0plted for ornaments of all sorts, it was one of the various
kinds of Christian
cross which was
on the
summit. We have the
stone of memorial ;;1ll'Vl'1l1n,!T
in the Fire-Towers
Towers of Irelanld).
"'p"5'H, or "
of stone," is found in every
or
or Druidical Circle. It is the
mark-stone; it stands on every motehill ;
<:I,,"''''' '- this stone survives in the stone in the coronawhich more
and
chair at Westminster
also in the famous "
" or the
in
Cannon
of London: which stone said to be
"London's fate "-which we
it is not to be in the
unprosperous sense.
The letter" S," among the
with its griml1ner or
harsher brother
" Z," was called the" reJprclba1e,"
or "
Of this portentous
alzd not
" S" is
" S"
bass "S
letter "Z"),
the
says as follows: that "the letter'S' makes a twise more
brutal than human. Therefore the ancients nsed
;" see,
sect. 14 of
LaJ'zgulage, vol. ii. f.
1
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Noitwithstandinig the contentions of OPI)osing anl:iq\lariles,
received ideas that the "Irish Round
of
and not
the
seems to
qUiestllon in
and
those who
mc:recllbl.y ancient devotion of the Round Towers
mvth·-fire··woirsllip. in fact.
9 Anglesea
Dublin.
"
Rare and Curious
No. 10, October
De
Turrum Be/amJrum
de A rchitectura non Camp'anilis EcdeJ'iaj,tic.re,

Hiberno.

Small 4to, old
Round Towers inters,tJer.sed
the
10/.
1610." The bookseller adds: "I
never saw another copy of this curious old book." This
book-which there is no doubt is
seem
to settle the
as to the character of these
which are not Christian
as
and others
his erroneous
pelrsistently assure us, but heathen
or
in
sense of all those referred to in
of this work.
were raised in the
as the
of a
universal
All
know of what
the
stands as the
not to be more pa:rtic:ullll' here.
The"
a sacred
from
the
the
who converted it
into the deified"
emblem of the
and it is
that my!stically malgnificellt
of
the female "
this lie concealed in our Ge:nealclgy
40, pp.
et seq. '" also
"
It means" genera" or the "Fleurs
.. Donee
" or the vaunt realised of the Turkish
toturn
orbem." The" Prince of Wales's Feathers"
we believe to
and to mean, the same
as this
sublime "Fleur-de-Lis." It resembles the
with
The
of the

woodcut

PRINCE OF WALES'S PLUME.

of
is
to be the
Edward the Black
at
battle
dis,covery of the slain
of the blind
I-the
of the
the
still
We believe the crest and the
motto of the Prince of
to have been in use, for our
at a much earlier
and that
an
an
We think the
which
will prove this fact.
of
was
first
reason to SU]i>p()se that our
a monarch
ments, was initiated into the
Orientals. An old historian has the folllowing
"
the assembled
assent to the
born
man, he
broken
-which has been cOlrrupted
Prince of Wales's crest, '
of "I serve," in
or
" or "the act," suffices
" the
--0'--- I-no for
all the phemolneIla of the world.

Brixworth Church, N orthamptonshire.

Egyplia" Amu:et.

CHAPTER THE SEVENTEENTH.
PRISMATIC INVESTITURE OF THE MICROCOSM.

HE chemical dark rays are more bent than the
luminous. The chemical rays increase in power
as you ascend the
from the red ray to
the violet. The chemical
the
Egypl;iarls under the name of their dIV,lmty,
are most
in the mClrni,ng
most active at noon
or
are most operaLtnre in the afternoon.
the
The chemic:al
most
in
"), the most luruirlOllS
" pnJdllcing,
summer
the most
the autumn
The chemical rays
in the TemI)er,ate Zone; the luminous and Ul;;,;l,Lll:l15,
the
There are more chemical rays
from the centre of the sun than from the
near
circumference.
Each
atom, when a ray of
strikes upon it,
out on a vertical
as a radius or fan of seven
" widths" of the seven
from the least
refJran:gible red up to the most
violet.
to
di<lgram on next

TilE SEVEN COLOURS AND VOWELS.

J43

"The EecvlJltian Priests chanted the seven vowels as a
addressed to
"
of Hallcarna:sstUl).
" The vowels were retained
to a
in the
Fig. 3"
Fig. 3.A.
tive to the Solar
"The seven vowels are consecrated
the seven pninc:ip,tl
"
16th
of colours lies
and
The cause of the
Most Refrangible Ray.
Violet.-"l'-_ _- - - -

Least Refrangible Ray.
Fig. 33. PRISMATIC SPECTRUM.

seven
octave
on the
the First and Se'l'erlth,
of the solar siJectrl'J1n.
Prismatic Colours
Red is the
bass
of ether. To
the
sensation of red to the eye, the luminous line must vibrate
477 millions of millions of times in a second.
or
rather
is the
treble
like the
C
in
There must be a vibration of
of
millions in a second to
it; while the cord that produces the
C must
times per second.
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in its effect upon
colours and
The world's
one
at
of 100 feet from
There is a difference
in the
to each
at the elevation of 30,000 feet. Colouration is
at the surface of the
to the same amount in
one minute that takes half an hour over three miles
the full rays of the sun. The dissemination of
atrnosiphere is
due to the aqueous
. the sun. In the
to it,
These conclusions result from balloonin
and the
aq'Ue()Us vapour."
are both sensitive
affin iti es.
EVIl is
in
however
wherever
some
to the General
is some way or
of
other the better for the
every other animal. This
he carries so far as to suppose that there passes
as attraction
some
of union
all animal
is communicated to all
nature; and that the evils
suffered on this
some inconceivable means
contribute to the
inhabitants of the remotest
'-'Conte:mI10r;aIy Review of the Nature and
sul)ordiIllatlon, no created
can exist:
subordina1tion ImtllvUllZ Irnpe:rfection; all
of
or SufferEt.u/uiry itzto the Nature and
may be

14S

"NATURE AND ORIGIN OF EVIL:'

Privation
no Sutfelrinl?;,
of Knowerr,olllmusly taken for
" "Here the
The end of the
in another
be the
as well as the end of the weed the oak.
contraries may be converse, out
"Review of the above work in Miscellaneous and Pt,'l'"U'zve
Pieces. London: T.
1774.
"There is no evil but must inhere in a conscious
or be referred to it; that
Evil must be
before it
EviI."-Review of A Free
into the Nature and
of the same Miscellaneous and
Russell
Covent Gar1774·

attributed to Dr.
the author of

the cause of
to
for'eg1oinig is contained in that on Life. . He
means
in this
to MIND.
further
remarks: "The words I, and YOU, and THEY, are grammatical
invented
for
and
devoid of the intense and exclusive sense
to them."
Mr. William
In the Memoirs
folllowmg observa11.
tions:
"N.B.-I desire the reader to take notice that the very
leamed Gerard
in his three accurate disserDe Tribus
or" Of the Three
"that called The
that called The Athanasian
and that called the Nicene or COl'lst''lnt'inr;'/Jo&'itan
with the
them to be
called: that the first was
the Creed of the
Church about A.D. 400; that the second was a
K
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after Athanasius had been
or about
this in the West and in the Latin Church
did not obtain in the Greek Church till about
or about A.D. 1200 and that the
the term
first inserted
it about the
time when the Athanasian Cre&! was
and not
soonert or about A.D.
"

Eleanor Cross.

Ronum Tower in Dover Castle.

CHAPTER THE EIGHTEENTH.
CABALISTIC INTERPRETATIONS BY THE GNOSTICS.

o

indicate God's exi:ste:nce, the ancient
of
and many
the em'bleltD of
or ether.

semper rotatur"

and
(Brud,er, I, c. i. p.
Parmenides
as a universal fire
surrounded the heavens with its circle of
and
I,-,i'<;e'v. De Nattl1"a
lib. iii c.
Heraclituls, and
God as a rea:soningand immortal fire
all
Animis
lUilstclUe del:larlted but little from
Demo,critus called God " thl:
of fire"
r.eason
cl)Dsidered the sun as
Geschichte dir

theref()re. in the
which
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theorists endeavour to
the
This is the " lEtherreum" of Robert
would appear to have been the chosen
"bush" He
element of God. In the form of a
.j
to Moses on Mount Sinai. His presence was
denoted
torrents of
and in the form of fire He
band of Israelites
the
wilderness; which is
the
custom of the
fire in
their caravans"
Veil
held God the Creator to consist of a "subtile fire." When
the
descended upon the
on the
of
accomof
it was in the form of a
wind. See
vol. i. p.
The
in SCllpt1are,
the Material
of Nature; which
like the
anl;itype, is of one substance. The
of the Father is
of the
and of the
or Air in motion. This material
to the material
of Plato; as a
" See
used to conceal the "Secret
vol. i. p.
which were never
were maintained in all the
: of these
suffered to
of the Gaditanean Hercules
were the fires in the
among the
at
in the
Vesta at
Brachmans of
among the
and
among
" are
the Persians. Now to prove that all "
"born of
"so to
ideas of the
Rosicrucians.
is not radiated from any
heated gas or
If nitre is
it will not be
; but throw
it
and as soon as that becomes heated
;
the
"Nasmvth,'s
it will
wlJil01;V-llea'li'eS," in the sun, must
not gaseous; and
their medium' the whole of our
from the sun
is
derived. See the records of
British Asso-
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ciation for the Advancement of Science (Olmlbri(jge
October 1862. These
facts were
ancient Persians.
The ancient ideas
these
have not tome
The
of ancient
down to us at all
was effected upon a
scale. Diocletian
has the credit of
burned the books of the Egypltiarls
on the
of
and silver (allchemy').
said to have burned as many as 700,000 rolls at AIlEX2wdlria
and Leo Isaurns
at
in the
about
time that the
burned the
famous Alexandrian
Thus our
of the
limited;
real
of the
world is
almost all
old
means of knowrooted out.
In
to "
ou
" as he
as-" Metadenominates it, a learned author describes
a tache de contIarier
l'ordre
voulut que Ie monde
et materiel filt
; que l'existence de l'homme filt Ull
une illusion
rC'tle dont la mort etai! Ie vrai
son corps filt une
ou une envedont il devait se hater
pour la rendre
a la lumiere
par Ie
les
cOlltelmplatilons, et par une
de praan2LCh()retiques
Ie
etonne
s'e:xplliqller Ie caractere
auteurs
les
COllsl<1er:ant comme des etIes
avec cette difficulte de savoir s'ils furent Dieu devenu
ou l'homme
dnJenu Dim.
Les
p. :u o.
" Mind cannot
" This hazardous statement, in its utmost extent, is used
as an
there
the
of
deriv,ablle from reason
be found
of the forces of the" world." No
of
defended on the
may seem
In
one
the inner
to be more reasonable
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Divine

or
of the
U<l.llllt::Sj,--n, that means alone
thr1oug;h the exposure of the
truth. Such are
Gnostics, or "
" conthe curtains of
'" The curtains of Yeste:rda.y
To-morrow roll up; but Yesterda,y
To-morrow both
are"
edit.
" p. 27
the divine kn.owled.ge, the future must
be as much
as the
The
of the Rosicrucians
be said to be
nature, which
" as,
to masked doors in the
dread SeIltIDI:S
no mortal can pass
without
Lord
never seen
this side
"Omnia ex
vol. i. p.
ad
Omnia per
of the
the astronomical
Cancer and
are called the" Gates of the
Sun."
moreover, is termed the "Gate of Man;"
Capri1corn is the" Gate of the Gods." These are Platonic
as Macrobius declares. With the influences of the
Saturn
reason and
of action; Mars governs the irascible prl.nc:iplle,
prclrluces sensation and
Venus inspir,es
bestows
power of de(:larmg
Moon confers the
aug;mentulg the
The .t;g)rptlllll "",i",N.,;I
of "
The lions'
as the
of the "sacred fountains.
Lions'
with
fOtmt,lins, are observable in architecture all the world over.
derivable from two mathemaAll architecture is

PLANETARY INFLUENCES.

exp1resllion of all Egyptian,
The
Chlristial[1, universal CT(ISS··IOl:m.
dispel[1Satiolns"-Old and
" Law "
both of these
in the
Rosicrucian sense, have
"powers," or
to their several
and
to the
su])ernal;unll extra forces
to bear on them
thr1oug;h the
of those who know how
to direct the occult
Those
" are
of
"","Clllt::l, in his SCMrin von
most
anatomises the inner man, and makes him
" "
and "
"The "nervenor nervous energy,
a grosser nature, conunited with the "see1e on its
from the
and
rendering it visible in the
enltbliing it to affect material
move
anlCles, and such-like
to the
sense
to "
to its nature, this
takes a
or shorter time to be dis" alone
immortal
Gnostics
Re;maiins, note to p.
An Ancient
on
has the
" At the deth of a manne, three bells should be ronge as
his
of the Trinitie. .'\.nd for a
who was
the
two bells should

* This i$ a curious direct assertion that the Saviour of the World was
feminine.
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be

Here we have the source of the emblematic
the master-masons, who constructed the
as to the addition and as to the
earlier
value' of the second
tower at the western end
hallle,el of a church.
Valentinus is called the
Gnosis."
to
number fifteen
of each
Gnostic
or "Af" (" Let
"
" or "
" for "
" (" Name
The
Gnostic
was not derived either from the ......ltUalil.,
from the Grecian
but from the
as Mosheim
ago
so declares the author of The
Gnostics and their Remains; but it is a
We
both in his
and also in
shall
this before we have done.
As soon
was
to the

before the "TH[RONE,
the moment of his baIltisJll
time
work miracles. Before
been cornpleteily
rant of his mission. Whim on the cross, Christos and
left his
and returned to their own
his
the two took the man "
"
abandoned his malteri.al
to the earth; for the Gnostics held
.. "At the moment of his
in the Jordan "-mark.
that point he was natural-but not the "Christ." This will
exclamation of world's disclaimer to the
what have I
to do with thee?"

TRADITIONARY FACTS AT THE CRUCIFIXION.

that the true
on the cross and
his cross, did in
one

IS3

out

As,sel1irlg that a miraculous substitution of
took
Gnostics
in
final act of the "
maintained that the "Son of God" could not suffer
upon the cross, the
sufferer
human
no part with him.
At the
the miraculous transference of persons,
Christos
V','vu"o/left his
and returned
to their own heaven.
death on
the two
withdrew the "
and
him
another
made up
ether (Rosi,crulciam
TrlencelrOl"Walrd he consisted of the two first Rosicrucian
soul and
; which was the cause that
not
him after the resurrection.
months after he
upon earth of
he received from
or
Wi<;:n(lm_ that
or
that true
" which he communicated to the small number of
of
the same.
Apostles who were
Gnostic authorities are St. Irenreus the first
TeJrtulllialrl, Clemens
St.
The Gnostics are divided into sects,
the names of
Manichreans.
r'fA/O'I"
: thence" Gnostics."
As the Son of God remained unknown to the
so
must the
of Basilides also remain unknown to the
rest of
As
know all
and
must live
amlon,gst
therefore must
conduct themselves
to'ilrarc}s the rest of the world as
and unknown.
but
Hence their motto, "Learn to know
unknown" (Iremeus.).
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The
of an
as S0I1l0r()UsJ!y

p. 93 .; LUllU'i.HJ.,
The Greek Bacchanals were well
with the
of
since
cOllstmtly
or a
person under her name, in their ceremonies.
Black is the Saturnian colour-also that of the Egyptian
Isis. Under the
head of the embodiment
the
remarkable facts may
black at the
and
are
at the famous
of the
at
Cathedral at
J.JV'CCLLV, in the Church of the
at
Church of St. Lazaro and the Church of St.
at that of St. Francisco at
at the
Brixen in the
at a church in
at the Cathedml
Au,gs!)ur,gh, where the black
as
at
in
Santa Maria
the
at St.
on the
on
near
door.
The reader can make references in his memory to these
if he be a tmveller.
The
who
the name of Di,oDJrsiuls 1\.reo pateaches that
truth is revealed
to those who have tralnscen<led
ascent of every
and
and ha'"e left behind all
1

...
above all

and
tha
saithhave
the Scriptllfe} who
cap. i. sec. 3';

EPHESIAN DIANA.

vol. i. note to book i
sian
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2,

upon the zone and the feet of the
He:sycllius has
are the
u

}

intlerpJret€:d as

{

" Himself."
" The Sun."
"Truth."

"These
"
used to recite over
"
" is seen on a Gnostic amulet in the De la
Turba Collection
p.
The
the form of a crescent.
or
the nazlis
It is clear
full moon nor the half-moon was ever the
it is the crescent horns of the moon which
ficance. These mean the
in every rellgl1on.
The snake associated with the
among the
Hindoos is the
It is said that the snake
on the heads of all the
in
was a Cobra. The
name of the monarch or Chief Priest Thibet is the
or the Grand Lama.
is the
Prestre
or
Lamia is the "snake among
hand:
is a divine name
It also means the number 10, and the Roman numeral
which is a cross.
the double DVlranlid.
.0., of the
the
mark
the two
water and
as intersecting trianglfJs,
or "Solomon's
according to the Eastern
upon the Rebellious
"or U
Greek name of fire
and
m}rthlololgi<:alJly of the sun, who was the same as Hercules.

THE ROSICRUCIANS.

And the
of
assures us that Pur
was the ancient name of Latian
the father of
Hercules; that he was the
of fire; that his name was
palrticulalI'ly retained
of
who
had been addicted to the rites
in
these
as also in all
Christian
meets us at
tum. But we must not mix up heathen
ideas and
ideas in these matters.

Egyptian Torso. (British Mus..um.)

Moorish Arch. (Cathedral pf Cordova.)

CHAPTER THE NINETEENTH.
MYSTIC CHRISTIAN FIGURES AND TALISMANS.

eDlrra'vinl! borrows from the West Front of
CathednJLI, .':i"""'''''''' a Catherine-Wheel
"
Window. The twelve
or
are the
of the
are issuant out
"rose,"-the sun, or
of the glclrifiled centre, or
" bejginninlg of aU
""
Arthur's Round Table"
disiphtys the "cmcified" Rose in
its centre.
J' 0 alterIlatilDg
In the"
of the Order
with
of the
" Most
Noble
reIIlernlbeI'ed, to
or to the
microcosm imlmature "
Arthur's
Round Table" becomes the inor organ,
and
negative or in
or
red and
as the Rose of the World:
mundi.
And here we will
as our
for this new
of the
of the Order of the
the very
the
order
or,

" Huni soit
" • YON! '

mal)' pmul"

soit

.. Tablfer, Fr.=Apron.

TilE ROSICRUCIANS.

What this" Yoni " and the
meant and ap()theosised
it, the discreet
will see on a little
reflection.
All the world knows the chivalric
of this Most
Noble Order of the Garter.*' It arose in a
act,considered
when the
inexmotive and its circumstances are undermotive is
and
concealed.
the
with the
famous words
the motto of the
of the
the
as we
it,
a new construcwith hidden
the" c:.",.il,.,."
shall we call
and celebrated Oountess

an

thus from Camd.en,
an occasiemal
and
klOiglltly
.. See post, and through
-very important in the authet.tic

ORIGIN OF THE ORDER OF THE "GAR TER,"
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tion of the

will be percei'ved upon close and delicaltely
consideration.
is great ob!;cuJrity as to the character of .t!>.IJ1rallaS,
dlvmll:v of the
The
or
of
Advance
the Zodiacal
in nmnhl'l" to
there are
each of the Twelve
to the entire
for each
of the solar year,
Gnostic
gems,
is
"for the
Arabs
substitute the s
the fh in their prc>nuLnciatiion"
;
Distoin Cri'/iqlU du
the "fh" standing for
lie all the mys-

was
prc)ce,eds from God.
I'n.'nw,O' to the Gn.ostics,
St.
whose
draws all these stal11irlg
and names "
as
The
scheme seems eviderltly
to the first Buddha.
Acharnoth, Ilda1:laoth, answer to the succesl,ive
G1l!ostics, p. 27; Bellermann's .Drei P1"I1i'rtZml'1Zett
1820; Basilides;
in tantum,

found accord.tng
: The
attributes of Phrebus. Green
Egjrptians call the moon the
it of both sexes
The moon, in a
male and female. The above is a gem in
Collection. In the exerque is the
CA BAil-"
unto Thee! " On the reverse, in a car/oucM formed
a
coiled
the Hindoos write the ineffable hame
p.
the titlesIAl1.ABPACAS
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Venus standing under a canopy
co!um,ns, ammging her hair before a
a
; two others hover above her
4lA:l:1I:! APInPI41
a wreath. In the
Mlmifestation of Anlonph." Venus here stands for
the
of the
or
and
as such is the undoubted source of our conventional representation of Truth
31 which
springing from a double
formed of two
at the base. Above his head is his title l<
" and
over that is the name "lao." In the field are the seven
The sacred animals-the
emblems of so

ORIGIN OF THE TRICOLOR.
"THEORY OF SACRAMENTAL MYSTICISM," ADAPTED FROM THE
SPECULATIONS 01" THE SOPHISTS OR GNOSTICS.

Blue.
water.
Natural.

White.

Red.

Intermediate.

Bread (" Host ")

Sacramenta: "Bapti:sm and the

of the Lord."

From the above cabalistic estimate of the
it
that the colour blue
as the colour for the investiture of infants at baJPtil,m,
as the colour for children's coffins. Blue or
white' as
the "8.8." in the sacred sense, but
as the
material
or of
or of" sin'
l:UIOUI":S,

T A

<'

LADDER.

lessness in
times. There were two
The one is the occult tn:aH)ap,tlSlm
or left-handed sense,
The other
syIrlbolical fire.

the cabalistic
disclo:sed to him in a
rep,resentaticm of the powers of alcllemty,
nature. The" Ladder" was a "Ra,inIJmv,
matic stairC:lSe, set
between earth and heaven.
Dream
a
of the whole hennetic creation.
two
red and
There are
with
" and "matter ;" for orange is red
is the radiance of the
of the sun,
is blue tinctured
green is blue and
and violet is
of red and
The sun is alchemic
alchemic
In the
of these
or
that
rulers of the
it is
all'mundane
were prcld,u,celj.
The
three pages
the
and the seven
between l:UiUUi::S,
SllPIJOS,ed
the Gnostics to
operaverse
tive in the "dissonance of cre:ation." These represent the
de:,cending half of the "
" as the cabalistic
The whole is made
from abcalled the Zodiac
struse
or the
of
on its
hierog;IYI:lhic and
side.
L

HERALDIC AND FIGURATIVE CHART,

TO THE OLDEST HERALDIC SYSTEMS.

RI[/'Ya1'<!>H'.. Ray

3.- Cherubif1"

Matter

" (as the sea).

Pure elemental matter (as the

o.
I.

5.-Yellow
Or.

Sol

..S'

").

forms in matter (disclosed in
and stationary natural forms,
spirits.
inflamed, or Light
Fire in its flower, or
Fire
fie

or "

" Linea
brated " Seal of
"Gladins of Saint
celebrated "
of
the most
the Genii.)
sign.

C

• 2.-Straphim.

., (in stage of

or Talismanic,

HERALDIC AND FIGURATIVE CHART,

TO THE OLDEST HERALDIC SYSTEMS.

(No.

or ThrrnJotb. &c. &c. &c.
Sigma.

2.-Wbile

. .

nf th.. <'nlnn... nr f .laM.

Therefore " White. with the" Lilies." or crea· ./
l:-<

b

()
:>::

:-i
3·-Red
Producer.
(Agent.)

Red.-Baal. Bel.
manifestaliol
sense). The
MYSlic Figure.
"lr"o:_A. __ !_ C' __ 1_

"LADDER.")

nt. __

__

AI.

_'f1_

1>_-,

GAULOJS.

""r'k ............ t'........... f.l-. .... tt

.uragon) 01 Wales, ClI:c.
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!
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HERALDIC AND FIGURATIVE CHART, ACCORDING TO THE OLDEST HERALDIC SVSTEMS.
Rati(male ofthe" Tricolor," or the tkree united, national, successive Colours

r

n

(No·3·)

of France.

...

.Jr

chief colours: Red
this world; and Blue
of this

t\j

:;:
II

!l-

The colour azure, or blue,
or the world
or won,
or
and it
J upiler
Lord the

.•

Planet

Red is blazoned
or silver (Hermes, or

" -. /

Persian Fire-Tower.

CHAPTER THE TWENTIETH.
THE" ROSY CROSS"

IN INDIAN, EGYPTIAN, GREEK,

ROMAN, AND MEDId!.VAL MONUMENTS.

'HOUGH fire is an element in which everything
inheres, and of which it is the life, still, according
to the abstruse and unexplained ideas of the
Rosicrucians, it is itself another element, in a
second non-terrestrial element, or inner, non-physical,
ethereal fire, in which the first coarse fire, so to speak,
flickers, waves, brandishes, and spreads, floating (like a
liquid) now here, now there. The first is the natural,
material, gross fire, with which we are familiar, contained
in a celestial, unparticled, and surrounding medium (or
celestial fire), which is its matn:"" and of which, in this
human body, we can know nothing.
In 1867, in Paris, a suggestive philosophical book was
published, under the title of Hebnu Primitif; Formation.
des Lettres, ou Chiffres, Signes du Zodiaque t:f Ratifies Hebrai..
(jues, avec leurs Derives dans les Langues de I' Onent t:f de
f Europe, par Ad. Lethierry-Barrois.
Ptha is the emblem of the Eternal Spirit from which
everything is created. The Egyptians represented it as a
pure ethereal fire which bums for ever, whose radiance is
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and stars.

the

Erutlerrlosf:r, vol. i. p.
Eg:yptians, Athor also
Accordinlg to the
been conalso mainappe:l.red to man, and that
the
" The souls of men
the oldest
formed of
and at
return
The alchemists were a physical
dans. The more celebrated
upon the art and
of alc:he:my
seven
and "smara,gdine
contain the whole alchemical
" Thea/rum
Arnoldus
Nicholas .. 'O"'U"'. Zacl!lar'eu:s.
Va'lenltinuls, C:oslno'polita, and Philalethes
Refer also to
Hermetical
Victorious
Stone:
1723;
p. 79; Count Bernard of Treviso. Two
hOlvev'er. on the hermetic
are La Chiave
Col.
Francis
an
Italian; and Le
014 Entretiens Sllr les
Sciences
Claude
J, I :zmo, pp. IS0.
the work of the
Abbe de
or is
to be so. J. V. .nuu"::",,
a writer upon hermetic
was Almoner to the
Duke of
and wrote
in the seventeenth
The
Second

*

Mark-the letters G and Care converlible:-Thus Gab or Cab
Gab" ala or " Cab" ala). The"
de "Gahalis ., is
"
" de ., Cabalis," or the
of the .. Cabala.

ROBERT FLOOD, OR FLUDD.

enl:OlJlra!;ed learned men who had made
with
sUJ?pc)sed revival of Rosicrucianism
in March
Brethren were said to number
tnu'tV-slX; of whom there were six in
six in
six
in
twelve in
four in
and two in
famous
Switzerland. In
Robertus de Fluctibus
defence of the
Fraternitatem
et In)fa11.ltte
maculis
in 16 I 6 at Frankfort.
Since this
there has been no authentic account of the
:Rosicrucians. We are now the first translators of Robert
'Fludd.
" AD10DIgst an innumerable multitude of
with which the walls
caverns of inil:iation at Salsette-" are cO'l'ered,
or Phallus was pV"nT'",h,,,,.p C01DSIlicllOUIS,
times united with
within the
or stone of
in its material
per'pet:uation of the idea of the male geIler,ltnre
cOlljunctlOn with the
proodu,cticlD of all visible
name of Simon
or
will be
recalled as
every
' P •.
in India.
or "
" of
was sacred among the
It was anointed with
There was a sacred stone among the Greeks at
which was also anointed with oil in the
ceremonlies.
The stone of
or black stone at
is stated to
have been there
before the time of Mohammed. It
when he
the dove and
obeh!iks at Rome were, and are,
of
and in the
dral of
are in vaults.
are the idea of
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the abstract
" or MEANS. To the
initiated mind
not grossness.
25, 26
the
of the
Egyptian,s. This emblem is also founff1n India. Accordto Ruffinus and
the "time that is
to come." It is a
27 is the impelrial
and
it
are
of Venus
and Phrenicians.
It is the

Fig. 35.

of

" Osiris:" these various
The
marks denote
Thoth
or Herm1es).
is the Indian form of the same idea.
marked
is to be found on the
breast of one of the mummies in the museum of
the London Urlivlersiity.

Fig. 37-

Fig. 39.

at
Errlperor Constantine was in this form.
is the monogram of the Saviour. To show the

TERMINAL FIGURES.
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some further
in
authorities from the
No. I, is an evi.dentlv C:orJintltlian
in the vaults of

and of
Eglrptians referred the
record and communito Seth or his
UlICC"". to Hermes.
S.

'l'OC,

Vel'SlQin), also JilU in
(H.erJmes) in
are all names
is the Homeric use of
and
Kenrick's
on Primeval
the
navis
thence
in which the germ of animated
or
means the "ark."
is reckoned to be older than
from 1600 A.c.
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HERALDIC GENEALOGY OF THE "1:' I.EIJR··m'-J...IS," OR
" FLOWER-DE-LuCE."
APOTHEOSIS OF THE SYMBOL.

Fig. 40lJ

'2

1\

•. Bee. 6. Bee.
I mperial Bee.
'0. A Babylonian Gem. nand
'3' Middle French.
of Navarre. 18. In
Sculptures: FioW'de·Li.

ARCHITECTURAL FINIALS.

17 1

Fig. 4"

21.

The

Finial: meaning tbe .. Fleur-de-Lis."

Vp,et.."".

COIICel1:UI:lg the

2 ••

Finial. *

his learned memoir
that "Libra"
I!qilIin6x, and " Aries"
eqllinclx
that since the
the proces!,ion

since
1st

.E1l't#res.

celestial and luminous

every year a
world. At the summer
and trees 'with
.. See

190, 191, 192, 195, post. See, also, pp. 4i,

48, 52, 53,
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supposing that on that day the whole world had been set on
fire. It was also at the same period that they celebrated the
Pyrrhic or 'Fire-Dance.''' (And this illustrates the origin of
the purifications by fire and water.)
There are seven planets in the solar system. These seven
planets are signified in the seven-branched candlestick of
the Jewish ritual. The number is a sacred number. These
seven "prophets,"· or angels, have each twelve apostles,
places, stdla, "stalls," or regions or dominions (stalls as
" stables "), for the exercise of their powers. These are the
twelve divisions of the great Circle, or the twelve signs of
the Zodiac. All this is Cabalistic, Magical, Sabaistical, and
Astrological. The name Ashtaroth or Astarte has been
derived from Ashre, aster, ast, star, or "starred;" in the
same way as the word Sephi-roth comes from the Hebrew
root, "roth."
On the black sacred stone (" Kebla," or "Cabar") at
Mecca, "there appears the figure of a human head cut,"
"which some take to be the head of a Venus" (Enthumius
Zyabenus, Mod. Un. Hist. i. 213; Sale's Discourse, p. 16;
Bibliotheca Biblia, i. 613, 614).
Man's ideas, outwards from himself, must always become •
more dreamlike as they recede from him, more real as they
approach him.

Summits of Eastern Millarets.

CHAPTER THE TWENTY-FIRST.
MYTH OF THE SCORPION, OR THE SNAKE, IN ITS
MANY DISGUISES.

his \'life.

that N'iT, a serpent,
or
first man, and not iT'",
Here we have the
of

of
Gnostics
The
was called the
or Great Builder of the Urliv(:rse
or Bhuddist
Here
we re(;ognise,
under another name
the
or the builders
at
and
else.
of the circular
Mr.
has
an observation of Sttlkeley,
that "the
name of the
at
was the
"And he
remarkable that the
, Snake's
remains of a similar circle of stones (circullar t"'''''.... I .. \
Breotia had the same name in the time of Pausanias "
BaJo!. cap. xix. s.
The famous oracular stone, enclosed in the seat of St.
in Westminster
Edward's chair
Coronation
was at one time a stone to which adoration was
It was
of
miraculous
This
same which the
rested
stone is asserted to he
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" Si quid habent veri vel chronica, cana fidesve,
Clauditur hac Cathedra nobilius ecce
Ad caput eximius Jacob
Paltriarcha
cemens numina llUJ."!'UU.
tuUt ex Scotis, spolians
Primus, Mars velut amlip'ltClls;
Llu'ml'lor, noster Validissimus Hector,
militire."
All,!iq,w.iti'es of W(stminst(r

1711.

It is still
in accordance with the ancient prothat
stone in the Coronation Chair has miracuand that the
of
d,epends
of London con·
upon ;. as also that the
nected with the
of London Stone.
London
and the Coronation
Both the ancient
Stone in Westminster
seem of the same character.
appear to have been
worn down to their
!:-'Ut:l,,;lC:>,

... This
stone carries with it the tradition (how or whence
derived no one knows), that it murmurs approval at the coronation
when the
heir assumes his or her seat on it but that, on the
it would
with terrific noise, and
flash from it,
protest and
should an
to counor control its mysteries.
still has
the
which
in former unknown times
when it was borne as a talisman
of
at the head of the
doubtless it was regarded as
a
of
and a Lll'VlUIlY.

THE CORONA TION STONE.

17S

smallness in the
of the ages, or to have been mutilated
at some unkn,oW1D, remote
throw:n dow:n
and broken as
of
if not of
direct and
its
was
these stones we certainly
Obelif,ks, or of
all these sU]Jlpol,ed
w,..!'i,....... stone, enclosed in the wooden
of the Coronation
has been rej:lUtOO,
immemc'rial, to murmur its
or
at the moment when
for investiture with the
on the occasion of

and direction from powers
him. He
desires the
mUIlicaltion with
cannot avoid thinking

/
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doings. Man tries to overcome the assurance that this
invisible, recognitive, responsive world, to betake himself
to in his time of trouble, is, so far as his senses insist,
so hopelessly out of reach. He languishes to think it
attainable.
The oracular stone at Westminster seems only a piece
of some pillar or lithos: but no one will attempt to dispute
that it is an object of prodigious antiquity, and that its
history is very remarkable and interesting. Its place of
deposit, too, the shrine of Edward the Confessor, is worthy
of it; and both inspire deep reverence-nay, an awful
feeling.

CHNUPHI5.
Gnostic Talisman.

Digitized by

Googlc

Egyptian N eith, surrounded by Lunar Emblems.

CHAPTER THE TWENTY-SECOND.
OMINOUS CHARACTER OF THE COLOUR " WHITE"
TO ENGLISH ROYALTY.

E

to
that the follovving fears are not
our
but that
educed from old
traditions-old as
It is a very ancient
derived from the
antiquity, that the colour "white
conand occult sense, is feminine in its
its effects sometimes; and
as a
instance of its unfortunate
it is an
colour for the
of
all
the
or queen of
events,
sinigular as the
would appear to be. We are not
aware whether this sinister effect of the ominous colour
white is
to extend to the nation
It is
we
to the
or
of England,
and to his immediate
The name
which
a remote feminine
has also been
comes from
reckoned unfortunate for the
name both in
and in France. The reason of
does not appear to be
amrwblere stated. The
of the
as to
formidable character
the colour
to
is
unknown; but it is
to be at least as
the
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time of Merlin. Thomas de
who takes notice of
the
of the "White
., says of
Charles
of the misfortunes of this
the
that the
"White
" were
to have been fulfilled in his
instan.ce, because he was
accident clothed in white at
his coronation; it
remembered afterwards that white
was the ancient colour for a victim.
was
suflici'ently formidable as an omen. De OUlinl:ev's p;articIIl;ar
eXlpressil:ms are, "That when
Charles the
some ov,ersight,
to be crowned, it' was found
the store in London was insufficient to furnish the
velvet necessary for the robes of the
and for the
furniture of the throne. It was too late to send to Genoa
for a
; and
this accidental
it
the
was attired in white velvet at
soleIl1milty of his
and not in red or
as consisted with the proper
As an earlier instance of
the
of that ill-fated
JYhite
occurs to memory,
vessel was
wherein Prince
the son of
the
the
with his natural
Count.ess of
and a
company of the
nobilJltv, embarked on their return to
from
It
be
that the
of
Charles the
which were
at that time
of monarchical
as the
the exllausthm)
of this
w e r e ; but there are
some reasons for
the effects are not-even
in our
The
of the
colour "white" to
found their
COllsu:mlna'tiolD, or
in the execution of
Charles the
out to suffer
before his own
of "Whitehall
we
find "white" introduced in connection with
and
events. Whitehall is the
" White" Palace of
The "White Rose" was the unfortunate rose
of the
two Roses in
this
This is
a
little as it has
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been remarked. We will pursue this
a little
and see if the
of Rosicll1lci[anilsm
not afford us a measure of
; for it IS
doctrines of the Rosicrucians that the
call
of
have a """0'''''''' IIlarlli:ing-u:p
ternatural
hidden spillltu;al
we have no idea in
mortal
that
and
is
common sense
not all sense.
The colour white is esteemed both of
and of bad
augury,
to the circumstances and the
its
However
a few
in relation to the use of
name "Albert
a
future
which every
to be remote
we would
humble a voice as ours should
to the quarters where such a
variation of our future
name,
this
unfortunate" Albert" in
" Edward"
This name of Edward is an his:tor'icaJ,
and
name; for all our
weak
Edward the
have been
po'welii.ll or
have
had occasion to ""'U"'U",
ficant and ominous in the way we mean, that the word
" Albert" itself means" White." The root of" Albert"
in most
to be found in "white:" albus. white;
white;
the "white "
We here recall
the "S110'lt'Y camese," to which
makes' reference
as worn in Albania. " Albion"
the "white"
all mean "white."
IItA'lfE,
"
" are
the Celtic
and from thence came the word "
which are
as
covered with
snow.
comes from the Celtic
or
" says the historian Pezron; "for in that larlguagle,
as well as in many
the b and the
int1erchatlge; from whence the ancient
and the

ISo
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said
for white. I consider it
" continues
" that from
came, because the mountains are
covered with snow; the words '
cornp()unds, me:anlrlj:{ white evervw'here.
that from the Pen of the
;:,aIDlDles, which
a '
made Penninus
the Ap,enniIJles,
III
Thus these celebrated words
c1erutinlly
from
Gaulish
and are older
several ages than
the
of Rome." The
are all Teutonic or
German words:
and
all
"
root. Thus much for
white.
White is also a colour not amipi<:iollS
In a COlltr.ldi(:toJry
(B 'Ol1JISsia, or "of the Borussi are, as annorists
"white and black" of the
which were
the Teutons and the Tempilars.
These white and black tinctures are hel"alCliC<Llly
sable:
or
for "tears;"
"
penance, and ashes." In these
senses,
the Rosicrucians
colours as in themselves talistheir
" effi" or " sig;natur'es,
more or less prC)n<)ll11ICe1d,
and in all
and
thl:ough our own land. Weare all aware,
England, of
ob,je<:ticm to the colour
" in certain cases. It is
sDml:-ClDlc,ur. a
the colour of the "
as
miniature
are
are
to be very
of its use. In J.Ha"'IIU,
IS
with distrust; but with vener"abon,
in the
sense. It is the national
; for the
Patroness of Ireland is the female
the Mother of
known in the classic m'rtholc,/lV
Venus the
and Venus the rernDJle, as the Goddess
of Life and of Death. The various
or greens, are the
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in the em.bla,ZOltlry of the Emerald Isle.
of the Land of
or of iHa"",u,

Irish
or of the
world. These
means of which
"man

High-Priest had its oracular
Th'umlmiIDfI. The
enchanter,
of
to have worn
of the seven·
apIlrol)ria,le gems, for
particular spirits
to the different
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is the
on which all
and the colour
should be
is the "woman's
"
of the sevenfold
as some
natured
Certain
it
the exact contradic·
tion of
the woman's
few or
would be celebrated on this
the mark of
which sUI>Po,sitiion
to
to the familiar eXlpressil:m,
face
is also forbidden for

of all
sense.

because Tbm",da.v
Divine Sacrifice.
emeralds, and
the
of
of all
the
diamond,
Seb, or Saturn, the origin
or "Great Mother," in one

TIlE WHiTE LADY OF BERLiN.

" or month in which "
"
Mll¥-poles ': used to be set up everywhere.
of
later in our
But to return to the ill-omened colour to J:;n,gland,
and to the
this sense, formi<iab;le}
which we find to
in the name borne
our
of Wales-" Albert
his name" Albert"
from
the most lovable
whom this
has ever known as
in his de:stillies,
it, but whose end-in the
of his influence--was
eyes of
of all
upon him Let us,
that the name" Albert "
be
over in the person of the Heir to the Throne as
a name laid aside; and let us
that
and
distant
we
he will be known as
name-the
name--of Edward
the
whose oncome, because of the
disaplpeaLrallce which it will
we most
But the time must come;
fOI'gi,ren the
sometimes
England and of her destinies we
as our
and
may appear; far off the beaten tracks of
this
common-sense,
in
which the lot of
if of unusual
seems
most
cast, and even
cast, But men are
men, and
are
the
of
the "
" or of those of the
of
all are
alike in
at the time that
arise in the mind.
The "White
of
" and her m}'st(:ri(lUS
ances from time to
are weI: known to the
modern romantic
story.
she IS
to represent seems to be unknown to alL Those
who have recorded
fitful revelations of herself venture
no surmise; but she is considered
the evil
of the Hohenzollern
in
same
manner as the unaccounted-for
have been
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who revealed himself to Brutus
of
and who announced the croiwning
of the next
The Irish have a name
natural appearance in the
" or the
exponent, of fate. The" White
of
to be seen
some person in
pre:-en:lin,ent disaster SUIJer'lI'enles. occ:urIlng
the
house. The glilmpses
momentary and delusive'.--so
contradicted or
away
wlllimrlv)
the
seers themselves.
l:u:nvu:s, when we come to cOl:lsilier
as it were, that the colour white
unfortunate
,",v'vc" I, besides
that of
"White Rose" and of
"Wllite:halll, is that white of the unluc:kv .,,,e,,,,,,,. whose
thr,oug;h clmtl11rie:s, both in
and in
cat:aIC)gule of
woes, and disasters.
Prince Charles Edward and his famous "white
"
and the evil fortunes of all his followers and of the Jal:ob'ite
in 17 IS and I
emblemed in the
a
eJeem,plificatlion of the
and colour
in
of all the
whose colour is white in
paJrticular, from the first of that name who
his
snowy
and who fell
the
of an
to
the last Bourbon in modem
fate we will not
attlemlPt to
manner to seem to
whose
at some
" white" to the kingd'om
to the invasion of
device or token was the" white
tions of white and misfortune in En,gl3Lnd
the
may even still have his
unfulfilled. The colour
or some MIi:1ug,e,
unimagine1d, associations of "
"
in the future
the chances
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can speak), to justify Merlin at once, and to astonish and
bewilder, by the long-delayed evolvement of the centuries
in which at last the realisation and the misfortune become
apparent: for which, and for the possibilities
of which, we wilI tenuinate in the adjuration of the sublime
Romans, those masters in the art of augury and of divination,
" Absit omen! " But thus much we have chosen to explain
about the colour white, in justification of the ideas of the
Rosicrucians as to the supernatural power of colours; and as
to the magical qualities of those occult influences which they
detennined, in their philosophical vocabularies, strangely
and mysteriollsly to calI the" signatures of things."

Ancient Crosses:

Margam, South Wales; SI. Patrick's, Co. Louth.

/'
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Various F uliat.d Curves or the Lo, us.

CHAPTER THE TWENTY-THIRD.
THE BELIEFS OF THE ROSICRUCIANS-MEANING OF
LIGHTS AND OF COM.llEMORATIVE FLAMBEAUX
IN ALL WORSHIP.

ROM the name of the Temple, now Stonehenge,
comes the name of Ambresbury, which stands a
few miles from it This is called the " Ambres
of the Abiri." It is two words, and means the
" Ambres of the flit" Polentes," or of the
or "Cabiri,"
-for they are the same.
The star of the Legion d'Honneur bears the inscription
-" Napoleon, Empereur dtS Franfais." This order was
instituted by the Emperor Napoleon the First, after the
discovery and dissolution of the Secret Society, or Brotherhood, of which General Pichegru, Georges Cadoudal, the
famous Moreau, and other noted revolutionary men, were
members. This order possessed, it is stated, a talisman, or
mystic head, which served as a recognitive mark, and was
supposed to be a sort of bond to the brotherhood. After
their death, their secret insignia were discovered; and it has
been stated that the Emperor Napoleon, whose attention
was instantaneously arrested by great and unusual ideas or
supernatural suggestions, in suppressing this mystic symbol
or head, adopted it in another form, and substitated his own

Digitized by

Googlc
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In
or
for his new
order of
"
The saffron
is of the colour of the Flame
of Fire. The
in ancient
was covered with a
veil called the " Flammmm ,'" unless
under
no
vow was considered sacred. The ancients swore, not
the
but
the flame of fire which 'li!as
the a/tar.
nalrne··COllour. was the colour of the Gl1lebers,
Gu,eblres, or
The Persia11 lilies
and here will be remarked a connection between
of the
of the Persian lilies and the
parts of our book.
which mean the
of
abound at
or the Feast of the Purification; in the torches borne at
and in the
fta:me·br·andishlIlg at
over almost all the world; in
the illuminations at feasts; in the
on, and set
the Christian altar; at the festival of the
the ceremonies at
; in
fires on the summits of the mountains;
or votive
in the
in the
lowest
; in the
in the Romish funereal
ob!,ervaIlces, with its
of
or
around
at the side of the death-bed in the
and innumerable torches at
any pompous
mean
all over the
when
cerem.onial, whether in the
the same
or in
the same
which is
of the deified
the,ologlcal or
ferms.
SUI,polsed that we mean, in
inexpJres!libl.e s,)m,ethmg of which real
is the farthest off-l>ec:aus,e,
the grossest and most inadeCluate
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All this
sible sOIloethmg,
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f'!ntn'f'lll

separa'te

accesof
its own
sinlilarly to the " intoxi.

of
of even the SUr1po:sect
The
revelations
Robertus
them of their celebrated ""'U5''''''
or Robert
in accordance with
de
the Mosaic account of
IS
in no instance to be taken Illt:ra:uy,
that two
from the
or form or
becomes 11 V'CIVIU,
to the various
extends
aCI:or·dmlg
compass,
the
The worlds spllntual
to the
their
of this Imnslble
then endowed with
Dleanin,g
selves, This
the
or to
creation was
This
"
" or Second Ineffable Person of the
Thus that which we understand as a " human mind" became a
This second great,
the Rosicrucians call "Macrocosmos."
tribute it as into three
or
lie near-to, or dilate the farthest
divine "
"denominate
and the
each filled and
determinate and forceful with less and less of the First
CeleSl;ial Fire. These
contain innumerable invisible
or
of a nature
to each.
imlTIOJrtal,,;;!,>,vll:>, L,igrlt, .diflfusing in the emanations of
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which is the second
real world.
with the Ethereal
of the Worid." It becomes the
intcll.igenc,e, or man,
it. It
Saviour born of"
"
the Gnostic
the" Word made
The
the
(effluellt in its
of the
Latent
peneltralted with miracle and
The
of the
orders. These
Terap,hinll, the Serawhich is the
on the Dark
cOl11nl;er])alanlcing resultant divisions of
opera,tlv·e irltelliglenc:es,
into nine
or
splenliid.lyendowedadverse
or eclipsed,
or lowest
beJlon,gings, and the lower creatures,
or
are prl>dulceld,
or
world.
"
m,rnt··UClm. is the bond
The connecbecause
descent: one
and
contact
from the very lowest
" So true is it that God loves to retire
to the very
into His clcmdled Throne;
the Darkness
that encompasses His most awful
He inhabits an
Inaccessible
and lets none into His Truths but the
poor in
"
Rosicrucians contended that these so
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"

the:ms.eh'es, and ....l"....;u their subThe

visible and in-

in its innumerable
contain less and
and
nevertheaelay'ea in its
blackpos,slble uepCISH, or
natural process it
tend at last
its
irresistible force
it has
can be liberated; that dead matter will
a space more or less
the art of the
alchemist There are worlds within
human
in a
or
"dreampanorama. Unseen and unsus..,;;;, """"1'."'- h there is an inner ma,gneti:;m,
or
eager
shut
confine,d, as in a
in the
or in all sensible
which have more or less
sensitive
can more
free themselves from this
material obstruction. Thus all
of
have the rucllmentary possibi.lity
grO·wiflg
; thus all
the
enable them to
into locomotive new creatures,
or nobler or meaner in their fUIlctlorlS ;
and all
pass off
sidemore
as it were, of
their
and thrill with
and more
and to urge forward with more
informed purpose all
the unseen
directed
Great

ALCHEMY

His mzcrocosmos of a world
powers evoked in the macrocosm, or
in their multitude and
shadows cast off from the Central
whose rays dart from the centre to
of the universal circumference. It is
the extremest
with terrestrial fire that the alchemist breaks or sunders the
material darkness or atomic
all visible nature
yie:ldilng to his
whose
heat
its
breaks all doors of this world's kind. It is with
immaterial fire
that the Rosicrucian loosens
contraction
error,
conquers the false
and the
senses which bind the human soul as in
its
On this side of his powers, on this dark side
of his
the alchemist
now
works in invisible
and is
the
or
pos.sihle and the world
sible.: and across this
in his Immortal Heroism and
N e:wrtes's, he leads the votary out of his dream of life into
his dream of
or into extinction of the
senses and of the powers of the senses which world's
blindness is the
true and veritable
the emrel<)Pe
of flesh
off the now liberated 12:10ri011S
the invisible fire into
of heaven.
Now a few words as to the
of alchelny.
alchemists boasted of the power, after the elilnirlatiion
dispeI'sion of the ultimate elements of hodies
the absent difference of their
before and
sented
to recover them back out of that
after
unknown world
this world: which
world men reason
as if it had no
when
it has real existence.
It is this other world
off this
... And in which
they will be
of
state
time, have had an

were in ignorance in their "
" as
in
in their "After-State. In
before and" after" this life), all
in
It is "
is "I.i'''h'',.''__
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into which the Rosicrucians say
can enter,
as
that
have been
the old
into new
proodu;ct IS
This jUO,wiIlg
is obtaiIled
in another world
of this world; immaterial to us creatures of liInited
faculties, but material
farther on, on the hellvenlv
or on the side
to our human side. In other
the
claimed not to be bound
the
limits of the
but to be able to pass into this
next world
in
and to be
able to work
out
of it, bnJlgUlg
obtained out of this
different from
it ;
and the elixir
or the means of the renewal or the perof human life
this
immortal
of the
from
man, and
of God-aided
alchemic
of those mastered
natural
to
common life. The
is taken for
the sustenance of the
was, as the Rosicrucians conthe means of
or death
thr,nl1e,h and the real cause of the destruction of
slowcst of all processes, but
in
effectual one.
asserted that man
own native
These sin,gular
ventured the assertion
God did not,
the
intend that man's life should be terminated
nor that he should be made
to
it is "
is as the "
" of the Soul
before
"of Full Life, or cornp!ete consciousness.
These ideas are as equally
as
Hille is all this
EUP'PO:,l;:U in the il,'Ilorance of the moderns
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means of end. In the abstract sense, and
from our
of man as man, the Rosicrucians contended
that diseases are not
incidental to the
and that death
be said to have become an ..im.e2!:wLthe
of
our ideas
the
of us.
Man was to
of an imlpregn:lble,
not
short
cup of the

t

the First TransThat
certain limitamust be
obligatiOlls of
true Brothers of the
"R. C:' will at once be seen from the above reasons,
however wild and
even
This is the real
the monastic stateand den:ying
of

" the fruit
Of that forbidden 'Tree,' whose mortal taste
Brought death into the world, and all our woe."

What that "Tree" was, and what are its
idolatrous
the bad
in the old world and in the new,
we think we have
shown-at
in the
!lhflrlOWV idea.
that the alchemists ever
po:ssessed the power of
fail of
prc)du:cIIlg any, or of
one of their
to the
is at once answered in these two
obvious
facts:
that if this
of
or of
transIDultati,on, were a
like any other
N
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become
art allowed or
iml)Os:siblle, in order to
metal
out of
Sec:ODejly. if sU'j:lposed
no
like any ordinaly
arrivt:d at such a stupelod()us
maltyn:d in the ins:ltiate
to

to
thethat
faster or
of nature that it vivifies and vegetates,
seed and multi»!ies,
as fructil"yiIllg
or the laboratories
the
; that
Pf()dlICed with infinite
as it were,
these chemic
of nature,
under certain circumstances, but
more
more
po'welr'ful cOlldrtIOlls;
It IS
for the
to act
as the midwife of nature, and to assist in her dehvleranc,e.
lU
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in these occult senses; that the
ex!)edlited'tlY this alchemical art,
Pfl)vi,dellce is effected in
" or
prclducing-poiIllt, In
Rosiof every atom.
Cabala teaches that the three
abclve--Emp:yrre1um, .&:tllerre:um, and the Elelnentary
in the three
of the
of man: that his
answers to the first; his
or
to the second; and his ventral
to the third.
In the head rests the
or' the
of the
assenting juclgulent, which is a
; in his heart
is the
or the emotional
or the Saviour;
and in the umbilical centre reside the
or all
the sensitives. Nutrition is destruction in the occult sense,
and dissolution is rescue in the occult sense; because the
or visible man, is constructed in the
and is
or condemned matter, as
are; and
fire that feeds
natural
resl>ira1don or mainterlance)
de:str()ys it. Man
upon the lees of nature, or
the Bhuddistic
upon the "gross
of the
celestial
" which is
itself clear
the operation of the divine
in it. It follows that
metaJ:lhy:siC<llly all the wonderful shows of life are J'Jh,aflt'asmata
their
false and a show
But
as these shows are the medium and the instruments of
which
the human
would be
impO!;sitlle, this
"
Fire" has been deified in
the
of the first inhabitants of the
who raised
and stones in its honour as the first
idol. Thus man bears in his own
the
of the
" Triune." Reason is the
is the
and
the mechanical means of both
and
or the
means of his
is the
centre, from which
the two first
and with which the
two first form
but "one." The invisible mag-

and in the birth of
work of nature
the hitherto thvvarted
the preliete:rmined

TllE

or
of these
whose consent, or
or
mi,cro>cO!lm," which is a
of the same form
answer
to their
This
"
and
descent or
in the latitwies
the heavens and in the man's
at which
or heaven and
; and Man
fore said to be made "in the
" of the
who
has "descended" to man, who has "ascended" to Him.
This is the "
" of the natural and the superof the worlds real and
upon
two
unreal revolve. The
whose astracross-work
all these
infinite effects are

* are
are the same: man
altil10tlgh his world is
;
altlloulgh this state is
Music
it is unhe:ud
is
the ceaseless
of material nature,
because nature itself is
and but the
between two dissonant
Hh:ud(11st contends that all fomls are but
nature. Music is
and life is music.
are
altll011lgh made
Phenomena are not real.
Thus colours to the human are
as music addressed
to the ear, the musical notes
as colours addressed
to the eye, and so on of the other senses,
are
all the same in the
without the sensorium-as
dreams show. And life and the
in this
are all
111 "

Compte rie Gabo/is" :-Rosicrucian.
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idea.
:Sctmbert, in his
has the toll,aw,mg
which we have before adduced and made use of
for
: "It may be asked
that
which now
so low a
the
of
men, be not the actual
of the
while we," adds the
out with
sOlnething very
"awake as we
be sunk in a
many thousand years, or, at
the echo of their
and
catch a few
dim words of that
of
as
scattered
from the loud conversation
those around
them."
The
is a fair view of the Rosicrucian
musIc.
The whole world is taken as a musical instrument; that
a
sensible instrument. The common axis or
of the world celestial is intersected-where this sUlperlor
or
concord or
spilrit'ual sun, or centre of serltleuoe.
in his own bosom. T.i!lli:..J.:i...QlIl!¥-P'rntrac:ted

sun in the centre, their eVI)!veCl,
nious order. The Rosicrucians
of the
"is a true

haI'ffiCmy
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dream: all nature, like a
of
melodious combinations of the cross-movement of the
over the ._......""'-"""'-J!<-......
or the
MichlleI, to the extremities of the solar
Thus are
C01ourli, and
allied.
Of the Chaldrean
it may
be said
altb.Ollgh their
in its
of the " Portentous
"-in this
their
up
the devils in the
and made the sages
and his
their m a s t e r s t 1 : l e Priest or
" that secures the "
;
on
seal the "
account of his
fallen into the shadow
the corruptions of
needs that
exterior HAND
fore which all
to rescue
back into his
or Rest. All the
is pure Bhuddism.
Thmk:ers who have
well the character of those
sUIlposed infractions of natural laws which have admilttecj,
were
the existence of other mdlep,enconlmtmicatirLg io,teUigtbly in
this world of ours, insist" that it is
to suppose
that the
between this world and the other world
are so thin as that you can
the movers in the other
thl·ough."
are
able to
convict modern
realists of abi,ur,dity, when
the former adduce the
insurmountable objection
them: "When we tell
of a
"you
" say the
to
have recourse to a natural
in which to
it."
is
to common sense; and therefore the realistic
no
to
in this manner of that
is
; for
are futile and
and his arguments contradict themselves.
and matter, when
to be
are
; and
hence arises
reason
there can never be
belief
of
and
the conviction
such
have lmn in the
the insurmountable contradiction of the senses.

Bh.ems Chlori. (Mokundra Pass.)

CHAPTER THE TWENTY-FOURTH.
THE GREAT PYRAMID.

Practical ASltroIlorrlY
Astronomer

is
at the Great
Professor of
Edinburgh, and

a
as definit:ioDls,
roots,
met,
we offer to
this term
another source. The
writer origiIlallly
to do this in the year
a dissertation on
of
It is well
and purpose of the"
known that the letters P
F are
the same
is evidenced
their
In
letter
certain
and
In
Professor
translated "wheat."
It
" or "elimination;" in
other
sense, it means "sunderivation
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read
a new
we obtain
another reason
which we
of the name of
altar or
raised to the fl!v'lm:1v working sec:ondaJrily
in nature.
is Fire
Division
is Ten
measures or spaces numbered as
The whole
means, and the entire
name means, the
Ten Measures or
or Som
or the Ten
of the
Therefore the
aJre COImrleUlor,aWte
altars raised to the
Fire.
The
are said to
maintained that the serpent
of
was the
and the "Saviour." The
was Divine
and was the
1ndia. The Brazen
was called
the Chaldee
is very certain
of adoration in almost
worshipll;ers seem to have
of all
nected with the
called"
" Bhudda "
old
Bhuddas are
This is evidenced
and in the asp

prCibably a "serpeIltirle '"
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is called a cross
allegorilcal, and
The three most celebrated emblems carried in the Greek
o ; and the Serpenlt,
UlJlbilliculs, and the
emblem of the sun,
The

univer:,alilty of the ser))en1tme wor:shm
emblematic sClJllpture
and architecture all over the
This does not admit
of denial Its character and purpose are, h01we,rer,
misunderstood. Not
is the
of the serpent
found
but it
an ImpOl,tallt
station; and the farther back we
the more
it is
and the more
appears to have been
considered. The
or
of Genesis is corthe Renovator or Preserver. In Genesis there is a
"Tree of
" and a "Tree of Life." Here we
have the
or Oriental emblematical
selpent-woirslliplpel's, to account for
and for whose
ap!lar1ently absurd
of
have
so much
worshipFled the Saviourunder the
suillinlest) aspect
in the world; but not the
or malific
in our
perverse,
and with the
literal
we
The
art of the
is
more adluirably
succes:,fully dilsplayed than in their
picltured
anu
the
and
we
seems so remote from
of chivalJrv
the
find these
hints. The heathen
modem ritlJlalilitic churches alike abound in unlcoD:sa,OUS
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Gnostic emblems. State ceremony harbours them;
mix with the
of all the orders of kniigh:thoiod
show in all the heraldic and masonic
paltterns, both of ancient and of modeln
re1Jtg1cln of the Rosicmcians is also cOIlceale,d,
SCI()usllv carried
and 19nor:;mtlly
the
and classes who
and wear
with
the world over.
person, in uncoIlsclOu,sly reI>eating
certain
form an unknown
from the ancient
carries into
of the
the same
glllaI'lied tra<liti(ms,
for the
to
to whose
the sun, in
his first
may be
said to be the
witness. Thus the
" Talisman" is
to be borne to the "
the ages.
were
for a
entme,o, "The .c..1l.1gIJlliJ. <.ll 1\.lClllemw
del,igJled to elucidate the
in which the
emrell)Ped and signallised in various
in the emblazonments of chiivalry,
and other emblems; which without ex]planatio:n,
have been handed
and which are shown to have
th"."nc,h each
oriiginated in the same universal
their allusion to the means and mecha" This intended work was left in MS.
its
mous
now
but was never pulolis'held.
unknown author of it
also in the year
I vol.
a book
the science of alchelny,
En,quiry into the Hermetic
on
more celebrated of the Ali:he:mical PhHO!;opheI"s.
This book was
in London
been
the
friends after his
who
did not
wish him to be
to be mixed up in such out-of-theway inqluiries.

THE DRAGON OF CHINA.
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The Vedas describe the Persian ";;"'I;;"j'"
as
come frem
brated
the recesses of
lab'yri:nths) "were
of that chaLrac:ter
The SigIlificaticln

true
of the
tells
sUJ:lposed successful divestment of them of all
able
and of exterior sU]Jernal:ur,lI
SUIlpo,ses that all the
must
he has
and carlefully,
and transference of these
into
and their
is
mistaken; and most
are
mistaken. Pococke cOlnte:ml)}ates
and realistic
of view. He is
accumulation of
but his
like
of
which we mean
he argues from below to
way, from above to
or
or
or Baconian
gel1lerals to
or from the
of
as we may
knowledLge,-·al1wa]{s vain.
or
occurs in China
at their New
which assimilates with that of the
and occurs in October at the
tides.
.salute the
and with
of
festival with drums and
is
to be
crackers.
the
thrown into water
fear of
Here we have
the rites of
or
nnn
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its lllmlme:rable c()ntl"adictOl:y
the whole world.
sions of cra,cklers,
Dionusus or Di<)Dy"sius,
bantes amlongst
the

and

First
of the centuries!
as some have
clash
about. The
tradition; the
or
hinted in syrnbl)ls.
The
Deities may
following distincti11e marks:
the

or

cOlmp!anioIls" fire
cannon-balls
from the oldest
is
doubt
be

the

has a Hawk's

is Ibis-headed
has a Hawk.
Disc.
ho'we'ler. never committed their
or to
of any
3 I 3: the
have a
talisman of Fate
This is one of
rarest
to be met
with in ancient art. In Stosch's vast
Wincke1mann was unable to find a
indubitable
It
is of brown agate, with transverse
and is an Etruscan
or Gnostic gem. The
p.
makes a
reference to this

CHALDAIC "ANGELS."

300,
we
Later in our book
of the "ChnuIlhis
himself aloft.
corre,sp,on,dirlg to the rays of his crown, are the seven
the
of his name. The usual
"8.S.S." and
and the name "
" are the reverse of this
on a
of
Gnostic gem. It is a beautiful
the finest
convex, as it has been found on

In the
Michael is
serpent,
. saoth as a
to pass
these Chal(llrean

sacrifice all
was cornplete
Saviour did not-nor COIUIOl-SUlrrer
and di'e upon the
appearllLnCe
and ViCl:LriOllsly-tlle
The Gnostics maintained that Simon the C}"rellea,n
the
states, bore His cr()Ss·......-<llQ
bear it as the
and suffered upon it. As human and
divine are
this could not
the
of the "
" for the substitution of persons was
miraculous and remote
from human sense.

Christian Monogram.

CHAPTER THE TWENTY-FIFTH.
HISTORY OF THE TOWER OR STEEPLE.

E have assert!ed, in an earlier
of our
that the
or
form which fire
assumes
ascent to heaven was, in the monolithic tVI)ololr'l'. used to
the Great Generative Power. The coarse seIlsuality 'which
from modern ideas about the
of the
or
had no
in the solemn ancient
in
ideas of
and cOllsumtly
We must
not
too
an adherence to our own
prf:posse:ssion:s--fo()lish and
hardened as
cOlltilmally are.
The adoration
which
has
as an
all the ages,
in all
was
the
in the
ancient
of wonder at the
accidental and
unllikf:ly; but
most
means
the continuation of
human race is secured.
The cabalistic
that" Man" was a
menon ; that he
not, otherwise than in his presentment,
seem intended; that there
even in the
chain of
that
to
hint his
or to
his appearance
as

EARLY CHRISTIAN FATHERS.
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this
ac(:orlding to likelihoods and
between the
the animals and the
there was a
and see:ming1!y
that some "
" to
to the means
of the
of man, induced
introduction
i n " Man "
into the Great
was not intended.
is a
these
which we find dififerlmtJ!y
spl:aking some of the abstmse snecutaphilmiopheI's, whose idea of
and of
differed most materially
aCI:ej:ltaltlle ideas which
chose
wished to
upon ordiwere never
not admit of interdown or prOlmUllim])os:sibility of their
notions
still more
we desire to
personal belief
thl:orles must not be
from our
to advocate them. There is no doubt that
were
a,cute and
who undertook
and reconcilement
at the introduction of Christianity.
The
array of
will be found
intere:stilog, as
out to its
or pn)totYI>e
which we call the " u 1" .!'\"It." This arc:hitecae!lCellt we shall call the"
of the Tower or
The Architectural
of the "Tower" or
to
is full of
and is
connected
with the
of the
The
on
heads of the cobras in the friezes of
the
Court in the
Palace are coloured on
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the Right, WlIt'te,. on the Left, Red.
line and feminine ideas.

Fig. 42.

These imply mascu-

Fig.4Jo

Fig. 44.

The accompanying figure is the Winged Human-headed
Lion. It comes from the Nineveh Gallery. It may be

'./

.•.

Fig. 45.

-

_---

-

Fig. 46.

Pyramid.

-

.

-:"":' . -- --:. .-. :---:- -=--::=-.. . .

.

Fig. 47.
Tower or I I Tor.'"

recognised as the Winged Bull, and also as the Winged
"Lion of 81. Mark."

3

Fig. 48.

Tower.

Fig. 49-

Tower of Babel.

The" Lion," "Bull," " Eagle," "Man," are the symbols
of the Evangelists; the "Man," or "Angel," standing for
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St. Matthew, the "Lion" for St. Mark, the "Bull" for
St. Luke, and the " Eagle" for St. John. In these strange

-

--- - - - - Fig.;o. Pyramid.

Fig. 52.

Fig. 5"

Scarabzus.

Egyptian Colossus.

aspects the Evangelists figured in many ancient churches,
and on most fonts. These representative forms are also

•

Fig. 53.

Pyramid

Fig. 5-4.
Egyptian Seated Figure. (British Mu.eum.)

said to have been the" Four Cherubim" of the Ark of the
Hebrews. Hermetically they signify the "four elements,"

o

:no
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anlB:le-J)(nnlts of the U Lesser" or
Micrclcosm" of the Cabalists.
now in the
in Westa

Fig. 55. Colossal Head. (British Museum.)

RegardiIJig the PyJramiids the
may be advanced:
delineator of the
considered the
Poiintf·rl Arch to be a
founded on the
of
the P",."n,iit. The
or vertical
or Gothic

Fig. 56.

presents the form of
upper
of the human
The Saracenic arch denotes the union of the
and Yoni.
we have the sun
from between the

" THE HORNS OF EELlS,"
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horus of Eblis (here taken for the Pyramids). This is a
poetical superstition of the Arabians, who therefore turn
to the North to pray; in contradiction to the practice of
the Persians, who adore the rising sun. The Arabians
avert in prayer from this'malific sign of the "horns,"
because the sun is seen rising from between them; and
when disclosing from between these mythic pillars, the sun
becomes a portent
Fig. 57 is an Egyptian seal, copied by
Layard (Ninroeh and Babylon, p. 156). Subject: the Egyptian god Harpocrates, seated on
the mythic lotus, in adoration of the Yoni, or
or havah.
Fig. 57.
The Druidical Circles, and single stones standing in
solitary places, are all connected with the mystic speculations of the Rosicrucians.

©

"'1'1,

.$.

Fig. 58.

Figures on the Egyptian Sarcophagus in the British Museum.

Fig. 59.

The eminences, St. Michael's Mount and Mont St.Michel, were dedicated by the Phrenicians to the Sun-God

DlgltlL,,1
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(Hercules), as the "Hydra" or "Dragon-slayer." These
mounts in the Channel are secondary" Hercules' Pillars,"
similar to Calpe and Abyla.

Figs. 60, 6,.
Heads of Ships: a. Fiddle-head; b, c, d. Gondola; c. Ceres' Reaping-hook, also
Saturn; f. Blade and Fasces; g. Beak of Galley; .... Glaive; i. Pro.. of
Grecian Galley.

The Architectural Genealogy of the "Tower" or" Steeple"
displays other phases of the alterations of the" upright."
All towers are descendants of the biblical votive stones, and

Fig. 62.

Stonehenge.

in multiplying have changed in aspect according to the
ideas of the people of the country in which they were
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raised. This Architectural Genealogy of the " Tower" or
" Steeple" gives many varieties.
The groups on p. 218 supply new changes in the Tower

Fig. 63.

Druidical Stone in Persia.

or Upright, and furnish evidence how it passed into the
Christian times, and became the steeple. When thus

b.
Fig. 65.
" Kit's Cotty.house, 't Kent.

/

Fi&s. 66. 67.
Ancient British Coin, men·
tinned by Camden.

changed and reproduced, according to the architectural
ideas of the builders of the different countries where the same
memorial pillar was raised, it assumed in time the pecu-
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liarities of the Gothic or pointed style. The steeples of the
churches, the figures of which we give on p. 2 18, indicate the

Fig.6g.

Fig. 68.

France Normandy: Mont
St.-Michel. .. MODtjoie I"
.. Montjoy I" -old Battlecry of the Gauls.) .. DraHorns, or Fires.
(Moloch or Baal.)
St. Michael, or the Sun (Hereu!e.).

Englalld: St. Michael's
Mount, Mount's Bay,
Cornwall. I'Dragon,"
Homs, or Fires. (Moloch or Baal.)

Briti.h
Channel, "Dragon:
mouth." (Gall·
lee from the
West.)

"',
---.."
Fig·1'·

Round Tower,
Devenish, Ireland.

Fig. 10.
Round Tower, Ireland.

gradual growth and expansion of the romantic or pointed
architecture, which is generally called Gothic; and they
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prove how the upright, or original phallic form, was adopted
and gradually mingled in Christian architecture,-in reality
at last becoming its dominant feature.
Fig. 96 represents one of the Western Towers of St.
73

75

72

Fig. 72. Obeli;cus.

Paul's Cathedral, London, which is one of the double lithoi
(or obelisks), placed always in front of every temple,
Christian as well as heathen. It is surmounted by the

Fig. 7+ Propylon, Thebes.

" fir-cone" (tlz.yrsus) of Bacchus, and the sculptured urns
below it are represented as flaming with the mystic fire.
The Architectural Genealogy of the "Tower" or "Steeple"
in fig. 97, p. 220, exemplifies a parallel of growth between all
the uprights, and exhibits their changes of form, and proves
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",.u V.AI5U
their
and more pwrtic:ulakfly
In the lower
of
the new character
the " Tower" in the first
;" both
"

the " Idol" imitative of the
in
102 are monuments in Penrith
These are the familiar double "Runic" upor
minarets and towers in the East
in the
pe1cullar curves of their summits the influence of
same
as an attentive examination will prove.
There seems to be little or no reason to doubt that the

PILLAR·STONES.

21 7

of the pointed Gothic
or lancetor Moorish horseshoe
80

19

8,

is the union and
of the two geIlerllth'e
the "discus" or
and

DI(UI1:::S.--

....,ue,y,

s.

as indicated in the diagra,ms on
or"
in their infinite
are the
pp. zn, 223. These
of all architecture.
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The Zodiac itself is, in certain senses, a Genesis, or " History of Creation." The" Twelve Signs" may be interpreted
as the" Twelve Acts" of the Divine Drama. Some of the

Fig. 86.
Brixworth Church,
NorthhamplollSh.,
supposed
circa

Fig. 88.

Fig. 87.
Tower in Dover
ea"tle,
cir(1I

610.

Turret at the east
end of St. Peter',
Church, Oxford,
circa 1180.

Mosques in the East are surmounted with twelve minarets,
and the number twelve occurs frequently in connection with
the theology of the Moslems.

gl

Fig. ag. Little Saxam Church, Suffolk, circa u.o.
Fig. go. Roche'ter Cathedral (Turret), u80.
Fig. 91. Bishop'. Clceve Church, Gloucestershire, eirea uSa.

Fig. lISA is a scale enrichment, introduced into architecture, to symbolise the Female Deity, or "Virgin born of
the Waters."
The spectator looks to the faces of the figure marked
116.
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Fig. I I 7 is a Masonic, Mosaic, or Tesselated Pavement.
(Query, whether this pavement of black and white squares
94

93

Fig. 92. Almond.bury Church, Gloucestenhire, dna %ISO'
Fig. 93. (Decorated Periud.) Salisbury Cathedral, Central Spire, 1350Fig. 9+ St. Mary's Church, Cheltenham, drca 12so.

is not the origin of the ancient Chess-Table, or ChessBoard ?) The game of Chess, with the board upon which
it is played, is probably" Masonic" in its invention.
96

Fig. 95.
Fig. g6.

95

Bayeux Cathedral, Normandy, cina
St. Paul's Ca,hedral.

1200.

In old representations of the cathedral church of Notre
Dame at Paris, the symbols of the masculine divinity-such
as the sun and some others-are placed over the right hand,

DlgltlzedbyGooglc ".
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or masculine western tower, fta:nkilng the
Western Porch; thus unmi!itaJ-ab.ly

or Great
its

Fig. 97.

Over the

left
or female tower, are
crescent horns of the moon, and some other indi-

its dedication to the female deified

CROSSES All'']) ,1IINARETS.
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In all Christian churches-particularly in Protestant
churches, where they figure most conspicuously-the two

'01

100

Fig.
Fig.

100.

101.

Ancient Cro!'s, Margam, South Wale !c.
Ancient Cross, Sr. Patrick, County of Louth.

tables of stone of the Mosaic Dispensation are placed over
the altar, side by side, as a united stone, the tops of which

Fig. '03·

Group of Minarets or Towers, selected from Examples in Oriental Towns.

are rounded. * The ten commandments are inscribed in two
groups of five each, in columnar form. The five to the

* Fig. 118, on p. 225, represents the separated orillinal "Lithoi,"
when united. They -then fonn the "Double Tables (or" Table "l
of Stone. In the "Latter," or "Christian (+ l Dispensation," the
"Ten Commandments are over the Altar," composed of the" Law"
(Five Commandments to the Right), and the "Gospel" (Five Commandments to the Left).
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Oookiing from the
mean the" Law;" the five to
stone is mascumean the" PI1opliets. The
the left stone is
to the two

in the front of every
hellthlm times.
Pllmtaglmets; in its
of the

The pODrtegIlUlate
form it resleml)les
106

106.

'07·

female influence in nature. There is here an uneX]:lec:ted
concurrence with the crescent moon and star of the Orientals
for above the
is
sometimes as
of the Plantathe crescent moon
the heraldic
star
in
hollow of the
crescent, with its
in
curvilinear or selrpE:ntine
form. The crescent moon of
and that of
IS

MOORISH AND ROMAN ARCHITECTURE.
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the thin sickle of the new moon reclining on her back, and
seemingly with the star issuant from between her horns;
which is evidently an Egyptian hint coming from the old
II.

loS

noA.

110

114

II)

Fig. ,oS. Mosque of Omar.
Fig. I1O. Moorish Tower.
Fig. I lOA. Curves of a Moorish or Saracenic Horseshoe Arch.
Fig. II'. Cathedrol of Cordova: form of the Arches.
Fig. "3' Patterns of Moorish Doors.
Fig. I1S. Alhambra.
Fill:' II4. Moresque Arch.

times. This mysterious crescent and star is
the badge of the sect of Ali among the Mohammedans, and
it plays a most important part in augurial or religious

Fig. 'og. Russian Cathedral, Moscow.
Russian architecture is strongly infused with the eastern picturc!'que spirit.
curves of itl domes and the forms of its steeples are all oriental.

The

heraldry. The standards of Egypt, Persia, and Arabia are
gules, or Mars, or the fiery colour. It is the ardent, or
masculine, or red colour of Ali. The colours of Turkey, on
the other hand, are strictly those of Mohammed, and uncon-
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sciously honour the female element in displaying the green, or
the vert, or the woman's colour, or Friday colour,-that of the
Mohammedan Sabbath. This green is the 1Jerl, or "Venus,"
of Mecca (see page 138). The Turkish standard divides
jJarly-jJer-jJale the masculine red of the sect of Ali with
the green of the Hadgi; allotting to the former the place of
honour, or the dexter side of the emblazonment.
III

USA

Fig.
Fig.

IU.
IUA.

The Phallus .nd Discus, .s seen in lig. UOA, united.
Query, Aqu.rius r
Fig. liSA. Sc.le Enrichment.

The Christian altar is divided, as a hieroglyphic, into
two halves or sides, before which the representative priest
extends his hands, standing before it with his right hand
(meaning the "Law") to the right, and his left hand (mean-

I.
2.

A.

B.

Fig. 116Rosicrucian II Macrocosmos."
Rosicrucian U Microcosmos:'
J.chin
!:loaz ('IY))- Isis.

ing the "Prophets") to the left; the first of which signifies
the masculine
ewish), and the second the feminine
(Christian-because the Saviour was "born of a woman "),
mystic celestial power.
Some monograms or hieroglyphic expressions, meaning
the" Salvator Mundi," show the Roman letter" I" esus)

a

a
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MOSAIC" TABLES OF S1"01l'£."

is ienllmne,
as born
and comor cursive
or the Third
in another way, is
all the sacred monoletter
the
; in the
the letter "I"
larlgulagesurloul, or" over all." The monogram of
" or "vesica
sometimes seen in the"

In

"
"

Double Lilhoi : Th" "Tables" of SIODe.

O.

A.

Because it

Fig. uS.•
The union of I and of - i. consequently

+.

or lhe .. Cro....'

severe
the
hermetic

to
we have
p
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seen no notice in anttiqllarian qwutc:rs.
COD:lpri:se a

or recogrliti1re

THE TEMPLAR "IDOL" OR "HEAD."
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society, headed by Pichegru and others, which was suppressed by Napoleon, and the members of which were tried
and condemned as aiming at revolutionary objects. Why
Napoleon adopted this mysterious supposed magical head,
as he is said to have done, on the suppression and destruction of this revolutionary body,-to which we refer elsewhere,-and why he chose to place his own head in the
centre-place before occupied by this imagined awe-inspiring
countenance, and adopted the whole as the star of his newly
founded" Legion of Honour," it is very difficult to say. In
the East there is a tradition of this insupportable magic
countenance, which the Orientals assign to a " Veiled Prophet," similar to the mysterious personage in Lalla Rookh.
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CHAPTER THE TWENTY·SIXTH.
PRESENCE OF THE ROSiCRUCiANS IN HEATHEN
AND CHRiSTiAN ARCHITECTURE.

here arise
or
.LNUU'Ull, do not
the
U<;;:"':::>':>, U Male and Female created He
to the
page,
119, 120.
1.
or " Hammer of
"
2.
or " Ram's Horns."
The crescent moon and star is a PlaJlutgenet
is also the
of the Sultan of

Fig.

X21.

122.

Egypt,

: Sect of Ali.

dis]pla]fS the
of
The
of
of the sect of Ali
second Manana·
n:lIlgKIllj, which is"
a
Luna;
is
an estoile of the
the vert, or
of the"
"
or of
the site of the
of Mohammed.
The Mohammedan believers of the sect of Ali
on the
"masculine
"-more
in this
assimi·
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lating with the Jews; and therefore their distinctive heraldic
and theological colour is red, which is male, to the exclusion
of the other Mohammedan colour, green, which is female.
119

124

120

12 3

Figs. 1190 '2Q. Columns to Chapel in the .. White Tower" London. Style,
Early Norman, ,08,. Fig. 119-(') MySlic .. Tau;" (.) Male, Right; (J)
Female, Left.
Fig. 123. Castle-Rising Church, Nonolk. Fig..... Romsey Abbey, Hants.

The .. Hadgi," or Pilgrims to Mecca, wear green; the
Turkish Mussulmans wear red and green, according to
their various titles of honour, and to their various ranks.

Fir· "5' St. Peter's Church, Northampton.
Fir...6. S-, out of the Arms of the +. (Font, Runic and Saxnn. Bridekirk
Church, Cumberland.)

The Hospital of St. Cross, near Winchester, abounds in
the earliest Norman mouldings. The architecture of St.
Cross presents numerous hermetic suggestions.
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The identity of Heathen and of Christian Symbols is
displayed in all our old churches in degrees more or less
conclusive.

N
1

Fig. 127.
The Ten
Commandments, or
Five
Right. Masculine,

U

to the
Law."

n0

T

"Tables"
of "Stonc."
Five II Commandments" to the
Left, the II Prophets," or the

Fig. uB.
Fig. 129.
A Lamp, Roma Sottetanea. IX9T2:.

"Gospel."

Fig.

130' .

The" Ten fingers" of the two hands (made up of each
"Table" of Five) are called, in old parlance, the" ten com-

Fig.

131.

Devices from the Tombs in the Catacomb. at Rome.

mandments." "I will write the ten commandments iIi thy
face," was spoken in fury, in the old-fashioned days, of an
intended assault. The hands explain the meaning of this
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was

Fig. %36.

Fig. '32.

The devices on most Roman Bronze
cOIltinual Gnostic ideas.
.....,11W,....., LUllU''-'U, will be found to abound

with Rosicrucian
and
hints in
all
if reference
made to it
an attentive lnClui:rer
-one accustomed to these abstruse studies.

Fig. 140- Monog""" ofthe Saviour.

These
boIs or
of the
The }Eolian
strains in the wind.

gave forth real
to be COnJimUlili-
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cations from the invisible
or lesser number.

the air in

In
153 we have a rel)reisen,tation
as seen
from a
about
of half a
about three miles from
road. In the chancel of Bersted "'''Ull;,U,
Flood (" Robertus de Fluctibus
crucians in
lies buried. He died in
the standard
or authentic
curious additions; and we add their
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explanation. In the upper portion we have the Apex of the
Phallus, the Quatre-feuilles, and the Discus or Round. The
lower portion is the Linga, Lingham, or Phallus, "wreathed;"

Fig. '43'
Alternate nil'tet and Crooked R:.dii J or (; Glories," set rC'und Sacrtd Objects.

Figs. '44< '45.

Col!.r of Esses.

146
'47
'4 8
Egg-and·Tongue Moulding, Caryatic Prostyle, PandrO&eum.
(Temple of Erechtha:us, Atheus.)
Fig. '41. Moslem: the Crescent and Star; al_o Plantaienet.
Fii· '48. Honey_uckle, Greek Stele.

Fig, '46.

Fig. '49. Egg-and-Tongue Moulding, Roman example.

also the" Pole" of the ship" Argo" (" Arco"); otherwise
the" Tree of Knowledge." The ribbons of the Maypole
should be of the seven prismatic colours.
Fig. 156 shows the union of the Phallus and Yoni, and
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exhibits unmistakably the destination and purpose of the
familiar Maypole.

'SO

Fig.
Fig.
Fig.

ISO.

'5'.
'S"

15 2

lSI

Rbam.sseion, Thebes, Caryatic Portico.
India, Origin or the .& Corinthian:'
India, Rudimental Corinthi.n Capital, as also Rudimental Cbristiau.

}L. '>-"" ,r-----d

L=.

.'

l.--,\

Fig. 153.

_ oJ. ;:;-....-__..,;-,,Fig. 154.

Stone Crosses at Sandbacb, in Cbeshire.

Each finger in fig. 162 is devoted to a separate planet.
Refer to the engraving of the hand.

D

_

Google
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" " Crook of Bi,;ho,ps." "
fair means or
" is a
prmrerbial e"pre:ssiclD c(mtillUally heard.

A.
Fig. 156.

B.
Fig. ISS,

There are two works which will assist in thr'owine:
that
of the
in the
that refers
to architectural forms or

Fig. 151.
Fig. ISS.

as columns and
or
lines and crossand mathematical arcs and
in their modifications and
of course are. These
which
will
to
of music
at p. 232,
141, 142,
Natural
and
the
and a very
and
the La'li.'s
musical
entitled The
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Mus;eal Temptramtnt to the Natural Dissonance of Creation,
by M. Vernon, published in London in 1867. Through a

7.·

.

b.
'59
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.

r6.
r59'
160.
rOr.
r62.

Rhuddist EJr.blem.
"Shield of David;" Of, the hSeal of Solomon."
Phallic Triad
AstroloJi:ical Hand: (r) Jupiter; (.) Saturn; (3) Sun; (4) Mercury;
Mars; (6) Moon; (7) Venus.
Fig. r63. Ind.an and Greek.
.

strange theory, the music at p. 232 of our book is taken as
the expression of the geometrical fronts of the two great

Fig. 16.. Isis,

If

Dragon's Head."

temples, the Parthenon at Athens and the Pantheon at
Rome, which are supposed to have been built with perfect

Fig. r66. Egyptian Alto-Relievo.
(British Museum.)

Fig.

167'.
If

I I Hook of Saturn, II
Crook of Bishops."

art. We have "translated" these phantom }Eolian melodies
played in the winds (so to express it), and fixed them in
modem musical notation.
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CHAPTER THE TWENTY-SEVENTH.
THE ROSICRUCIANS AMIDST ANCIENT MYSTERIES.
THEIR TRACES DISCOVERABl.E IN THE
ORDERS OF KNIGHTHOOD.

E "Collar of Esses" is sUJPp()sed
of the Order of the
"S.S." mean the" Sanctus .::oplfHU8,
" or the "Third Person." The" Fleurs-de" or the "Lilies of the
" invllri.ably
" or "
appear in close connection with St.
or the "Sanctus

Fig. ,68. Collar of E ••••.

In

Lis" relpre,sellt

tn,,,l.. ..,,,...,,,,.. of Udl'UAII;,--."'" .. prl)dl1ce·r,"
pr()dl.1lction," and "that prc)ducecL: The
in a
in the
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U Three Feattler:s," which is the crest of the Prince of
Wales; in this form the Fleur-de-Lis is intended to elude
The reader will observe the hint of
these
" Lisses" in the
scrolls or U Esses"
coiled around the bar in the reverse of the Gnostic
the "Chnuphis
elsewhere
This amulet a
fine
very convex on both sides. It is
the
"
himself aloft
in act to
crowned
the cabalistic
to Man in
" The rever:se
presents the
around the U Phallus."

Figs.

'09,

'10, 111.

In
170 we have the Prince of Wales's Feattler:s, from
in
the Tomb of Edward the Black
Cathedral. This
the idea of the " Fleur-de" "Ich Dien! "-" I serve!"
171
the
as the "
are the same
Wales's
the"
1
referred to as
a Gnostic
Gem. It
of
at page 220.
A famous inscri]oticm (lDelphjic
above the
of the
inscril)ticln was a

THE TEMPLE A T DELPHI.
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single letter, namely, the letter E, the name of which in
Greek was E, which is the second person of the present of
the indicative of the verb flfl.l, and signifies "Thou art;"
being, as Plutarch has interpreted it, the salutation of the
god by those who entered the Temple. See Plutarch de E
apud nt/pit. Lord Monboddo's Origin and Progrus of
Languagt (1774), vol. ii. p. 85, refers to this letter E.

CHNUPHIS.
Fig.

172.

The Delphic "E" means the number "Five," or the
half of the Cabalistic Zodiac, or the Five Ascending Signs.
This " Delphic E" is also the Seleucidan Anchor. It was
adopted by the Gnostics to indicate the " Saviour," and it
is frequent in the talismans and amulets of the early Chris-

tians. It is one of the principal gems of the Gnostics, and
is a cameo in flat relief.
One of the charges against the Knights Templars was as.
follows: "That they bound, or touched, the head of an
idol with cords, wherewith they bound themselves about
their shirts or next their skins" (" Processus contra Templarios," Dugd. Monas!. Ang. vol. vi. part ii. pp. 844-846,

DlgltlL,,1
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corabout these
in the term "belted
earls
" zones,"
or
which cinctures may

Mark
of this
" Our elders
The barren, touched in this holy
Shake olrthe sterile curse."
Julius Cmsar, act. i. sc.

2.

of the custom of the
or
? It seems
other at the Italian
The Carnivals occur at the same time as
mc.ulclinlgs exhibit various eX2LmIlles
of the cable.
and network are seen to
all the
in the
and Irish
churches.
there any connection between
or
with the "cable-tow II of the initiates
the Masons?
the "tow" in this "cable-tow
means the "
" or stood for it
Reference
here be made to the snake
forms the
of
'V,",",'''1'' " Good
" in the illustration later in
caltlle-m ouldulgs in Gothic architecture are intended
are found in the
Christ:ian architecture in
close connecthe
or
as we
because
these architectural
which are
mean the feminine or " Second Prin1

FIGURES OF THE "CENTAURI."
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"and express the
of i\qluanus, with its
or
anagrams of
lunar
its
and its
the" Redeemer." Hence the Omlt-lIiKe. elongilLte1d, peciliulf
form called the 11lsiea
which is the
shuttleframe
set over doors and
and
elsewhere in Gothic
to contain
of the
::la\rlOlllr, or
from the
TestaSacred Persons. A
ment in connection
do,onlray in Barfreston
an excellent
example of the
; which
is also Ba1byl'onian,
member as its
In a
our book we
the prows or cutwater-heads
which
show the
of their pec:uli1u
or "sacrificial axe, that crook ongulailly explresi,ed
in the " hook of Saturn." The" Bu-Centaur
fabulous
the
" ox" or "horse"
"
" as
be found
a
of the syllables
"Bu-Centaur." It is the name of the
of the
of
used on the occasion of. his
ma.rrillge with the
or
o f " Virof the
" who was
of the" sacrificial hook."
The hatchet of
the
the
the rea:pInl'l'hook of
the crescent moon, the "
" are
The
all the same
exhibits
the SlCUriS
or
of the
the axe of the sacrifice and the rods for the
victim
if
and afterwards for his burning,-'the
rods
the firewood. Lictors have their name prclbably
cutwater arose the
l'.'.mfrom "LIte." From this
the II
" the
and
head.
have all a feminine
repireSienlts II S.
wood,[;ut of
Twelve i\post,les.
in the act of the
whilst his
the chalice
of the "
" or Sacrament of "Vine; in the cup is a salathe
the .. H. G." This is St.
>J ....

Q
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Apostle, the author of the " Apocalypse;" or the" Sanctus
Spiritus," who baptises in the mystic Eucharist with the
" Holy Ghost and with Fire."

Fig. 17+

The following are the names of the angels of the planets,
according to the Gnostics. At the beginning of all things
is Jehovah (Sabaoth), Victory; at the end, the" Old Serpent" (Ophis). Between these are the Seraphim (Intelligences) and Cherubim (Benevolences), and their representatives. Origen calls the Sun, Adonai; the Moon, lao;
Jupiter, Eloi; Mars, Sabao; Orai, Venus; Astaphai, Mercury; Ildabaoth, Saturn. All this is Gnostic - highest
mysticism therefore.
The name Tarasque is given for the Dragon of a Northern
Nation. (Qy. the" Hill of Tara," &c.?) Under the Roman
Emperors, and under the Emperors of Byzantium, every
cohort or centurion bore a dragon as its ensign (Modestus,
De Vocabul. Rei Milit. __ Flav. Veget. De Re Mllitari, lib.
ii. c. xiii.; Georget, Insig. Europ. loc. cit.). Matthew of
Westminster, speaking of the early battles of this country of
England, says: "The King's place was between the Dragon
and the Standard "-" Regius locus fuit inter draconem et
standardum " (Lower's Curiosities of Heraldry, p. 96). This
is the undoubted origin of the ensign's" pair of colours" in
a hattalion ; viz. the first colour, or " King's Colour," whose
place is to the right, is properly the standard; and the
second culour, or the "regimental colour," to which is
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emblematical sCllllpture:s,
art of transmutation is
over the fourth arch of the Celmel:ery
you
the
the rlg:nt·llaniO
Flame!.
The old tra,ditiions, from time
aver that it is
neither
for sailors nor for servants of the sea to wear
beards.
have never done so is true,
at
times when
were not
understood or were
This
of a
sailor's face arises from the fact that the sea has
been mJ,th'olo,gic:a.lly
and that sailors and men or
followers of
sea are under the
of the"
of the
" or the"
of
Sea." Hence the
of
with her
of the sea or
that of NeJ>tUI1le.
the "Star of the
" and Patroness
The
gmrenls the ocean, and her colours are
of
ultramarine of
" and sea-green, when
in this
of her divine character. In <tIl reI)reisentatioI1ls,
ancient or
sailors have beardless
to the
and barbarian
and
and men who have SUI)pClseejly
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off devotional ObiSerlfaJ1lce. and fallen into the
of mere nature.

recusancy

sjgJ:rifV1n2: here
or instrument of woman's
IIleIIlber, or Yoni; these are
percehre the
of the
mob: "When Adam
Eve
"

"

ill.

Of

Baron."

Fig. 115.

h.

U

Femme."

Gentleman?" - or
under these
makes difference or
I t is
that Sh:ak!.pe,are
upon this truth
he makes
clown in Hamlet
observe, ..
"
Adam and
"were the first who
ever bore arms.
a reference to
foot of the
we shall see what these arms were. and discover
female resemblances in the
of the man's "escutcheon"
and the woman's
" As thus: a
is the shield of
or ..
or "
" or "male
imlplement," on man's own
or dexter side; b is the
loz,enigt:," or
or " article
of woman's
" on her proper
or the left or sinister side.

TilE CHALICE AS A SYMBOL.
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the
was
was forbidden to the
A.D. 1215.

which we have fre!qulmtJly
We have cariefully
nated the crux an,liqttarior,ftm,

Milner
in his
di!;tiI1lguishled ornaments on
are not
surmounted with crosses
nortll
he should
to front
of St
Ghost
and with
'"
All the secrets of mlllsolilry are concealed in the Hebrew
or Chaldee
In
First
of the
to St
is contained the
outline of
the
in its
"Les anciens astro!,oglles,
"
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leurs
les faire descendre du del a leur
lIs
menacent Ie soleil et la lune de reveler les secrets des
.."- Eusebius
De M1Iste,riis E/i,'YP,fio1·un'l.
emblems of the rel:igicms of
Rome are
and are set forth in
the ornaments on the friezes of the
of all those
their
" Your
of
are an emanation from
the
in like manner as these
from
" (" Castle
the funeral
of the
year
Thus the "
mClUlidiD,g" (" egg
and adder's
" for
were two
of the emblems of the
the
the lion of St.
ornament, the convolutions and
horns as fioriations
the lotus and tori
springing from the
of
and the Greek ornaments and Roman
ornaments, are all related in their religic)us me:anllngs.
The names of the "Three
descried the Star of Annunciation
or
Melchior, and Balthasar.
One;" Melchior is the "
of
" Lord of Treasures." Balthasar or Balth,aza,r,
of Belshazzar.
old name of an island near
called the
?-also the
the
recondite
or
In this
whose colour
bel5peaking Hennes or
the
" may have arisen the use of the
sUJ:,poisedly of the first descrier of
of the
It prclbably
The grELssll0!lper, ...,,""'vu. arrow,
as
have
a remote
to the same idea of
the "Prince of
the Powers of the Air."
The form of the Pointed Arch reache:d the Orientals
-as we see in their
the
of the
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In these
::E,

crow at
Weathercocks turn to the
and invite the meteoric or
the
" Powers of the Air." The qu,estiion as to the
side
of all this is very
curious. The fields of the
air were
Rosicrucians to be filled with
ou bonnet COltuque,
.......,,""
ou immense
app1elalient Ie
veut dire
se
Prester-

"

meanis
Columl!>kil and
to the
N orthlern Druids
Columba
Edward
which

synlbols in the sacred
sa(;ramentlll cups;
are set
re!icluaJries, and
The .<ZT'UV'71
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or crooked swords
P::tlrl1ilisf'_
chief Christian
In the curved
alterrlatilng with the aureole or
there
po:ssill>lv a remote hint of 11, or the "Re:cOl!lciler of the
" or "S.S."
and
To account for the universal deification of "horns" in
architecture all over the
as its
as it were, which
has been transmitted into modern
emblematic
and
into
the ornaments and elevated into the
over and
Talmudistover
even in Christian
Simeon 1:Se:n-lOCllav
ture that this ad()ration arose
of
of the old
reasons :
eXI)lalllation which
writer
animals would have
become men
in their future
but for that divine arrest which
interfered athwart as it were, and wasted the ruminative
force; which otherwise
would have
the
powers of the
brain from the radix of the
into
the enormous bra,ncltling, tl"ee··llke.
ages, where this
lines became
Growth and de'vel'Dprnerlt
sion and radiation
or
from
and
without. It is to
Talmudical
of an idea
the
of animal horns.
The cabalist
that it was in
graLtitl1de for this
int,ention, and because the creature
" and not the bovine creatures,-a
man became "
"
which
have
for this diversion ofthe
into horns"
or dream as
all this sounds
the
set up the
to
as the real
or
"-into
su]pel"l1atur'al "rescue" was co:mnlitted. Thus the
which
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horns of the animal-as the idol standing for the means,
as another
expresof the
means to which man's existence and

Fig. 176. The Templar Banner, .. Beausealll."

ml.lLltilPli(:atilon was entrusted-were exalted for ad;orabol!l,
and
as the tro!ph.ies
"won even out
the
reluctance and
not for thembut for that of which

Fig. 171-

Fig. 180.
Knights of Malta.

Fig. 179.
Teulonic Knights.

Fig. 181.

Fig. 18•.

Shiaksipe;are has several covert allusions to the
the
of the "Horns." There is much more, pr()ba,bl:y,
in these
of the chase-the
horns or
an't1eICS--trlan is
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Fig. 183-

"
"-for this
personage is double-sexed: "Phrebe
Diana on
Hecate below."
the arches of the
.......UUl'l.'U,

Fig. 185.

of the "Blessed
or " Seleucidan Anchor."

Fig. 186. U....on.

; " it is also

Fig. ,81. Winged Dis<:.

The "horns I' of the Talmud account for
the
Pan and

IONIC, CORINTHIAN, ANlJ GOTHIC VOLVES.

" Sa.gittary" or
the
all bicorporate human and

251

" Salgitltarllus," and perha,ps
forms.

188

In the group of
classical forms of the

various
in the
195

will

196

Comll'osite c:apl1:als, a close
of Cal)lta.ls with horns or
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and other

volutes from the
Indian and Persian
in the illustration.

Fig.

'00.

Norman

Hom:ysucl<le and

cm•• ment, resembling th.

both Gothic and
from the astronomical
cumt:rs. are
of

res;emlbling "fishes" mean
are also svrnbols
Cli:tVIUU1," when
occur amidst the relics left
the
Chiristians, and in
forms of the first Christian centuries.
the " Moon."

Orb or "Mound."

I

Vertical Arch: Early Norman. (Temple Church.)

CHAPTER THE TWENTY·EIGHTH.
ROSICRUCIANISM IN STRANGE SYMBOLS.

the folll:>wUlJ;
series of
succession
which the most ancient
a Sigtlific:ant hielroglyptl,-the Phr""cri"

tuft.
to
illustration of the" fire-workers" (gren,adjersi),

...
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modem
classic
"
or
the artful
worker
or amidst the forces of
nature.
a reference to the
cap among the
; and to
black
the Bohemians and
the East. All
of
travellers
lands will remember that the
the minarets reminded them of the
black caps
of the Persians.
The PhrVQ"\:ln
anltiql1arian form;
the
It is discelebrated
the Mythical
This
cap, with
fonn from which
whether Greek or Baror
then stands as
re,'oI11tiIDmtry fonn;
in another
It is
It marks the "needle" of
P"'''''''', whether" human"
in the rite of circumci-

"
simultaneous "si!.(;ntlce
from the time of }U:iraJlarn,
the
loose Phrygjan
may be acc:ep:ted
orsmndJing
integtlmlent or
from a certain
has various names in different langUliges,
supipli1es the central idea of this sacrifi(;ial nt(:-the
refuse of which
and
as it
borne aloft at once as a
and as the

"
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and becomes a talisman of supirlexpre'ssi'ble n01wer'-from what
dark
The
is a
pec:ulillJ" kind. The
ina,uglJratiolll, has stood as
in most
illusmltio1ns, have caps
scu'lpwlred group of the
of this kind. The saclrlficer
in the British
" Mithraic
MtlSellm, has a PhrYgian
whilst
the
act of strllku::lg the
pOIllard-- mean:ing the
office of the imlnolatillg
the
mitre of the
Besides the bonnet rQuge,
mitre - nay, all
mitres or conical
their name from
the terms "
"The
of this
whole class of names is
or Mithra. The cap of the
the
of which is alike all over
is
to the Tartar lambskin caps, which are
black;
and it is black also from its association with Vulcan and
the "
"
The Scotch
will
to be
a "
black conical caps, and the
:>YiliUUi. carne from the East.
The loose
of
from the Tartars.
black fur caps
The "
of
Crest
and the
all mean
. the same
; in the instance of the female crest the knob
h01;ve,rer. delpressed,--as shown in the
below.

The forms of Grenadier caps, and of those worn
Pioneers
are those of the head-covers of the Fireworkers or Fire-raisers
of an army.
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All
caI)S--militilril.y called bushies·-are
Bolnenllwll, !llhmlaelltish,
irregul:u; their
lies
in the

(Minerva).

Cap o(!<Eaiti,tellance.

In our
Scott to T. Crofton
whether the above-named double
not the
ears or horns

MYTHIC HEAD-COVERS.
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The Hussars wear the
cap of
or the
or" Artful Workers Nature." The name Hussar
is borrowed from the Oriental exclamation to
" AI
" or "
" or
or AI.hr,odiite,-the

Fig.•,6.

Fig. "'•.

pat.roIlless of these Ishmaelitish irregul,ar
The dolman or
prl)pe:rly worn on the left sh(>U111er
of the
has its si/?;oification and
in the followact related in
which refers to a certain Rosi-

Fig. 219-

Fig. "'1'

crucian
"Shem and
took a ga:nn,ent" (a
cover or extra
of
"and laid upon both
their shoulders
the left
of
" and 'went
and covered their father Noah." It

Fig. "0Hussar Conical Cap.

Fig. 221.
Artillery.

Fig.•2',
Sapeur, Pioneer.

strange
away in
of the wear\y'_"'_'"
or
R
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on the left or sinister shoulder; which is the shoulder
nearest to the woman: because the Talmudists say that
Man was
the
hand.

Fig. 2'3'

Fig.2,{-

Fig. 225'

Turkish.

the
we may make the
folllowing: remarks.
" was
famous
or "
their
Beauseant-that is to
.1:Izen-sea:nt. because
are fair
in the
honourable to
but black and terrible
bipartiltulJrl, ex Albo et
to His enemies:
' Bienest, Gallica
nominant ' .1:Ic'au··se,mt.
, eo
Christi amices candidi sunt et
inimices vero terribiles
"
de Vitro
Hierosol.
Gesta
The Cardinal de
uninformed as to the
me:anllng and pUl-Polie lIldi<:llted in this
banner.
was
derived
Its
and
sacred" black and
conveys
ficant me:anulgs.
in the heraldic sense,-as we shall soon
is no colour white.
is the silver of the moon's
in
the
of the "woman;" or it is
sition to
which is the absence of all
White is the
and
of all the colours-in
other
it is
Thus
is
in the
correct heraldic sense, as also in reference to its
feminine
as the old heralds
of
" and its"
SeJltative, woman, also
the me:laI1iChloly
of the moon, "
in the

SYilIBOLS OF THE TEMPLARS.

"
"
or mark
moon
" homed

as
tears ;
is the crescent
the moon of
moon

"
is blazoned
"withpossilbililties, " end"
It is

into Media.
Giles
sometime Ambassador from
to the Emperoor
Nethersole's
William
Mr. Ca'vendis.b,
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The
of the Rossi-cnlcians
is fonned
cross on one
and
of a
red stone, with a
a red rose on the
it is a
rose. The
Rossi-Qr
ideas
this emblematical red cross and red rose
came
the fable
of Adonis-who was the sun whom we have seen so often
into a red rose
Venus
Rus
is Bas
Drummond's OriJ!ilus. voL iii. p.
.. s,ciencle,"
in
In
"
" .. power."
is the Hebrew R-as. Hence
the Persian Bus/an (Val. Col. Bib. vol. iv.
i.
" The ancient
in lat.
, is nn,w IIf'l1
the ancient
or Buddha. These were, I
The
old names restored"
D'Anville's
the name of the
Rosicruxians) IS
allied with the
emblem
is a monogram or
; or, as
adversaries would say, their"
a" red
rose on a cross." Thus:

Fig. ",,6.

it is surrounded with a
This is the Naunltz.
or
or the
the
Lotus "crucified" for the salvation of mancrucified in the heavens at the Verna!
It is celebrated at that time
the Persians in
call their
OJ
Nou-Rose-z:e.
or Naurutz
vol. ii. p.
The Tudor
or Rose-en-Soleil
Rose of the
of the
is the Rosicrucian
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with its rays of
"
issuant from
or ml'thical
maculate "celltrle-pomtt." or " lIhr-n,olIlt "-all which
further occult meam:ngs
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in
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wayan extraEdward the
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ol'flin,uv man.
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to be remembered that he made the Crusade to Palestine.
He invited to
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the author
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Tale
; and he also
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into his kingd()m.
to have
to Edward six millions of
enable him to
the Turks.
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or
From a Saracenic fountain near the
salem. This fountain seems to be built of tra,gm,ents; the
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proof of which is that this inscribed stone (No.2) is placed
over half the discus. The whole structure, though Oriental
or Saracenie, abounds with Gothic or pointed features. Such
are the frets, the spandrel-work, the hood-moulding, &c.
NO.3. Query, "Aquarii"? The Aquarii always indicate the Lunar element, or the female. The Baptisteries
dedicated to St. John, or to the S.S., are eight-sided. The
Baptisttria in Italy follow the same emblematical rule.
The sections into which the Order of the Knights of Malta

1
I"l!

Fig.

227.

were divided were eight, answering to the eight points of
the cross, which was their emblem. The Orner was composed of eight nations, whereof the English, which was one,
disappeared at the Reformation.
The colours of the monastic knightly orders were the
following: The Teutonic Knights wore white, with the
eight-pointed black cross; the Knights of Malta wore
black, with the eight-pointed white cross. The foregoing
obtained their Black and White from the Egyptians. The
Knights Templars, or Red-Cross Knights, wore white, with
the eight-pointed Bhuddist red cross displayed on their
mantles. The Guardian of the Temple Chapel was called
"Custos Capd/a:" (Capt/la, a "kid," "star," "she-goat,"
also" chapel ").
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Attila, surnamed the "Scourge of God," is represented
having worn a "Teraphim," or head, on his breast-a
snaky-haired head, which purported to be that of Nimrod,
whom he claimed as his great progenitor. This same
Medusa-like head was an object of adoration to the heretical followers of Marcion, and was the Palladium set up by
Antiochus Epiphanes, at Antioch, though it has been called
the visage of Charon. This Charon may be "Dis "-or the
"Severe," or " Dark," Deity.
The human head is a magnet, with a natural electric
circle, moving in the path of the sun. The sign of this

Fig.

228.

Hindoo Pagoda at Tanjor•.

ring is serpentine, and is
each man being consideredas far as his head is concerned-as magnetic. The positive
pole of the magnet is the os jrontis, sinciput, os sublime. The
negative pole is the occiput.
Tonsure of the head is considered as a sacred observance.
Hair (in se) is barbarous, and is the mark and investiture of
the beasts. The Cabalists abstained from wine and marriage. Tonsure means "the sun's disc" in the East.
"Les Arabes, dit
lib. iii., se rasent la tete en
rond et autour des tempes, ainsi que se rasait, disent-ils,
Bacchus" (Volney, Ruines, p. 265). "La touffe qui conservent les musulmans est encore prise du soleil, qui, chez
les Egyptiens,
peint, au solstice d'hiver, n'ayant plus
qu'un cheveu sur la tete." "Les etoiles de la
de Syrie
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The claims for the real reading of the Egyptian hieroglyphics are distinct and unhesitating, as put forward by the
Egyptologists; who, if industry could have succeeded, certainly would have realised their desire. But it is extremely
doubtful whether, after all, they are not very widely astray.
The late Sir George Comewall Lewis, in his History of
Ancient Astronomy, has disposed conclusively of the assumed
correctness of most of these interpretations. The Egyptologists,-the principal of whom are Champollion, Rawlinson,
Dean Milman, Sir George Lewis (perhaps the best critic),
Professor Wilson, Sir Gardner Wilkinson, Dr. Cureton, Dr.
Hincks, M. Oppert, Mr. Fox Talbot,-with a large amount
of ingenious and very plausible research and conjecture,
have not truly touched or appreciated these enigmas.. They
yet remain, baffling the curiosity of the modems; and they
are likely to preserve their real mysteries unread as long as
the stones of the Pyramids. and the remembrance of the
Sphinx,-if not her visible figure,-themselves endure. We
believe that there is no adequate mystical comprehension
among modern decipherers to read the hopeless secretspurposely evading discovery-which lie locked in the hieroglyphics: the most successful readings are probably guesses
only, founded on readily accepted likeness and likeliness.
The Temple Church, London, presents many mythic
figures which have a Rosicrucian expression. In the spandrels of the arches of the long church, besides the "Beauseant," which is repeated in many places, there are the
armorial figures following: "Argent, on a cross gules, the
Agnus Dei, or Paschal Lamb, or;" "Gules, the Agnus
Dei, displaying over the right shoulder the standard of the
Temple; or, a banner, triple cloven, bearing a cross gules; "
." Azure, a cross prolonged, potent, issuant out of the crescent moon argent, horns upwards; on either side of the
cross, a star or." This latter figure signifies the Virgin
Mary, and displays the cross as rising like the pole, or mast
of a ship (argha), out of the midst of the crescent moon,
or navzs biprora, curved at both ends; "azure, semee of
estoi!es or." The staffof the Grand Master of the Templars
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COIUCelmiI1lg the Pillars of Seth
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THE GNOSTIC ABRAXAS.

Fig. 240: "Abraxas brandishing his whip, as if chasing
away the evil genii. On his shiel<;l, the titles I'i' . lAn. Neat
work. Green jasper" (The Gnostics, p. 20 I).
The" UrtEon," or winged solar disc, or egg, from which
issue, on reversed sides, the two emblematical asps, has

Fig. '39.

Fig. '40.

certain characteristics which ally
Both Urreon and Searabreus are
fronts of the Egyptian temples,
placed oyer the portals: they are

Fig. '41,
Jacinth: Gnostic Gem.

II

it with the "ScarabtEus."
symbols continual on the
and they are principally
talismans or charms.

Fig. '4',
Mithraic Sacrifice:" Gnostic.

Fig. 248: "Osiris," or the "Old Man;" a terminal
figure. At the foot, the celestial globe and masonic pentagon, or " Solomon's Seal." The field is occupied by symbols
and letters, seemingly Hebrew. The whole design is medi-
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prcKluctlCln of even the lowest times of the
one of the
most evi,deI1lUy bes;pe,aka "Rosicrucian"
cut in
green

Fig. 243.
Egyptian Apis, or Golden Calf.

249 : Anubis
; in each
teI1rnulati.ng in a ball; in the
sun and
moon
the
character of this
talilsman, which therefore must be ascribed to the class of

ACNE:I

Fig. 2+4Cancer grasping with One Claw at the Lunar Crescent: Gnostic Gem.

Fig. 245. Urzon.

,""UAn, .... " ,

Fig. 241. Urzl1s.

The whole enclosed in a sunken circle. Rev.
between four stars. The Cabalists make Michael
of the Sun. Plasma of bad
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GNOSTIC MYSTERIES.
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I
Fig. '51.
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a shape never met in the class of antique gems, though
so much affected in Medireval art, on account of its
supposed mystic virtues" (The Gnostics, p. 201).

Fig.

252.

One of the Gnostic Gems, reputed the most efficacious of
amulets, is of red jasper, and presents the Gorgon's Head
(" Gorgoneion "), with the legend below, "APHrn pnpOMAN.o.APH "_,, I protect Rhoromandares."
In India, the "Great Abad" is Bhudda, Bauddha,
Buddha, or Baddha. There is a connection suggested here
with the "Abaddon" of the Greeks. In the same way, a
relation may be traced with" Budha's Spiritual Teacher;"
who was the mythic Pythagoras, the originator of the system
of transmigration, afterwards transplanted to Egypt, and
thence to Greece. Thus in Sanscrit it is " Bud'ha-Gooros,"
in G.reek it is "Putha-Goras," in English it is "Pythagoras t' the whole, "Budha's Spiritual Teacher."
The crista, or crest, or symbolic knob of the Phrygian
cap or Median bonnet, is found also, in a feminine form, in
the same mythic head-cover or helmet, for it unites both
sexes in its generative idea, being an "idol." In the feminine case-as obviously in all the statues of Minerva or
Pallas-Athene, and in the representations of the Amazons,
or woman-champions, or warriors,-everywhere the cap or
helmet has the elongated, rhomboidal, or globed, or salient
part in reverse, or dependent on the nape of the neck. This
is seen in the illustration of the figure of the armed " Pallas-
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Vulcan's pileus when black, we prove the transmission of an
inextinguishable important hint in religion.
The following are some of the most significant talismans
of the Gnostics :-

Fig. '5+G ostic Invocation.

Fig. '53.
f I

Bait" a Prize.

In fig. 255 we have the representation of the Gnostic
Female Power in Nature,-Venus, or Aphrodite, disclosing
in the beauty, grace, and splendour of the material creation.
On the other, or terrible, side of her character, the endowments of Venus, or of the impersonated idea of beauty,

Fig. '55'

change into the alarming; these are the attributes of the
malific feminine elementary genius born of" darkness" or
"matter," whose tremendous countenance, veiled as in the
instance of Isis, or masked as in that of the universal
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appointed) in another metal, - the blanker, blacker, and coarser
metals being, in fact, only as the "DISEASES" of matter, which aims
at clear perfect Jualth-or as gold. Here the alchemists contend that
their superhuman (in apparent - sense) science, felicitously applied,
.. completes the operation," and transmutes or compels-on, "into
what weaker-handed nature was compelled to "forego" as
.. iron." Thus nature always intends the production of male (sungold-fire being the workman. or" agent") ; but that in the production
of female (silver as against gold-the moon-sublimated matter, or
.. patient Of), nature's operation miscarries; the effort degenerates into
struggle, and struggle submits in failure. Therefore," Female." But
this shortcoming, when the Divine perfecting-means (in another state,
and through another nature or " mode") is applied, will be rectified.
And in the universal resurrection, Women will transcend into the
nobler creature, and, changing sex or ceasing sex, will become.. Woman'd· Men." Both sexes interchanging "sex" to form the
"Angel," or rather blending sex and uniting sex - bi-corporate no
longer, but becoming "Ideal" - fit spirit-populace, winnowed of
materiality and of humanity. "Unintelligible to the intelltet as Music,
but beautiful to the !teart as Music."
Yet it must be understood that no man's dreams (dreams, we have
elsewhere contended, quite contrary to the usual ideas. are real tkings)
are wholly and altogether evil and vain; for that cannot be except men
were utter (or outer) devils, which also cannot be so long as we live in
the human nature, for Man's Fall was not like the Fall of the Evil
Angels; for these latter fell into the Dark Abyss, or Original Wrathful
Principle (the Rosicrucian "Refuse" or " Lees" of Creation, without,
or beyond, nature and creature, and therefore there was for them no
help or recovery). But, on the contrary, Men fell and were saved
thereby (the Knowledge of Good and Evil), that is, into Nature and
Creature, which is Man's inexpressible happiness, as not being left
destitute of Hope or the Regenerating Seed of the Woman. For there
does centrally dwell in the human nature that which the wise man calls
the Voice of Wisdom, or conscience-recal; which in the suggestion of
the Immortal Sorrow planted deep in the soul of man for his" Lost
Paradise" (of which the very air and hint and proof to him, is MusicMan's Music-with its shadow_of discords). And this Immortal Sorrow
languishes to Redemption in repentance. Thus the pathetic languishment of the Saviour (and Sufferer), Jesus Christ-" My soul is sad, even
unto death! " Hence the "Garden" of "Agony."
This is the Genius Optimus, the "Soul of the Soul" and the" Eye
of the Mind "-that part incapable of damnation even in the greatest
sinner (this was Cromwell's firm reliance and belief, and his last question to his attendant chaplain bore reference to the assurance of it).
This is the last supernatural power which can and will defend man
from all the assaults of evil angels, and unto this holy principle and
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CUrYes of the" Lunar Symbol" in M oresque Areb.
The U Lunar" or U Feminine Sylnbolr- is the universal parent of the Hindoo and
Mahometan rctumed arches; <lnd therefore, also, of the Horse-shoe curves of
the Arabian arche.. and the hooked curves of all Gothic an:hitectural reproducduetion, whether in archei or otherwise.)

CHAPTER THE THIRTIETH.
ROSICRUCIAN ORIGIN OF THE ORDER OF THE
GARTER.

[I

HE natural horns of the Bull or the Cow-both
which animals were deified by the Egyptians, and
also by the Indians, who particularly elected the
Cow as the object of religious honour-were the
models from which originally all the volves and volutes,
presenting the figure of curved horns, or the significant suggestion of the thin horns of the crescent or growing moon,
were obtained. The representative horns figured largely
afterwards in all architecture, and were copied as an important symbol expressive of the second operative power of
nature. The Egyptian volutes to the pillars, the Egyptian
horns everywhere apparent, the innumerable spiral radii
distinct in all directions, or modified, or interpenetrating
the ornamentation of buildings in the East; the Ionic
volutes, the Corinthian volutes, which became pre-eminently
pictorial and floral in their treatment in this beautiful order,
particularly in the Greek examples (which are, however,
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very
the more masculine volves and
of the Roman
the
ruder and more
of the Indian
tastic scrolls
and oval curves, abOU]ldl,ng
of the
columns in the Gothic or, more pr<lpe:rly
to call it, the Romantic architecture called "pun..."u,
all have a common ancestor in the horns of
or cow. All these horns are
devoted in their
to the Moon. It is
connection with this
or
who is
pecllliar app:endlage of
in prOJtimity
or
who takes the second
in
the
Parlthe:on, the Sun
all the illustrations which the
the:olclgy borrows from
or the
exp,resi,ing religiolls ideas
horns
in
some form or
at termrnal or at salient
Thus
become a most
if not the most imin the t.'n,nl",. aJfchite<:tur"e e'veT1vwtlere:.-of
of
of
even of
oelnO;Cls--au the Christian ages, earlier and
The
called Nehustan-the
set
up
Moses in the Wilderness-was a talisman in the form
of a
coiled around the
"Tau," This is a
as we have
In
offered for
several
In a previOils
we have bro,uglht
certain reasons for SUI>pc,sirlg
Noble Order of the
and
to
be infrilnged.
a feminine aCt:tatmt,
acc:ept:ed, and not
fall a
But this accidellt,

ordmaJry as
brcmglht about the
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foundation of the exalted
"-however clear it becomes
when
and however
as the Rosicrucians
In its physilOl<)gical
asserted it was, when it is
and also in its
not, of necesbe
before the
because
persons
not have
it, nor would
have felt any
other idea than
and disbelief at the statement.
assoThe
coarse,
mind
ciates
with any
however cOlt1cluSlve.
which cannot
obvious reasons be
" on the housetops." We are now ou:rselves,
to
about the
in our modem
of the Garter." The
consequence, because there
either
of
force in
which
be called the "brotherhood
..-_..
," as the Order
is in a
is no
and cer1tainly niothing
attention. There is either truth in
matters which the Order
and to
or there is
and affectation. There
forma.liti.es, or the whole
is no
that have no SOllldity, and an
obli.gati,ons that
of
vital seriousness. We seek
thus
ennoble the "Order" in
it concIuthe sanction of
and renderlng
due to the
which
be
to lie in
it; which it was
to
whatever it be held
now. Weare
to view with
no gruliging,
SIllnt-Ule ol)uu:sion
cent
Sultan of
"Denier of
.. Pre-eminen tly "Rosicrucia.n" in its hidden me:anillgs.
an anomaly to admit the denier of Christ in an Order
vital distinct
the
of Christ as
ntended to exalt

t It is
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We are
to
the addition
banner-the direct contradiction and neuof the Christian
in
the
of St.
at
uncomfortable
to
correct Christian ideas. We fear
that the admission of this heathen
may pos,siblly
the infraction of the
the
which created it as eXl3lUisivleiv
" Garter" is
devoted to the
the honour
the
of
Saviour of
The
as the
as a
of " "
from their
associ.atil:m, bound to
and
in life and
the faith that had Bethlehem for
and
"'_11••_._. for its end.
The bond and mark of
brotherthe Red Cross of Crucifixion. The" Red Cross"
is the" Cross" of the "Rosicrucians "-thence their'
name.
Even the
and star and
Christian
ever there
which presents this red or sanlguine
cognisa.nce of
charnpioln,
St
or St.
the
and Custos of the
where the devils are cOllfirled.,--pr,otests
of this Mussulman banner
0Pl=.osed it in the hands of
of all Christian IiUUgUl,:S.
seem to
all()w8Lnc,e, with "
deficient in firmness
,-uo,,,,-',-, and
"the Saviour of Mankind." How can the Sultan of Turkey, or
Mahometan, or any disbeliever, discharge the oaths which he is
assumed to take in this respect?
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These are matters,
which
to
the
and lie in the hands of the
of the
Order of the Garter. These officials are its Prelate and
" Garter" himself
" Order
who are supbecause of the sublime duties with which
chargeld, to be the
of the
and the
of an Order of
whose heraldic
covers the land
form or
either as talismtan
must be
without
wherein science
and has eliminated all pm.sIble
as miracle from relll'tl10ll,
insensible fields
incredulous
it is no incc)nsllsteltlcy that the
gorgeous emblazonments of the
no
more
or religic)us
pec:uliiu ornantents
SlgIllifvine: anythlIlg or nothmg.
But to return to the
Order
of the Garter. This is a
and all persons
and
the Order would be
it be
due to the uickiDlll-tLD
It is
that the
name
o f " Garter" could have arisen alone from this circumstance. The
on the
is
from the times of
to whose fame
as the
own
This we shall
hero there was no limit in
soon show
from the accounts of the Garter
Elias
who was " Garter
of
" and
was one of its most
and
historians .;
besides himself
and COIIscientiolllS e:lCpolsit()!

"

Remark here, as the sanctions
Winchester we
of the 'Round Table'
exr,laillled elsewhere.
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and adherent of the hermetic Rosicrucian science. The
"Round Table" of
Arthur-the" mirror of ch'lvalrv
the model of all the miniature
or
as
bear the contrasted roses-red and
the
were
discus and its
aCI:ident:s)--Vlrith the noble" vaunt," or
round them
-" Evil to
" or the same to
"who thinks ill" of
these natural
these
feminine clricurnstanc;es,
the character of
our readers will
this time not fail
to
The
of woman
of
woman after the
as indicated in
go hand in
hand. It was in honour of
and to raise into
the
of the condemned "means"
saJlctifie:d and reconciled
the intervention of the "
or of the
or of
Third Person of the
which is her
and
but which prc,du1ced
world in
and which saved the world in the
person of the
"born of Woman." It is to
tyIJ,ica,Uy and
this "
Order of the " Garter "-or" Garder "-that
was instituted. The
of the Garter
over" Woman's
" at the same time that
in the
sense. These
her "
ideas are
those of the old ROlsicrucianls,
or Brethren of the "
" and we
them. The
writers saw no
of these
which are
away, as
imj)roper to be
about.
" or of the" Mother
The blackness or darkness of"
of
" is
in another
in the beJlon,girlgs
of this famous fenllUllne
for the'
of
woman. Curious annOlr1st:S, skilled in the
the
sacred
with which the old heralds suffused
or
will remember that
the Order of the Garter; and
black is
and hints the most prc,foumd, the
" COiltailniIlg the
of the
Ur'Cler.-tro'm which "Black
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II Black
"-was
or taken
for some secret
the
See pp. 157reason before the time of
for
remarks
the II Garter."
Ashmole mentions the Order in the
terms: "We may ascend a
; and if we
credit to
it is
Arthur
ucun;:c, whose
cross is the
of the
most pa:rtic;ul:u honours; for he auvanced his
of his
which was about two hundred years
ma,rtyrd()m, and
for a
so remote
to have
reverence
esteem."
of the Countess of Salisbury
to the
we shall insert the
of Dr.
to ascertain
foundation.
to be a
and idle romance," he
to the founder and the
first pul)lis]ned
a stranger to the affairs of l£ngland,
him
upon no better
than
of the common
to raise so
The
whereof
is an arcanum, nor is it
and he
The Garter was 0r115inI1,Ily W'ith".,1t
appiointme:nts of the
idea of them from the
Sir William Fitz-wann was
chancel of the church of Wanta.ge,
of the
of
Ric:har'd Pemlbriclge, who was a
of the
of the
time of Edward the
lies on the south side of the
cathedral of Hereford. The monument of Sir Simon
was raised in the north
near the
beheaded A.D.
choir of St.
London. It is remarkable that Du
....""""", a noted French
is the source from which
we derive the
that it was
the
invocation of St.
the Third

.. A proof that it did not

with Edward the Third.

KING ARTHUR'S ROUND TABLE.
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the Battle of
; which "
" continues Du '-'II,e:>,,,,,,,
rernelubran,ce, he
within the Castle of
and dedicated it in
to the
who is the Patron of
" The first
eXll,mple of a Garter that occurs is on the before-mentioned
monument of Sir Francis
;
on the
towards the
are his own arms,
his first
set within a
This wants the
or motto.
Another shield of arms,
the same
below the
is surrounded with a collar of "
same form with that about his neck. It was apJPointed
the
and embodied in the
the collar should be
of
in fashion of Garters; the
enamelled
letters of the motto
In the midst of each
two roses were to be
the innermost
and the outermost white
in the next
the innermost Rose
and the outermost
and so
but of later
these roses are
red. The
of these Garters is so many as to be
orclaiIled number of the
and knlights-c:OIrlpanions.
institution
fastened towith as
And this mode hitherto
has continued
the collar to be adorned
or enriched 'IIith
t h e " " may
such
of the Order. At what
time the
of "8.S." came into
is not
determined; but it would seem that it came at least three
hundred years since. The
of "S.8." means the
.I.n''''I';'''11, or First
or brotherhood. In the Christian
arr'an,gelnelnts, it stands for the "
" or" Third
Person of the
"In the Gnostic
it is
dis,pl!Lyed as the
curved with the
"S." Refer to
the "CIlLUphIS Abraxoids"
In our
for we
connect
collar of "8.S." with the
of the
Gnostics.
and that its
That the Order of the Garter is
is an ap,ottleosis of the "
" and of a certain sinT
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fact
many wavs--sllcn
; the·
thirteen lunarions
"dark and
is all this
crucians?" an incluilrer
to all this is very
must be left to the sagacil:y
prclpriety does not admit
that it
one of the most
and wonderful sub:jects
which has
the attention of an1tiqlJaries.
the " Round Table
"
of this whole
of the
is a
from it,
the "Garter;"
as that enclosed

"

Edward the Third chose the Octave of the" Purification of the Blessed
" for the ina,ugurn.tion of his
Order. Andrew du Chesne declares that
new Order
A.D.
There
was announced 'on "New Year's
were
holden in honour of it on the "
after
the Feast of St.
" There
are variations in the
of the
institution of the Garter; most historians
the
year 1349. Ashmole states
a
to
the
of
held at Whitsuntide
Festival was to be
means the" 8.S."); that
Edward. erected a pa:rti(:ui<u
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bUlldlI1lg in the
Table of 200 feet dlame:ter,
the name of the " Round Table." He
per week-an enormous sum in those aa'VS--I()r
tenance of this table. In imitation
the French
de
instituted a "Round Table" for
court. Some
that he had an intention of
himself at
Instittltin.g an order of
upon the same "feminine
that he was
Edward;
shows that it was
more than an accident
and a mere
which
the idea of this' Rose
were denominated
the mystery. The
Aurea:: Periscelidis."
Edward the Third
that he
such veneration for the Blessed
ordained that the habit of his
of
Garter should
be worn on the
of her Five Solemnities. Elias Ashmole states that
of the Statutes of Institution
had
before his time. There was a
of
the
in an
Ordinis
old
called
the Order was instituted so
1344,
it was not till the
of
that the
were
to wear the star
use at
present embroidered on their coats. The rays are the
" round the " Red
"
Sir
the
that treats
of this
as
of the Countess of
; nor does he adduce
the words of the motto of the Garter as
Edward the Third when
the lauight,er
of his court, and
them that he would
prclUdest eVf:nulallly wear
as the most illustrious
one conclusion as to the character of the
was
up; and which article of dress
investment
makes it clear that
Countess of
the
who has succeeded
whoever she may
celebrated in the
of chl.valrv--stlOuld
and at
than
to
have rather been at
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saltatory risks in engaging in a dance or in forgetful gambols
at a crowded court. There was no mention of this supposed
picking-up of a garter for 200 years, nor was there anything
referring to such an origin occurring in any of our historians
other than Sir John Froissart, until Polydore Virgil took
occasion to say something of it in his notices of the origin
of the Order. In the original Statutes of the Order (which
is a most important point in the inquiry), there is not the
least conjecture expressed, nor does the compiler of that
tract entitled Institu/io clarissimi Ordinis Militan"s a pra:nobili Subligaculo nuncupata, prefaced to the Black Book of
the Garter, let fall any passage on which to ground the
adroit conclusions about the Garter. Polydore does not
mention whose garter it was; this he cautiously declines to
do. He says that it was either the Queen's, or that of the
King's mistress,-meaning Joan, Countess of Salisbury,
with whom it was supposed the King was in love, and
whom he relieved when she was bravely holding out for
him against the Scots, in her Castle of Wark-upon-Tweed;
but she was certainly no mistress of the King's, in the
injurious and unworthy sense. It is to be particularly
noticed that the Latin words subliGAR, subligaculum, mean,
not a" garter," but" breeches, drawers, or trousers." It was
therefore not a garter for the leg, but a cincture for the
body, which was thus picked up publicly, and elevated for
honour, as such an unexpected illustrious object; one
around which the most noble knights were to take enthusiastic oaths of the most devoted religious homage. Now,
unless there had been some most extraordinary meaning
under all this (lying under the apparent, but only apparent,
indecency), such an idolising of a garter could never have
occurred, and the whole occurrence ages ago would have
been laughed into oblivion, carrying the sublime honours
of the " Garter" 'with it. Instead of this, the Garter is the
highest token of greatness the Sovereign of England can
bestow, and it is contended for and accepted with eager
pride by Princes. "Subligaclllum, breeches, drawers, trousers."
"Subligatus, cinctured, bound, Cr-c., weadng drawers." The'
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of the " Garter" is proven in this word not to be a
garter at all
It is most geIler<llly
that it was on T - - , •• _._.
1344, that
his famous Order of the
Garter. This
it will be
was almost within
an octave of the Purification of the Blessed
under whose
and under the
81.
on earth
Michael in Heaven; both these
Saints
the same, with
and
attributes
refluent
Edward
his pf()folumily
whole was a revival of
" Round
or the
female discus
To confirm us in our assertion
of the Order of the Garter-which
ignorance have
state

hastenmg to her own apartmlents,
did not per,cei1le
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to whom it
; but who
it lUU1:>CJl1,
not the words of the motto of the
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herself
intimation that he
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The
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for evidence in our
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the Rosicrucian view of the
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round which have con-
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the noblest ideas and the most illustrious individuals
and most solemn
world. It is still the
and the chiefest
Co\}U",,,, too, this whole
of
as
the
of
proper
of
and the
of its unconsciousness. Also the
gallantry and the
of the
sacred these
natural
in

Sigma from the Roman Catacombs.

THE THIRTY-FIRST.
ROSICRUCIAN SUPPOSED MEANS OF MAGIC THROUGH
SIGNS, SIGILS, AND FIGURES.
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M'lgi1cian."

at
eX{:I!ailtled 10 a
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into
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or idol of the
her colour is green
Irish aCl:e[ltal:iOll. The woman or
who is
on the stock or
"Tree of Life "-the
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means her
Bhuddistic or Buddhistic"
of existence"Medusa whose
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-this
is
10
the
and sent
the
verdant line of
or the cabalistic benedicta linea
viriditatis. The whole of the
its
none the
"sacrifice." The Woman
the
of the Seven
or the seven
aSIliraLtjolns, or
or musical notes, or
is
an
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in the
or
unaccountable
old
between the " nl/moil.iI." the "
" or
the "
"and the "Sea:" so that sOlnetmles, in the
obscure hints
in the
ancient
it is
to
one from the other.
The associations of an
character between
to
dark and
and "
each some
all
accident.
tranin their
under these
in some
real way.
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to discover their
gu:ardled extent, to
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of this first
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the account of Creation
in the Book of
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The different
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all the
this
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from
famous Tower of
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first
the movements and the
of the stars were at
and handed as from the earliest
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(in the origin it was the" Procession of Ten "), under the
name of the Zodiac, tells, in its" signs," the history of the
making of the world, according to the Chaldreans and
Egyptians, and also, in the hidden way, according to the
account in the Bible.
As the little and the large have sometimes a closer connection than is ordinarily supposed, we will pass on now to
some more familiar and commonplace examples.
It may be worth while to dwell with greater minuteness
on the little-understood origin of those light auxiliary troops,
as they were organised originally, the modern Hussars. This
irregular, lightly-equipped European cavalry plays an important part as a skirmishing or foraging force. We are all
accustomed to see the elegantly appointed light cavalry
called Hussars, and doubtless many persons have frequently wondered as to the origin of that dolman, pelisse,
or loose jacket, which is worn, contrary to all apparent use,
dangling-an incumbrance rather than a cover or defence
-on the trooper's left shoulder. This pelisse, richly embroidered in the Eastern fashion, is always the genuine
distinctive mark or badge, with the Wallachian or Hun- .
garian, or Oriental busby of the Hussar. The precise time
when this originally loosely disciplined and heathen soldiery
came into Europe is not fixed. They now form a dazzling
and formidable branch of light-cavalry service everywhere.
All armies of moderh times possess regiments of Hussars.
They came originally from Tartary and the East, and they
brought with them their invariable mark,-the rough fur
cap, or Ishmaelitish or "Esau-like" black head-cover.
They adventured into the West with the now thickly ornamented and embroidered "trophy," called the pelisse or
skin-coat ("pel," from pellis, "skin j " thence "pall ").*
This pelisse is an imitation or reminder, and is the very
remote symbol, or garment, or "cover of shame," as it is
.. In these modem tasteless, ignorant days all these distinctive learned
marks are obliterated in the equipment of troops. We may also
instance, as proofs of disregard and of bad taste, the blundering dishonour offered to the majestic Obelisk brought to England in 1878, in
the choice of its inappropriate site, and in the ignoring, for state reward,
those who brought it to this country.
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for very
cabalistic reasons
do not admit
the two
sons of Noah covered and "atoned" for that disgrace of their
after he had "
a vmeltnd had dnmken of the
he
son Ham;
extended in his tent," and was seen,
whom Noah denounced. The Hussars
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The horse·
numberless little
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offered either in
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or hilld<:nIlg the ceremonial and
sacred
climax.
The Eastern name of Venus is AI-Ritza or
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stands for the
"Divine
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means the
or
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"
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and therefore
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nature. The
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in regard of
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the children of Venus.
certain sense she may be considered.
d.,.na."l"
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the vernacularwho are
as in a

Hussey,
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paths of translation, from its original Al-Husa. These
Hussars are the alert, agile, armed children, or soldiers,
of Cybele. It is well known that the knights of oldparticularly the Crusaders when they returned to the West
-adopted the Oriental fashion of covering their appointments and horse-furniture with bells, the jingle raised by
which, and at the same time the spreading or flying-out, in
onset, of the lambrequin or slit scarf attached to the helmet,
with the shouted war-cry, or cri de guerre, struck terror into
the opposed horse and rider. Naturalists suppose that
even the spangled tail of the peacock, with its emerald
eyes, answers a similar purpose, when spread out, of frightening animals who intend an attack. The knights, therefore, may have borrowed the hint of thus startling their
foes, and of confusing them with the sudden display of
colours and disturbing points,-as if sprung from a spontaneous, instant, alarming centre,-from the peacock when
startled by an enemy. The bird has also his terrifying
outcry, similar to the knight's mot de guerre, or individl1al
"motto."
The Hebrew priests were directed to fringe their garments round about with" bells and pomegranates," in the
words of the text. The use and intention of these " bells
and pomegranates" have been subjected to much discussion, particularly a passage which we now cite:
" A golden bell and a pomegranate, a golden bell and a
pomegranate, upon the hem of the robe round about. And
it shall be upon Aaron to minister: and his sound shall be
heard when he goeth in unto the holy place before the
Lord, and when he cometh out, that he die not" (Exodus
xxviii. 34, 35)·
The reason supposed in the Targum for the directions
given to the priest in these two verses of the chapter containing the law is, that the priest's approach should be
cautious to the
"Holy of Holies," or sanctuary
of the Tabernacle. The sound of the small bells upon his
robe was intended to announce his approach before his
actual appearance, in order to recall the attention of the
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to be then pel:sOllalJly
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such
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heen invested
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with·
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The
interior
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"to brood," as if to be fixed or rapt, and thus' to be selfcontained and oblivious, even inattentive. The ancientsthe Greeks especially-constructed their temples originally
without roofs, in order that there might be no obstacle
interposed by them to the descent of the God to the
temple which was especially raised in His honour. He
was imagined, at favourable opportunities, to descendeither visibly or invisibly-into His appropriate temple;
and it was not to seem to exclude, but rather in every way
to invite straight from the supernal regions, that the ancients
left open the direct downward way to the pmetralia. From
this sacred point, when the God was supposed to be expected or present, every eye, even that of the High-Priest,
was shut out. The covered temple, or the ceiled temple,of which the chapter-house, or particular temple, with a
" crown," or "cap," or "cover," presents the small example,
-is the domus templi, or domus Dei, where the" Manifested
God" is supposed to be enclosed, or wherein the" Man is
made Flesh,"-the microcosmos or spirit within his cincture,
or walls, or castle of comprehension, or of senses.

Mystic Cross or

U

Anchor. "

(Type of the Crucifixion, or .. Redeemer." Gnostic Amulet.)

Hieroglyph of Transfixion.
"(New) Moon.
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soling. In the abstract sense, as "virgo intacta " (or holy
unknowing means), woman is free and unconscious of that
deadly "Original Sin," which in the disobedience to the
Divine Command (to refrain from that" Fruit" with" Eve,"
or with the" Natural Woman "), lost" Man" his place in
the scheme of the "Immortal World." All this is part of
the cabalistic view of the Mysteries of Creation. The
Cabalists say that the "Lost Man" Adam should not have
yielded to those which he found the irresistible fascinations
of Eve, but should have contented himself-to speak in
parable-with" his enjoined, other impersonated'" delights,"
whom he outraged in this preference, winning "Death" as
its punishment. This is of course obscure, because it is a
part of the secret, unwritten Cabala, never spoken in direct
words-never referred to except in parable.
In the views of the refining Gnostics, woman is the accidental unknowing "obtrusion" upon the universal design.
The ideal woman (as "ideal virgin") is spiritually free
(because of her nothingness except " possessed") from the
curse and corruption of things material. From these ideas
came the powers superstitiously imagined to be possible in
the virgin state, and capable of being exercised by virgin
woman.
All the marks and forms connected with these proscribed
letters "s" and "Z" have, on their material and worldly
side, the character of charms, sigils, and talismans, in the
evil sense, or dark sense. They were supposed to be mean's
of magic by the old soothsayers. The celebrated Lord
Monboddo produced a very elaborate treatise-quite contrary to recognised ideas-to show that speech was not
natural to Man, but that language was a result of the
Primeval Fall, and that the punishment of Babel signified
the acquisition of the tongues, and not the "confusion of
language." This idea is sufficiently startling.
A general display of the" Esses" (S.S.) and the" Zeds"
(Z.Z.), and their involutions, combinations, and sounds in
• We conceal, under this term, a great Rosicrucian mystery, which
we determine to be excused explaining more particularly, and which
must ever remain at its safest in the impossibility of belief of it.
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into the world, through the very fact and in the force of his
" Fall," or as arising through the" Temptation," the chief
agent or efficient in which is the" Snake." Thus every
letter is an anagram of "Man, Woman; and Snake," in
various phases of the story. Each letter has embodied in
it the II Legend of the Temptation," and conceals it safely
in a "sign."
II Ut omnia uno tenore currunt, redeamus ad mysticam
serpentis significationem. Si igitur sub serpentis imagine
Phallicum Signum intelligimus, quam plana sunf e/ concinna
. cunda pic/ura lineammfa. Neque enim pro Phallo poneretur Serpens nisi res significata cum typo accurate congrueret"
(/asheY, editio secunda, p. 48).
The late Dr. Donaldson has a dissertation upon the word
:1Pl', which is translated "heel" in Genesis iii. IS. He
adduces Jeremiah xiii. 22, and Nahum iii. 5, and, comparing the words made use of in the original, shows that the
"heel" is a euphemism, as are the "fiet" in Isaiah vii. 20.
His exhaustive argument demonstrates that the part intended to be signified by the word is pudenda muliebria.
The whole proves the extreme importance-in the mythical
and magical sense-of this unexpected figure, and throws
quite a new philosophical light on it These views fortify
completely our Rosicrucian explanation of the origin of
the Order of the Garter, and other kindred subjects, fully
heretofore discussed in our book. This significant connection of the two figures-the phallus and the discusexplains the text in Genesis i. 27, "Male and Female
created He them,"-i.e. .,-?!, gladius, "sword;"
" sheath." In this latter word, the part which characterises
the female is used for the woman hersel( Qy., in this connection, Kebah (" case," or "container," or "deep "), the
Caaba at Mecca, and Keb or Cab, standing for Cabala,
Kabbala, Gebala, Kebla, or .. Ark," or "Mystery "-the
grand central point of all religions?
A modern learned writer, Thomas Inman, M.D., gives
the following as an interpretation of the passage, "Thou
shalt bruise his head, and he shall bruise thy heel:" " Glo-
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commented upon in the latter part of this work.
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ability, that they lived in the mind, that they rested satisfied
in theory and declined practice, that they were so overcome
al)d astonished at the immensity of the power accorded by
God's grace to man, that they disdained to become goldmakers to the greedy, or suppliers to the possible idle and
mischievous neeoy, and that they were afraid to be made the
prey and sacrifice of avaricious, cruel tyrants; which would
be but too surely their fate if they were, through vain-glory,
or temptation, or avoidable effects of force, to make known
their wondrous gifts, or to disclose or betray the fact of the
supernatural method of their existence - clearly at the
safest in being disbelieved, and being looked upon as lie
or delusion.
Therefore these conclusive reasons, and others similar,
impelled the Society to hide from the world, not only their
stupendous art, but also themselves. They thus remained
(and remain) the unknown, " invisible," " illuminated" Rosicrucians, or Brethren of the Rosy Cross; regarding whose
presence and intentions no one knows anything, or ever
did know anything, truly and in reality, although. their
power has been felt in the ages, and still remains unsuspectedly conspicuous: all which we think we have in some
measure proved. And shall still farther establish (we
hope), before we arrive at the end of our book.

t

The Crux·Ansata.

CHAPTER THE THIRTY-THIRD.
ROSICRUCIAN" Cl!.'LESTIAL" AND" TERRESTRIAL."
(MEANS Of' INTERCOMMUNICA TION.)

"

from.

ONSCIENTIOUS readers will thank the man
who states accurately that which they agree
with, but will be almost equally grateful to the
man who states clearly what they most dissent
What they want is either truth or error; 110t a muddle

between them."

The reason of the real superlative importance of the ideas
entertained by people respecting the Rosicrucians, is that
they were REALLY magical men, appearing like real men ; carrying, in very deed, through the world eternally forbidden
secrets-safe, however, in the fact that they were sure never
to be believed. De Quincey, who has written the most
lucid and intelligible (until this present work) speculation
concerning these profoundest of mystics; and which account, though (most naturally) humanly lucid and intelligible
-groping as it were at the claims of these men-is yet as
far from the truth and as different to the real beliefs of the
Rosicrucians as darkness is from light ;-De Quincey says,
in exemplification of the grandeur of their mystery*-"To
be hidden amidst crowds is sublime. To come down hidden
amongst crowds from distant generations is doubly sublime."

* In the LQndon Magazine of 1821; reprinted, corrected, enlarged,
and greatly improved in the last edition of his collected works in
volumes, published by Groombridge, Paternoster Row. DE QUINCEY,
Vol. 6. "Secret SIJcielies," p. 235.
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be demonstrated TO us. And sleep, which is men's thoughts,
or rather the dreams are that are in his (man's sleep), is
the stumblingblock over which the whole comprehensible
theory of man parts into nothing and falls into absurdity ;
as in which dream he is himself ALONE, perhaps, made.
These general ideas of the profound constitute the "ByTHOS" of the GNOSTICS, and the "MAYA," or annihilation,
of the BUDDHISTs-however defectively interpreted heretofore, where these sublime subjects have not been wholly
misunderstood or thought absurdFirstly.-In the affairs of God Almighty and the world
contradicts
there is some mighty reason-ab
itself j inasmuch as it contradicts reason-having fU) reason.
But because it contradicts reason, it proves itself to HAVE a
REAsoN-divine and ABOVE REASON-which is human j that
is, INTELLIGIBLE ONLY. It follows from this, logically,
(even)-that in being "UNINTELLIGIBLE" it is master of
the" INTELLIGIBLE." Therefore" MIRACLE" is superior to
" REALITY." Because miracle is true (being impossibility
and wonder), and reality is untrue, being possible and therefore limited (in the face of the illimitable). Reality (reason)
is satisfied, and complete, and" full "-so to speak. While
the "impossible," and therefore the "supernatural," must
be true, because it encloses nature: which is only intelligible
up to its certain point of nature.* Nature itself being yet to
be accounted for-inasmuch as NATURE is NOT REASONABLE.
What is truth? There is no truth-inasmuch as nature
itself, which must necessarily be the basis of everything, is
not true truth, but only apparent truth.
Secondly.-So long as Nature must have a "farther "-or
a "whereto"- beyond the present apparent "whole" (and
forward to which, in the necessity of things, it must pass)- .
it may be reasonable-that is, all of TRUTH APPARENT j t

* But not beyond.
t The Cabalists (Rosicrucians, the Brothers of the "CRUCIFIED
ROSE ") say that" Man" is unintelligible, that" Nature" is unintelligible, thal the Old Testament, with its Genesis, its Pentateuch; that
the New Testament, with Christianity and the" Scheme of Redemption," that all is unintelligible without their u.rd-to the world wholly
forbidden-I<
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but it cannot be TRUE TRUTH; or
nn"i.'i"",
Man is made. Man is not a maker. In
1I'lnl'hiT1'O' that is outside of him.
He
which is
in him. He is in his world. He is of his
world. But he is not of another world. His helpllessne"s
-ullimj:,porte,d--is pel,fe<:tly ridiculous. He
liveshimself.
"into his
morrOUl." ,.
has been
settled for
ages that there is no
of
there ever
"
ergo sum." I am; because
I am. Existent
to the
of consciousness :no more.
there is
in the
outside
which
makes the centre-or, in other
That which insulates
that creates
than that which it insulates. " Power" is
escape....
" Rest." The"
out of the" Dead."
Four,thl'y.--1:hllS IMPOSSIBILITY,
makes POSSIBILITY
POSSIBLE.
rZ,f Uf,lY.·-J. ne " made" cannot know its" maker;" otherwise would be "its maker itself." For the MAKER knows
that which It
up to the farthest
limit
of its
man's morrow
arrived at
SUPERIOR INTELLIGENCE that is
of" morrows "-that
"The ANGELS have their manacles
of the MEN-MOVERS." Men think
act
their own intentions; but in
act other
intentions. In this "delusion"
the reconcilement of that unresolvable
MAN-at
in his
" and "
"
or
state
Free-will is "
" UPWARDS, while
is "freewill" DOWNWARDS; or mutual reversal of the ends
the
same lever-GOD'S INTENTIONS. This is as far as MAN is
concerned; for Fate is Fate as
the universal frame
of
; the human reason
of
no
pO.rsit'ilily otherwise.
had
"morrow.

would

x

Christian Monogram.

CHAPTER THE THIRTY·FOURTH.
THB PRB-ADAMITBS. PROFOUND CABALISTIC OR
ROSICRUCIAN SPECULA nONS.

HE monastic or
nature is
and its
of the seductive
to he ruinous
the
aims of the
is
human creat\llre) is a
almost an im]ClOSsible
From the
this
nature
abominable. Its
is the
of the
door. Thus
incitements are AWFUL; and
such are the
of nature
necessitated. We must"
" the
as it were, "
wood" before we can drive the devil
must fast and
and watch and fast
our robustness into leanness. Our physical gra,ceJful,
or handsome "selves" we must
that is
and pHlitLHC.
in our
own maceration and mortification. Meanwhile
and in reliance on the
of our
into holines!;-·inltel1isifyir.lg into SAINTHOOD. The
of the soul are to shine
the rents
and fractures of the
and
until the
sense or enchantment and enticement is tramp,lecl-uJ?,
the destruction of its
into

* And thereout.

CURIOUS PHYSICAL FA CTS.

the necessities - or rather the
cannot be set at na'ugJtlt--cmll0t
evades this
ml:v011s extent. To des:ceDld
of ours.
The most cruel nervous dis:or<iers,
spasms, and a whole
mischiefs
attack such women as
thr'Dug:hOllt life
ple:astlres of love.
such as
epiiletlsv. and so on,
those
both sexes who have
too severe
or
is
in nature. But
from the
abuse of these amiable
are much more formidable.
of Curiositates Erotlca
(187.5
Woman's
constitution
her for love. But
nrClvell) she
and to a certain extent
"""'!ll1.,\ irlseIlsal:e, and even rebdliously irres1PoIllsive.
to the number of
invented
the best in which to
which has everyen,ch.mtiing modes of
Asllyarlase pul)lislled, which
Leonine verse, and which afterwards the Roman Ernp'ero,r,
caused to be
on
the Walls of the
in
famous
Golden
the first
of
all these prove
that women are much better
in the ars amandi and
its
than men-that
have a much keener
relish for its
to which
deliver themselves
the chosen
and abandon
un,km'wn to man. In
of
women are the most
intense and
Catherine the Second of Russia
boundless power. She set no limits to her
In
the sensual
She was
and
III
her luxurious
Her
was
was the
"modem Messalina;" she
earned the title which
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was accorded to her of
small distinction
nd
on the other
in its
.. la
were wonderful contradictions to this state
eagerness.
Maria
wife of
not
to bear the absence of
her hu;;band, pre:feI1red COIIUIlittiing suicide to
to the
otherwise
of the flesh-as she found
assaults. The
unthem in their
consciousness and
of some women is rernar'kable
-however rare;
in
in some respects,
the
scarcely HlIUUt:l>L, all·kniowiUllZ times. Isabella
two years
her
still
a ; and so
her
19I1or;a.nl:e of the matrimonial usage,
all married women lived
she had
and she
the new
in all sinlplilcity.
Greek
and
art was suffused
ideas
of
and of
The curves and
undulation of
the
and enchanted art
which
Grecian
with
of ravishment and Greek
with wonders :-the eye that saw,
the hand that
the taste that
the
that
softened-all was
all was successful. The most
ploetllcal and
..
the most reli,sI0ulS,
most
beautiful
of a
is the
No wonder that the ancients made
In the excess--in
of
their
other ideals were
The .. Sexes" were .. Two." But"
"
.. Difficult to understand-but true. The reason
that such a
handiwork, as a .. ",resent"
note imrnediately fc,llo'wing.
to

"human female
;
in its snaring graces to Hell's perfectness.

THE ARTS SUBSERVING
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was "One. Beards have
of
from
Beards are barbarous--hence their name. Hair
is of the
" exerementa
" tentamla." The Greek
artists exercised their talents in the
of a kind of
"
and
mixed of that of the "Two
blendlmg the softness and
of the
one
the
roundness and boldness
was the acme of pictur,eh!l:e
of the other. Each
pri)pIietyand
But the third "
was a " New
a miracle-a new sensation. Hence
J:U1VLU"', hence
hence the loves
H(:rmlaphrcldil:us, hence the "feminine"
these
in tresses, of
of both. Greek art in this
As a
we must
The flower is
It is "a flower of Hell."
N(:verth.ele:ss, it is a "flower." And thus the idea dominates the alln-nale "shaded" and "
halves of the
whole world; of all art; of all
; of all RELIGION.
Philo:sO:(:lhy must not
or affect not to see, or decline
hYJPoc:ritically, or too
to consider these
powe:rful-·thleseALL-powERFuL-factors. This whole round
refers to the
and to
SUl?p()sed "
" beliefs.
are intelto the "
ones;" but
are not
to be
The most difficult proble:m of the Greek artists was to
exercise their talent in the
of a kind of
and time has
mixed with that of the Two
known under
some of the
Such is the
the name of the
" VenusIn the
the Greeks
and
as also in Oriental
and
tious violation of nature
as
kind on young male
In
of a
true
that which art could
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nature
or rather
concurrent
or mutual" coincidence." The
even lies
a silver
in the supof Mankind. The most
ideas as
of the human race have been entertained
thiIlkellS, and
The
Law believed that
First Human
creature
the characteristics of both sexes. in
" God created man in His own
his own individual
In the
of God created He him." Some
controversionists
that there is a LONG space due
not
between the
and the sUl:ceedlng'"Male and
created He THEM."
"Increase and
and
the earth." This
on the Sixth
Eve was not
command was
created until the Seventh
Hence Eve must have
from him.
been born of Adam -If,-or
moreover, that the term"
"-as used in
to express an
of
to form
God
Adam of his
ch:aracte'r, and reduced him to a
one sex
And here steps in a fanciful idea of some
is
pOl:tiC:a.! and
thinkers; which
beautiful
ask in
the qUiestllon'-lD serious
truth a
the
irresistible
and the othen\rise mystel;,ollls, unaccountable
and syll1pattly of two persons
who meet for the first time and find themselves mu,twLlly
charmed
cannot tell how or
;-or who even
ell. est qure exhibetur,
et specie inter
64-

videlicet I!xcellmtiset puerum eximia.

Marcianus Capella Lib. i.
, Atys pulcher item curvi et puer almus aratri/

autem tectum mitkra
PIGNORII

Attidis inllia. Amstelodami Andrere

indicat."
Deum Matds Idrere et
MDCLXIX,
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" hear" or "read " of each other
even the continual natural inclination which
"man to woman,"
and "woman to man," be not the
and the
" Penance "
is
amount of sadness
miJ[lg;I,es in the
of these
of the " OriHuman
" And that
extra-natural
natura.!) inclination which draws.One Sex towards
Other be not the movements of Fate
down
buried in the necessities of
the whole
is the active
and forced
somese2Lrclhin,g; U,llVI'"," the world
the" Missed" and
"Lost Half"
whether
to
once more embrace and
in the
rec:ognitllon to become ONE
?
lnc:on:stal[lcy and feebleness of decision and '$ n,,,nl •..-l
thr,oug;h the
") so aOc,umlma,llifest in human nature,
dramatic in a
thousand ways in the confusions of ms,tolLV--a stulpe.ndlJus
scheme of contradictions itself.
such affinities-and such unsU!;pecte:d enchantment
prac:bC<ll, dllsbe:llevrmg; world-lie my:stelloulsly
In
as the eternal secret of
human feillowship
? And may even the amusement and the wonder of
uninterested
and
arise
from their
the
fact
of dream and
this
show is the secret
dream started at the
of
of all the sentimental
of the world? In all
infinite
of
and
and
in
the
of their
we may be
the
baffled
of the whole round of
the
su<:celisi<)U of the
in the centuries-life
ho]pel,esslly too
and circumstances
everybe
the efforts of the "Halves" to
Other." The masculine half of mankind
waIldelring ulll:onsci'Qusly to find its
and the
female half of the human
with
the still more
and more
dis-

a
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apt:lointed at
Each sex in its halfindivicluallty. and prosec utinl,l!; ttlrollgh time its me'lam:holy
"penance," str:aining
towards that "
" the
cOlmpleroellt and double
"Itself." Vain indeed in the
in this
nature of
must be that human search to
the SUI)er:natunLlly divorced" Half." For that other
" and thence
" Half-Self"
in "another
started on a "
" as a
or
LUlU''''!,>'' the
(a mis:chl.evclUs,
of a real person, to recover its other
Half in "This World." We
whether
in this world
were the
of persons
that in
state of flesh
would be
weJlcolme, even were
and
Such
of
made citcumis the
that the halves of this
may wander
all the world over and exhaust the
and all
in the
and
never meet; save at that
"Grand Assize" or General Resurrection where
the New Heaven and the New Earth; and at which
Consummation the two
of the same Unit
be
united never to be sundered
and summed
as the" One
"-sexless in the bosom of DIVINITY
where there is "
nor
in marrialge.
The idea that Adam and Eve were
Herwas revived in the
century
de Chartres. He
other fanciful
notions-that at the end of the world-both sexes shottld
be re-united in the
Some learned
asserted
Adam was created
one male and the other
that
with
the shoulders; their heads
0Plpmiite directions. And
1
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He
divided such
when God created
Others maintained that Adam and Eve were
an
Other
are Samuel Manasseh
among
VIJ'.LWJ'U that our Great
was created with Two
and that" HE
them afterwards
Adam's
founded
these writers upon
2 I: the literal tranthe second
of
slation of the Hebrew
the
and
"
Woman from his
This idea resembles that of Plato.
S1. Ch.rysios1toDl,
and 81. Thomas believed that the Woman was not created
till the Seventh
But the most
received
Sixth.
that Adam and Eve were created on
These particul.ar nloticlns--eJ{travag;ant
must be admitted to be-as to the
Smglel-QllaJ. uuaHlln:ine "
characteristics of Adam and Eve are em:immt'ly
nay, cabalistic.
Plato
to account for the love which some
men have for some women, and vice vers/};o
" The
" he says, "which are halves of an
are·
much
to women; and the women, which are the
are
fond of men. As
halves of an
for the women"
not uncommon
" who
an
inclination for
own sex,
are the halves
the
ArldflDg}rne females who were
and the men who
exhibit a
for other men are the halves of the males
who were also
In the
there were three
kinds of Human
not
Two which still
exist
the Male and the
a
was
of the Two First"
this last sexor
remains but the
and the name.
" The
for so
were
had not
both
the male
female
also
the sexual
distinctions of both. Of these creatures, lik,ewilse, not:hir.lg
now exists but the name, which survives as a
and
* The reason
for
which is considered
the different
of these three kinds was that the males
.. Nature has made this, the fact; as "out of" nature.
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were formed
the Sun; the females
the Earth; and
the mixed race of
the
;-which partakes both of the Sun and the Earth."
Ecclesiastical writers declare that such
was
the
St.
whom
all His other
upon
while Peter
borne
virg;inity, to the
Divine Nativilty,
was the
was God."
If the dISCI piles
ev()lutioit:!," or " selection of the
Da,rWllns, your
dense
your Herbert :::ipen,cers,
native men
spt:ci()lls philoso]phlers), are correct in
deductions of cOlrrelatioII--" DOWlDj;l:-otlt
"* as it were
not "mad"
" exterior
and
own ,--"."''''VU "-then reverence,
ma,rtyrdclm, and the
and the
of
must
the merest ludicrous
and
Is
MAN alone in his world? Are there OTHERS
it with
him? The ancients
held virgin:itv as a real
exercised power
both
Heaven and
Earth.
It was an unnatural-natural
set
and sacred
" of the Gods." None but the barbarous
the brutal
could
it It worked miracles.
" 'Tis said that the Lion will turn and flee
From a Maid in the
of her purity."

For maidhood and vir,gin.ity
and bears
worlrlsvisible and invisible-the worlds immclrta,l--th:e
and seal upon
its forehead of GOb'S
not of
ACTIVITY.
Hence
its sacredness in all
and under all beliefs. "Voila
potlrqirJoi, !u,ldalJt les
il y cut tant de
leurs
fie jaisaielllt
.. "I5owirlg-()Ut," or .. cotnplime:nting-out "; to express in a strong

figure-but

inapt.

FORMS OF MARTYRDO,Jf.

loi
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en vertu
2t1'e mise a mort.
PIERRE

186x.
ales
cher. Mais leur VITl!:inilte
offrailent chastement a Dieu en echianf:e
du
' U ne
' disait
etre
et non souillee: ' Les
",a.,LU,-v,n"C1""", ' sont comme les fleurs du
PIERRE
And
the author
become still more
flowers
IV.l.<Lguall::n was the
at
was the
to whom our

menal) character.
" Le viol des vierges ckrltimne$ n:t'talt
limi1za,ire de la
A

TUNl'j:>

vie de Twere:

a

DEIN
PIERRE DUFOUR.

" that
Maidhood

all the
of the most civilised
refinement.
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a WOMAN that our
Lord showed Himself. It was
This must never be fOI'golttell.
race was rendered
It is not difficult to discover how inveterate the
of
their
which seems so
to account for
become to the Materialists; who
use a
have identified the time that has
the watch
whole work is
the reason that tke watch
the
and
their own work. It
would be cruel to make these men
It would be the
dis;posse:ssionof
out of themselves. Their scope,
and range, and
are an
world's
from the centre outwards-as
" palticulars ,J to "
" - the false
These acreasonable reasoners do not see that if
reasons
had been man's reasons man would never have been;
in reason-he is not reasonable.
because MAN has no
It is the self-assertion and the
that is at
fault-mere miserable self-conceit
these men:them with a cloud of
confuse.
have
" as the tongues afterwards
nelgntS of
it
uC'Q--S1DVlnlZ Him at His work!
in which the
liel,-,for'gelttinig that Darkness is
as
is
the presented
Ua,rkIless--an,d that Both are the Same. We should
know no
without
which shows us the
side of the
in the same way as we see the
In
the darkness when the welcome
appears-so
to
These men want contradiction.
are ruined in their
own self-esteem.
are floated
in the
of
in the debns'
of wax.
knowleclge is scientific
Knowas an
to
is as
These
ashes with the fire all out of it-fire which is
philmlophelrs are converted into the vehicle of the compre
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own theories; and there
rest, absorbed
in these alone.
Sellf-cen'lre'd,
themselves in their
and become
to see
that shall
their own fixed ideas. In
to these
scientific
an
and a forcible remark has been
made :-" Natural
can
preserve such
variations as are
useful. It cannot nrr,virl", a
remote needs his civilised
with brains suited to
some thousands
later." All is
and all is
with these ph:ilos:ophers.
have no idea of
When
whole world is the
offiipring-1iVhem the
with the mutilated and the
riven
which
to
are the childrenthunderstricken-of
to the world
" evolutions" with
of ALL! " Thinkest
forjgotten to be in earnest, be·
mClUthil1,g
the world like an ape?"
Be what you wish to be
go down into the dust!
prcibably your fate it may prove to be;
it may
be the lot of some others to escape.

hension
and

FAITU!

Revelation and
different to
pr()gress and circumstantial natural advance--as the "nature
nature "-are to be inferred from the
of certain
de,plciralole maladies-diseases which
and bewilder
as to their true
which lead us astray, sOlueltimes,
as to their likeliest best treatment. The ideas of the ROSICRUCIANS as to the real
and
of
these
which
as
of
maladies....,...so
to all
natural
which
to
health and
of his nature
and
are
recherchJ in the extreme. Such
ask
in vain where such diseases-so momentous, so SU1)er-hClmd
-could have first
of this
affirm
that there is
these in the true character man.
That these
stand
and are of
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That
bear in themselves
of the
(in:telligent) exterior to man; to some violent imras:ion aJ'ld
God's law.
access to it. Man's
of phJrsiClill
" and
the la'U's of
exercise of
pUI'llUe:d the
and still survives;
to
into the "DISORDERS of
.lJill><''''''''''''''''' and
back out of ORCUS and made
of the
and horror which were the
within the compass of their
of
aLl.IVllY, but which were not
not
Hence the marks and tokens of this
sUlpernalural "amcer," some of the
effects-otherout of his reach as
far above what his
of
nature could endure without utter
itself - of the " FIRST FALL."
ac(;or1din:g to the weakness and incide.nce
Fire finds its easy
combustible. These" imlDOJrtal
and
and
tion
with an
and
a
of the necessitated surrender
from
inc:OlTlpeterlcy and
to resist; these hitherto
sensual and
terrors had found an access
this real world of BODY, and there the disaster revelled in
its
forms in its
dominion. "The
im:a.giJnation of man is evil
" There are blots
and
which have fastened
Man's very
mortal COIil1position or
His nature
to
free itself
the
But the
of this world. The
suffer
ward-in all their
and rep,liClltio,n
for the
sin-for the wanton,
wicJk:edl:less of pre<iece:ssolrs. This is the
as to the
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of certain
which are considered ce NOT
HUMAN;" but which have been
and are inherited
those who have no
these inflictions
their nature or
the intentions of the "EXTERIOR
Pl<:OV'IDIE:NICE." Man'
all this upon
as
farther fruits and newer
from
First
Great
and in farther
in still more
and still more
of the
of
first sweet
and
:-Namethe First
less--Anonymclus,-wilth "Its"
to
that "
"under "Its" many "Names."
Man is another
in a series of scz'eral fmroi,?us
of which
lost all trace.
The terms
and science are cOlJnl:er<:ha,nged.
In
science may be the
and
the truth
the "
" assumed as
Scientific men are the most
of any
for
have raised an idol which
and therefore truth
have fallen
down
as
God.
and
instead
of
which is no
or their
and instincts; which
and which are
mfilllible-!)ecam;e
contradict the
and the
'which is never true. Hence we cannot know
or rather
the Intellect; but we
thl:ough the"
" or
the heart
or affections; which
or sum
is Second
or Man "in the
" Person" of the
is the
nition" in which" Both" are-" Seen
and
the " Two
" is
miracuinstant
and " ASSUMPTION" of God and
in "Belief." This is the
of all religic)us SV!itelTIS.
God's anger"
"or the "
the All-Pure and the
is shown
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to

immortal
imported, as ada,ptatioI1S

"Enlin, un des
les tenebres de l'art
verole,' dit·il avec celte conviction que la
son origine dans Ie commerce
courtisane qui avait des bubons velleriien:s,

cette
eu un comdu mSme
malheureuse·
tome qU<ltdem,e,

lYA."""'U'. roamU)le, Br:ass:avo,la, et

Paracelse disent
et
la prostitution."
edition.)

I'infection
Duftur,

often
names as the
of chemists
and that of Van
He:lm()nt, the most subtle and
of
and
PS)!cl1lol()glISts, secure attention among the
and
carry
own consummate
most convincto the
MEN of REFLECTION ate needed to comthese theories and
and to
this
evidence.

CHNUPHIS.
GlIostic Talismall.

CHAPTER THE THIRTY-FIFTH.
THE ADAPTED ROSICRUCIAN CONTEMPLATION. INTRUSION OF SIN. RUINS OF THE OLD WORLDS.

ext:raclrdlina:ry philosc)phlY of the Rosicrucians
is best exit is all erroneous as to the
me;anilngs of the Brothers of the "R. C.")
which were
forward
famous men. " Petri GasIn qua

Medici ret1egulnttlr.
via Jacobllei sub
"
Totam
principia alchymistica.

sacram referri ad
et
scripturre mysticum non esse
alchymiam, et
lapidem. Non
ilium hal:>en:du'm cujus
Romanre, Lutheranre,
aut alterius. Catholicum ilium solum esse, qui credit in "'-,I"U'"'"
Calholicum, hoc est
ope homines Dremonia
ejiciant.
&c.
Cum Deus sit quredam Lux
ilium tamen non
in uHam rem,
vestem spiritum
rethereum, qualis
et
vocatur. Facere proinde
cum
hoc spiritu rethereo. Residere cum ilIo
sole, unde
evibretur ad generationem, et vivificationem omnium rerum. Deum
hoc modo esse formam omnium rerum, et ita agere omnia, ut causae
secundre
se nihil
ComIlositum ex Deo, et
isto ..IEthereo esse animam
"
y
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angelicl\.lD, et
rebus.
inteUigamr permistum esse
partic:ub,s
essentire, sed rnalignre materire
brutorom, nihil esse
animam esse n.AlIl;;"'.U"'

dic:atllr

eandem mundi animam esse verom
et Petram
Lapidem
et tota salus
sit. Hane
l'hiloso;lhilci Lapidis,
addensata
quo emundati, el n:Ulelll'I'"
em:llnclari sanguine Christi human<>, sed

esse id,
creare,
materia.
mislam,
Davidem, Salomonem,
adeo ut etiam veri Cabbalislre nihil alilldqUiam al(:hymisla:
sacerdotes, et alii."
ll.utem, nisi isla sunt

the whole of the Sacred
are
to ALCHEMY,
to the
The
sense of the Old
and the New
none other than the HISTORY
OF
in the "
"
the secrets
contained
and the rationale of that called the
PHILOSOPHERS'
"It matters DOt to the
of
these secrets fixed what
be
whether
whether those of
whether
and
heathen. That
" Catholic" which lies in the
"Stone "-otherwise
Demons are
<;HI!'>.<;U, and the innermost hidden
of
laid bare and
resources of nature, and the
availed-of.
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is said to be "
vivifyimg all nature, He enters not in
unless a
is
as the medium in which He
deliiqut:scence of the
The

Centre or
and life vibrate
ml,Odlle-{lOllD.t to circumference.
prclducinig, is said to be identified with
and
can there
knfJ1(1 second

causts•.
on the one
and its op))osite,
SpmCIZl>im," on the other-both
; looked-at
either side;
·the same
in
or from before and from
ni,'tll)'. --OlmpO!led of this H
medium or Divine
is the
investment
called the H Soul of the World." The purer part of
serlsitJlVe,
soul
in its own nature, of the
" the
were
The
breath of the
anima mundi is the
all
live. Even the
life.
which is the
vis
or the
so to
of
inaccessible-are buried or lost-and were
matter. All
cular "sentiences
of the brutes or man-are
not:hirlg other than parts of the whole lucid
Of the
is the
or Miratsame soul
tron. Also all the
in their Sevenfold
; both
of the
and of the Good; of the Dexter and of the
Sinister Sides of Creation.
Pourt'/z/}'.--WhlC:h is still more dreadful
the same anima
real Mesor Soul of the

THE ROSiCRUCIANS.

concentrated and
or
From thence it is said to be the
the "Cross" of
red.empti<m of the
from the peIlaU:leS
Which We Are

.

THE ROUND TABLE OF KING ARTHUR.

From the Original, preserved in the Court-House of the Castle at Winchester.
"SANGREALE"- or" HOLY GRAIL."
13 Lunations.
2 =" Sun-Moon."

LUNATIONS.

Royal Seat.

(" Light-Dark.")

SUN.

26 Knights.

" PHALLOS."

12

(Twin)-Knights.

(1 Place, each

Knight: for
Mystic Luna.

H

Lion.")

®
@

rC:\

I

each.

24

, Knight, • Places.
Total, .6

5.

20

The•• are

the

M ystie Guards of

19.

®

18.

the Holy - the
U

SANGRRALR,"

or
HOLY GKAAL,

or

-----

GRABL

Natural-Supernatural.
Mysterious

Tau.

that Judas heariot left the Table at the words of the Saviour- u What thou doest,
do quickly I" and had NO Imii1ll in the Last Rite. (Refer below.)
A
r. Saint Mallhew.
VII. Saint Pbilip.
B.
H.
II. Saint James.
VIII. Saint. Libceus.
C
I.
Ill. Saint Simon.
IX. Saint Andrew.
D.
J.
IV. Saint Peter.
X. Saint Thomas.
• TRADITION,

E.

K.

V. Saint James (of A1pheus).
XI. VacanL
}'.
L.
VI. Saint Bartholomew.
XII. Saint John.
er After the sop, Satan entered into him. Then said Jesus unto him, - That thou doesl, do quickly"
_
Now no man at the table knew for what intent He spake this unto him.
., He" Uudas) fC then having received the sop, WENT IMMEDIATELY OUT.
GJ;lT." V
{..',
s. J
verso 2:, 'J '28,
0 p:

(fN,'"
10
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which have contracted inwards and
of the soul-a
of
the
windows of
pellallties; from between the hars of
the
SPIRIT
out of the
SPIRITlooks for the often
DEATH. To" Rise
to cast off the chains of m()rtltlity.
To become II Glorified" is to discover in (lne's OW!l
the
or MAGIC-which are the
upon which to rise. Those men who have
in their lifetime from the "
to the" thither" side
the world invisiblethe LIGHT the divine beckon to Paradise of
the ANGELS of
are the BROTHERS of the Rosy
or the
as
have been called; who II know
can II do
" and have even an'ol!:ate:d
when in
should be
the
to
which was in the
be of the" COUNCIL of GoD."
in the
were the humblest of the servants of the
In tlu Sixtlt Place.-Creation is not the
out of
which we understand cmnmlonly ()r
of God's work in the
of the universe or of Creation.
which the
refer to
as
is that
to
called
..
" Thus when
is
to create, or make
sornethinlg out of
do which is
it is
to he understood that He worked with
or with
which is the" Blank
" or the" Other Side
of
; turned away." These
distinctions are the
of all
when he describes the Creation of the
the generaltlon
the
of the
EVERYTHING ULTIMATELY IS.
Solomon (of the II
the II
; or Staircase from Earth to
and from
Heaven to
accounts of the Heroes
of the stories of the
most concealed or
it

The

of Ihe flickering flame (consciousness) out of the urn.
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recondite of the "
are cabalistic and alchelmH:al, Siolilarly
which are, in their fanciful and
cabalistic and alchemical.
true Cabali'slf2
are none other than alchemists and Rosicrucians. Likewise
the
Wise
and Heroes;
from
and
and
from
Paraforms :took the
that there were
PrinBeI5inlllin,g--Lilght and lJaJrkn,ess, or Form
which the Form was. That before the
so
the
Itself was as
"
" or "At Rest." In
Creat:iOll, or in
the
of
became
and
name
whatever
Moses' de:scr:iptiion
to be taken as the process of
as worked
Nature
her Form; to which head are referred the
doms of
or
and the
out
its own bosom or DARKNESS.
After the active movement from the centre, or evolvement, or
the radiation and counterwclrking or
and Darkness in cr()ss:mg and encounirri'tate:d rrlUttlaU:y, n,atllrallv; became
and
ang:u1arly--tllenlce p1fralnidal and
And
diverof the masterdom into form
which the elements were
the elements
now grew "in their natures."
From these various rudiments of
the vehicle
the
scheme
J
"One" in essence, was"
" in
or "parade." Hence the TRINITY." From the TRINITY and the
.. But it is
l/tnd it-

.. SAlCIUFIC'E.

ob,'iously,

THE MAGIC OF MUSIC.
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vivifyllnjl; substratum in the mathematical
of
the
comes the ineffable name-"
The
II Idea" is also called
- Informed Endless in resource.'"
reflection of God is in the
which is the Second
or .. Macrocosmos" (creat:ed >v uUU''''J , exlilitliting
" or .. Will " in ..

the
hence the "pI()dtlctiion
the Etl:lereal
or
Sentience of
elucidation of the
Rosicrucian
features-so
as in
su/,I11t,ftted
and elsewhere.
stult-will be found
at
The Rosicrucians contend that
or
is
all nature in its
intended
it is
the
of the
soul on its "wounde,d,
or "Ruined Side," It mourns for its .. Orijl;inal Lost Paradise." The
but
real as is the
the
atIlrlOEiphere of the
the necessupport, and
are a medium for
as it were, the
coarse and low
In
or in the
lees and the
inharmonious strife amidst the
the rabble of the
to term
are stimulated to their envious and
or malific or freakish and
bad life.
is not,
be
seduction. For the
who find
lious
that
be
life and of nature.
"God" saw" Himself."
the" Glass" is the" Seer.
"

"Christ" is not" God," any more than
: or the Three" Persons" of the
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of
world"
as man knows

"'M"""''''''' that God" made

The Cabathe" means
is essl:nti,ally

of music; "-that
a
it is the
and traljition, and reminder of Man's Lost Paraori,ginall]r} e'vervthimr was
of
mJltho!()glcal wonder-workers
music is modulated
the movements of
to the re-arrangement of the
COIlf0l1nity with the
of
m}rstl:ri(>uS aberration or
;and that the human
is so
debased that it
catches
the faint echo
of the continuous universal music
other-now
material-senses is the life and
and
of
Music is
and a power-as
all
must be
nerves of the world-the
ration of
which
and extols
-into
life-the" Real" into the
" IdeaL"
the
solace and satisfaction and
at heroism which we feel-is found
in the
human
the
and graces
of all
and
or
natures.
Success in nature, and in
with their
man
knows "nature" and "life" - arise from the
mechanical
and the incidents
interference
movement of the
mechanism of the
shows so as
to the
senses of man; but in
the
of Infinite
The
directed
their" cOlltilmaJ-slpea,killg
several crowds of e:ovelmine:
*"

CHART-A.
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Cabalistic- Astrological and Astronomical. Chaldaic Mysteries.
N.D.-The references to Nos. and Chapters are to those corresponding in very
ancient Rosicrucian Tracts or Charts-(adduced here to prove authenticity.)
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Cabalistic (Rosicrucian.) " NaturaI-Supernatural. " .. Light-Dark."
.. Dark-Light:" (The Mysteries of .. Their Interchange.")
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where the directors of matter, its solids are
soul or enlerlrv--as
cleaves inert or
solids. Music is
in
the air. Man has no ears for it, unless it is
or
finds access-to, his senses. But his heart is its home-if he
has a
and not an "animal's mechanic
machine"
Air is the
of nature. Music is
in
air-more
at
for Nature
born of
is
more
sensitive
at
whether
the "beautiful" or the "
;"
because both are
and fascil1latilng-lba!iili!!ks
both-as
are
obtain
or
scientific commotion of the
by musical
the
music out of it; and our fine nerves are the fine sensitives
of
as the
to receive it. Otherwise tlttre is no sense in music. Otherwise our pa:ssi()lls
could not be stirred
These are storms and convulsions
not born of God's
u:nl!W.l<U " REST."
come of the
ambitions of
of the
" " Son
of the
"-" Son" of the" Sun."
and its
success
upon the prosperous progress of the Planets
which make it, as
and fix the fates of men. It is no inCOD!iist,ent
in the Rosicrucian sense, every stone,
has its
know that there are no two leaves
and that
are
and flourish in the
mechanical resources of the
necessities of astroin its lines and
marks
as
the Great Soul
of the World; which is all continual
urgre!itle:ssl.y towards" REST." Or back
from
it came.
in the arc of the
between
the two
and Death
we know Life and
Ul:atnj--[)ev'on,Q which the"
of this world's " Creacannot
BE.
" "Nullam esse herbam, aut
earn perCULIaL,
firmarnento,
fi'tuddanam Pkilosoph,jaf,ot,

non sit stella in
Exerdtatio

CHAPTER THE THIRTY·SIXTH.
INDIAN MYSTERIOUS ADORATION OF FORMS.
THE
UNITY OF THE MYTHOLOGIES FOUND IN THE
BHUDDISTIC AND MAHOMMEDAN TEMPLES.

as

elnbcKliulent of
The word Sacti corre·
to
of the Rosicrucian creed.
and of
saints is
doctrine of gmudian
of
these Hindoo meani:ngs in the
sUplpol$ed to be in an exalted
like the
among
and the modern
she
answers questioflS in a delirious manner, and is SU1Ppc)sed to
FOREIGN
be for
No.
; art. viiL "His/vire
de
sur les Sects
et
siedes de l'l:re .nrctienne.
OU;Vr,rlfle eouronne
I'A.ademie
des ImrmtJfti?ns et
2 tomes, aTlee
Belles Leltres. Par M. j.
1828." The third volume is of small
and cOlltains eleven
of gems and

FROFUNDITIES OF BRAHMIN BELIEF.

This book proves Gnosticism to be identical with the Sacti
creed of the Hindus. *
Broltm
the
to the
Hindoos, a
coeval with
fonnation of the world
of
the Hindoos appear
to have
a
type or emblem of Bruhm. A
rude block of stone
to be set up. This was the
" or, as
termed it, the "
" This
"
emblem had reference to the Procreative Power seen
throu,ghl)ut nature, and in that
age was regarcled
with the greatest awe and veneration. This
came
to
adoration of the elelrnellts, palticularly
itself
Briillm Alma
" Saviour
under
names of B,"al.imlz,
whom were conferred three
Sat
and
' three-formed' "
the Trimurti.
also an
Our ,·ital souls are, aCI:ordirig
no more than
or 1l0WAa of the "Sulpreme
"-As. Res. vol. iii. It may be concluded
the
most exalted notion of
the Hindus is a
servIce
The Brahmins say that
other Gods are
and
and will not hurt their creatures; but
that Siva is
and
and that it is necessary to
appease him. As fear
and must be
the most
Thence vital and active physl,eal re!lgllon.
Distrust and
of the external ph,enClm€ma
as
mischief to us means the gn:atest-apipal,en,tly
-in
created
Fear creates res;uect--resl:>ec:t
is attention to an
and therefore dread
we are not
with its
ourselves in
of our
.. Edward Sellon.
an

"Annotations on the Sacred
of the
of some of the most remarkable
leading
" Printed for Private Circulation,
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from "inspiratiIDn,"
Hence all
sUllerstiltiOll."
which the world
The most
of the Divine
India is
the
a smooth stone
out of another stone
finer texture, simulacrum membn'
virilis
muliebn
of
This emblem is identical with
"Lord of All," It is nel:essary, bow1eve:r.
Professor
while
the most ancient
" adds
which was

of the
The idol
nOI:hirlg more than one
called
The wo!rshlin
is almost the
reverenced, The
sometimes of alabaster
In
the middle of the HindU
and
M. de
says, "Les
dont-il
adorees sous Ie
sont tres souvent et tres
du
Phallus des
et de
cans
L'Yoni se nomme aussi
M,aa/Ite,,", douce; et
vase en
seat of the
de bateau." Benares is the
or Phallic
No less than
it

as

Pm'anas
from the
Wilson on Hindu

t As. Res. vol. xvii. pp.

208-210-

Chinese hint. The Chinese
or
; abounding in bells to
the crowds of
be
said to

are Phalli, storied"
in the winds to
The whole of China may
.. Bi!lIs and the Dragon-"

INDIAN PHALLICISM.
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all of
; but there are hundreds
of inferior note still
and thousands whose fame
and fashion have
away. It is a
that
and sexual Sacti
upon this adoration of the
seen
nature,
the whole
the Hindu
all that has
said
half-informed and
persons to the conthis
does not appear to be
to the
all the
conducted
morals of the
with the
of
and
of this is
twofold-first to
up the attention at
parts of
the service; and
to scare away
Dew/as
and evil
,
in
for the same reasons as
at the
of Mass in Roman Catholic
are
countries.
rn'Kf'"'''' the mother of
and men, one with matter,
with
or
and
the source of error, is
co-existent with the
as his
his pelrsomfied
his bride. It
stated in one of the Pura1lS
that
determined to create the un:iveJrse.
became
male and female
" reflector" and
" reflected
the sex and form of a
he is some·
man, the
a woman. In his
times thus
and is then termed
"This
is Prakriti of one nature with
as
the soul so is its active energy, as the
bears a strikIng
is in fire." The Sacti
It teaches
and the
of the "Confluence of Chance."
AlIanda
c. xvii. with Lll:r;re'IIUS,
to the immediate
of welrsllip
ceremony, but all the forms
or hellvier)
use of some or all of the five Makaras:
.. Prakriti is inherent Maya, "because she
"-As.
Res. xvii.
On the base of Minerva's statue at
who
so
to be the same as Isis, a
there was this inS4:ril!'lio'o,
the HindU Prakriti or
that
that
that
to be. Nor has
ever been
I am.
Plutarch de bide et Osiride. S. ix.
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that IS
and
women, and certain charms or m}rsbcal gel;ti<;ulllti()Ds
are
Suitable
or
the
ind:ispensable, accord.ing to the end pro1pO!;ed, cOl1lsislting

due serious religil)US
of which
Bhanravi's and
sence"t) is

In many of the
enjoin.ed, but all the
of
or
presence of a
of
is
in all
in a
the men
or
The Sacti
Prea naked

caste·mark of the Saivas and Sac/as consist of three horizontal

3'
r_.

Lt:GDANI nATAVORUM.

MVSTERIUM.
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(Engraved in the year 1593.)
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Aquarius.
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Capricorn. Sagittarius.

Cancer. _ Gemini.

- ...
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Structure (Symbolic) of the" Argha," or
." Arc." Also(Forms--exterior and interior-of the
.. Ark of Noah," from the description of
Moses.)

2.
Taurus.

•.

1.

Aries.... c..

1593:

I

•

• Place of the" Escaped" Signs.

;:;>

::r:
ANNO.
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are made of meat and
which are then distributed
am,ongst the assistants. Here follows the ch:lnting of the
of the
and sacred texts, and the
or
with the
The whole
service
the votaries of a
with
very licentious
ceremony is entitledthe Sn'
Pu'rn''luz:rkeka, THE RING or "Full
Initiation." This
aUlJnIlg the Sacti is unquesthe Vanis
on Hin.
on the
Notes and Or'';PY'vlllnorl!l
ScripitUlre "-vol. I. 4to.
signifiicall1t comment-

".

the
Procreator of the Human
and in the exist-

reader
The most
Gentiles were
which the
and
"that this oyison
it is a most can·
was commanded
tilhtflliness of
to the middle
Ike
121. This
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contradiction-this
is conceived to arise from an
who "took a stone" and "set it
"
imitation of
&c. Further-U this stone was held in great veneration
su!)sequ1ent times
the
and removed to J cliUsale:m."
were accustomed to "anoint this stone;" and from
the word
the
where the
was
came the word
the
which
tied rode stones, or up'rig!lts,
of Divinit:y,
power.
the name
amion,gst the Welsh-not as stones to be
of
" like the modem
SU]Jp()sed enchanted idols or con-

asserts that the Phoenicians
this

the adoration of the Golden
e

the doubtless
entire
was
a
of
worship of Apis and Mnc\'is.

T8ADITIONS CONCE8NING THE" ARK."
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one of the
confessed he never could hear a reason
from any of their Doctors."
to
and Clemens of
the Yoni
thence ioni'a and
of the Hindus was
of veneration in
of Eleusis
on the Crown

lion
to
Idol,
Chemosh, probably the same as
of the
as also did Milcom, Molech, J:la,al-ltler'lth
nurnerous otllers-·all of the same sexual cast.
to Iheir irregular worship
or
it

to

or" Pro.

z

Winged Human-headed Lion.

(Ninevch Sculpture..)

CHAPTER THE THIRTY-SEVENTH.
DOCTFcINE AND RATIONALE.

THE EMBODIED" CHIL-

DREN OF THE ELEMENTS," BOTH OF HEA THEN
AND OF CHRISTIAN PERIODS.

il

L est avere pour les Theologiens et les Philosophes,
que de la copulation de l'homme, male ou femelle,
avec Ie Demon, naissent quelquefois des hommes.
Et c'est de 1a sorte que doit naitre l'Antichrist,
suivant bon nombre de Docteurs: Bellarmin, Suarez, Maluenda, &c. 11s observent en outre que, par une cause toute
naturelle, les enfans ainsi procrees par les Incubes (Exterior
Spirits, with more or less power, enabled to embody themselves with male human characteristics, and drawn to earth
with the desire to form alliances with women-as hinted in
the Bible), sont grands, td:s-robustes, tres-audacieux, tressuperbes, et tres-mechants. Voyez la.-dessus Maluenda;
quant a la cause en question, il nous Ie donne d'apres Vallesius, Archiatre de Reggio.
" Ce que les Incubes introduisent in uteros n'est pas 9U4leeum9fU,
neque 9uanlUm&1Iln9w-mais abondant, tres-charge d'esprits et sans
aucune serosite. Ceci est d'ailleurs pour eux chose facile: ils n'ont
qu'a choisir des hommes chauds, robustes, et 9uiIJus .ruccumIJanl; puis
des femmes de
temperament, 9uilJus i1l£umIJanf, Tels sont les
termes de Vallesius. Maluenda confirme ce qui a ete dit plus haut,
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On lit aussi dans la Sainte Ecrittlre,
4, que des
sout nes du commerce des
de Dieu
"
of God") avec les Filles des Hommes
Daugll1te'fs of Men
Ceci est la lettre meme du texte
des hommes de
3, verse!
coup
aux
hommes. Outre cette taille
monstrlleuse, ils se
encore par leur
leurs
''''lJH1Cl>, leur
; aussi est-ee aux crimes des G6ants
convient d'attribuer la cause
et
du
VC1UV,C, suivant Cornelius a
dans son Commenlaire
sur Genese.
Ces animaux
of
themselves and of
forms to effect their pUrp<>se
without "
to be an ..
crucian tenet "-ces animaux naitraient-ils
et auraieut-ils rachetes par Ie
leur serait-elle
et
sous
loi
et ser:aielrlt-ils
tude et de Damnation?
" Dans un monastere de saintes
vivait comme pensionnaire une
vierge de noble
etait tentee par un
instantes
Incube
jour et nuit, et, llvec Ies
de !'amant Ie plus
Ia sollicitait sans
de Dieu et III
Elle cependant, sootenue par III
{re'quEmtlltic>n des sacrements, demeurait {erme dans sa resistance. Mais
toutes ses devotions, ses
Sell vreux ;
les exorcismes,
{aites
Ies
a l'Incube de
les belledictions, les
renoncer II. ses
Ill. multitude de
et
sacres
chambre de la
des
autres

356
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yentretenait toute la nuit, I'Incube n'en
eomme de coutume sous la forme
___.. .1--"- Iwmme.
Jes doctes
consultes
a ce propos, se trouva un
d'une
etait d'un
tout
observant que Ja jeune lilJe
e,)njeetura que eet Incube devait etre un demon aqueux (il
eomme en
Guaceius, des demons
aeriens,
terrestres, souterrains, ennemis du

flambeaux ardents
sistait pas moins

a

We may here remark that the above expresses some of
the notions of the Rosicrucians in
to those that
denominate--" Les
Aeriens et Les
Ae;,ie'nnes: "-their Ondins and
their
.sy,rphidt·s, their Gnomes and
their
or
and their Salamanders and
or Kobolds
SaltUllandrines•
.. Le Thleologien

la
moi ce
et bon nombre de
Ph,i!osoj)h€$ Stoiciens
S. Paul
des .r1J"''''<CJ.
C. 17, v.
: II II semble
annonce
divinites nou" et toumeront ma doctrine en ridicule. Mais ils n'en

"EXCHANGE OF
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moins tenus de
les arg:uulents
nous dire ce que c'est que ces Demons lnl:ut,es,
vulgai.rer.nerlt
o'ont peur ni des eX()rcilSmes,
ni
ni de la Croix du Christ; et enfin de
nous
les divers effets et
relates par
nous dans
de cette dOl::trine.
The above
is
(a matter
melmulg of the mal,qu1eracle
which pre:vails
Doctrine
and

POlPul:a.ce" of that "
male and female int,ercharlge
GllDrying "- the
or
reliigioiUs) Celebration of all countries.
certain senses. The" Precentor" of
orilgin,llly the Leader of the
Thence COlriplles, or
Ch()reJ:,hislts, or
for
dancers.
Luxure et humidite sont deux termes cOlrre:spcmdlants: ce
n'est pas sans raison
les Poetes ont fait na!tre Venus
de la mer, voulant
comme
les
que la luxure a sa source dans l'humlidilte.
..
s'unissent aux femmes dans leur corps
sans
ou
les femmes ne
ou, si eIles
c'est comme une ombre
..,,.,,.<:,,,,... illcertaine et a
sensible.
vero volun!
se
amasiis
delet:tatfonem in congressu earnale
sibi indumentzifR visibile
et
erassum redliu'll. Par
art
ceci est leur
a- courte vue est
asecret. Notre
le decouvrir.
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. raconte aussi Ie cas d'un
dans sa
et fenetres en fussent
word comes from the U Hermetic
les visites d'une
peror
Diablesse
caresses,
cette Diablesse
mit tout en oeuvre, ut SeCll1tl-Ce
ne
totltelois obtenir de ce vertueux
homme. A
ex,lmple to
in this
"will be
to the mind of the reader.
an exclam:atic)ll
Ie
soit
soit su(:cube,
D'autres fois
s'ac:couplle avec des hommes ou des femmes dont - il ne
des hOlnmagE:S, sacrifices ou offrandes
a
rl'i,mnn",'" aux Sorders et aux
comme on
C'est alors
un amoureux
un
pera de ceci
Ies ftU1i:eUI'S,

. for Keats's
•.
Nous avons de
de notre
ch.
il est dit :-"
encore
de S.
d'autres brebis
ne sont pas de cette
il raut
aussi que je les
et elles entendront rna
et it
aura
. seule be'rge:rie et
seul
., Si nous
demandons
etre ces brebis
ne sont
Ie
de cette
est cette
dont
Comment:ateurs nous
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du Christ c'est
que Ia seule
prl!dilcation de
devait amener
etaient d'une autre
celle des Hebreux. Pour
eux, en
la
c'etait
d'abord parce que
" NOlls sommes son
,
ses
a Abraham et a
parce
etait
par les Pr()phetes,
ment, ses actes,
etaient comme
d'avance dans les
et les ceremonies de la loi des Hebreux.
Les
ne sont pas tous de purs
decision
conforme
deuxieme CondIe de Nicee. Existence de
creatures ou animaux raisonnables antres que
et
ces animaux
commelui un corps et une ame. Et
difi"erent-i,ls de l'homme?
est leur
r Decomme tous les hommes
d'un senl
individu ? Y a-t-il entre eux distinction de sexes r
sont leurs mreurs, leurs
leurs habitudes
?
sont Ia forme et
de leur corps? CompaJrai!lon tiree de la formation du vin.· Ces animaux sontaux
aux infirmites
et m(lrales,
a la mort? Naissent-ils dans Ie
? Ont-its
ete rachetes par
et sont-ils
de beatitude et de damnation? Preuves de leur
.
.. Dt la DbmmialitJ et des 'ANIMAUX INcuBEs ET SUCCUBES'
(' Children of the Elements '); ou 1'0n prouve
existe sur terre des
creatures raisonnl1bles autres que I'homme, ayant comme lui un
et
une Ame, nllissant et mourant comme lui, rachetees par N. S.
Christ et capables de salut au de damnation." Par Ie R. P.
Marie
d'Ameno, de l'Ordre des Mineurs Rcformes de l'etroite
Public
Ie ManuObservance de
serit
decouvert
et traduit
Latin
bid"t
(Seconde
Isidore Liseux. S
Scribe, 1876.

)

Tower of Babel.

CHAPTER THE THIRTY-EIGHTH.
ROBERT

·. If

FLOOD (ROBERTUS DE FLUCTIBUS),
ENGLISH ROSICRUCIAN.

THE

is a reflection on the knowledge of the compilers
of all books treating of the history and topography
of Kent, that perhaps the most remarkable man
born in it-because his pursuits layout of the
beaten track of recognition or of praise-should not be men·
tioned in any of the descriptive or biographical works that we
have met-with concerning that County-undoubtedly one of
the most interesting in England. In some general biographies and dictionaries the name of Robert Fludd, Doctor
of Medicine, &c., does occur. But the notices concerning
his life are very scanty, possibly because there was little
material for them existent in his own age. We have, in
our studies of the Rosicrucian doctrines, purposely made
the life of Dr. Robert Flood an object of close examination.
We have searched for every possible personal memorial of
him. We have been rewarded with, however, but fragmentary matter. Our information concerning his life is
quite the reverse of extensive; notwithstanding our intimacy
with his writings.
Our ideas and conviction in regard of this truly great
man being what they are, the extreme curiosity, and the
vivid interest, may be divined with which we set-out on
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our first

and to make ourselves
of
and his own and
It was in the afternoon ofa sUlnolerda.y
out the
of
situate a few miles
distant from Maidstone in
on the Ashford Road.
of BerFlood is buried in the ancient church small
sted-a
or rather
of
or
houses around a green,
his

this
up an
greenextensive
with excellent smooth
in the centre. The
church in which he lies I-what words for such a man. To
us-or to
Rosicrucian student who knew who he was
and what he
done-he was the whole
His
influence extended
and vivified
the
from the "Star"-the old
whole
from
we had started in the m()m'ing
our way thither
the
and
small groups of cattle
sunshillY road.
as
as melanchc)ly,
en'thl.llsia,stic, as those with which we contemthe tomb of
in
that
(kJl0Vvin.g the man, as it were, so
silent and
the
like
ShillkspellIe"s a,gain)--whic:h covered the
he had
tion of Robtrlus de Fluctibus-as into
of the Elizabethan
latill'lised, ac:coniing to the
or
Flood's monuspace of the wall of the chancel on
the left
as you stand before the altar
the
of the small church towards the door. The monument
is
like
even
for the pre-
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architectural fashion of the time. There is a seated
of Flood with his band on a
as if
from
to look at you. The
of life-size. There
moreover, a very
"lTilein,CT similarit:y in Dr. Flood's
conntenhis brow has all the
of kno,wledge

wirldirlj1; green
with
All is open,
scenery,
and still.
cover over the whole l!'Tcmna·,rlelll.
the abundance of
rustic
and the
where one of the most ext:raclrdiinary
"'""6""" roll of
men lies at rest.
we
neilghbOllrhoo,d, and on the first occasion that
n"" ..,,'u, it was a calm grey
afterwhich seemed to
the grey
dwellllnil on the more distant
were
as we
stood on our return towards
we
upwalrds of three hours in meditative notice either
in the church or
and
round it-the
of the
a field
view of
green. Out of this
to which we rev'erted,
Bersted Church Tower rose small. It has four scullpture:d
bears ("
Bearstead ") at the four
to the square tower. These miniature
upon the
looked to me at about naJ,I·a·ml.le·s

ROBERT FLOOD.

tance like four crows. The distant wooded hills showed
faint to the
There was no wind. The air was warm
and silent.
was
and luxuriant.
of the
He is
Robert Flood was a
called the
Rosicrucian. To those
never heard
his name, the titles of his books will suffice to prove the
and the
wonderful extent of his
character of the man. We would warn every imlui:rer
not the least reliance
account
any
the
meet of Robert Flood
gra,phies, or in any
or other book pr()fes:sing
to
an account of the
We
not to believe one
and
-that are to be found· in
scientific
or
ofl:lel1ris,e, p!urporting to
or of his compeers.
These are
and
Flood was the second son of Sir Thomas
Treasurer of War to
Elizabeth. The name was oriand the
came from Wales. Robert
at
of which edifice one
comer still remains
in the manor-house which was
erected on its site when the old house fell to
House is situated near Bersted Flood was born in the
1574. He was entered at St.
1591. He travelled for six
and
He was amelmbler
London. He was
latter
he took in
Coleman
1616. He died at his house
in the year
Flood is also stated
lived in " Fanchurch " Street.
The list of Flood's works
the
'I. "Utl!iuS1que

et minoris, Tecbnica Historia."
Folio.
Apolo,getiicus intE;grillatem societatis de Rosea·Cruce
v Oliurne".

MOllocb,ord':>n mundi symplloni,arulm, seu replicatiio ael apl)logiam
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de!;igrllltllm." At the same
Mc!te<lro:logia Cosmica."
M,'steriu:m Artis Medicandi Sacrarium."
The same,
The same,

The above account of Flood's Rosicrucian works is from
"Fuller's Worthies."
There are notices of Dr. Flood in the "AtJuno: tt Fasti
in Chalmers' "
" under
" "
" and "
" in
the names of "
" Celebrated
" and in Renaudot"
" tom. 'iv.
Also in Brucker.
Flood's monument
are two marble-books
"
the
titles :-" Misterium
Sacra." There were
replres,enlted in all "
" the front of
the look of it may be
The inscrillticm
memory is as follows :"viii. Die Mensis vii. A".DII>., M.D.C.XXXVII." (8th Selptll!1l1lber
" Odoribus vrna
cineres nee
mortale minvs tibi.
vnum
monumenta tui nam tibi
similis scribit
seIlUl,:hrum
tota etemum posterilate
Hoc monumentum
Cantianos
Covrle in-oram
sui memoriam erexit, die Mensis

In the life of the astronomer Gassendi will be found some
mention of the career, and of the
of Robert
Flood. A work
m qua preciplla plnnclpia philosc)phiire Roberti
adversus
re!;pclDcletur,"-was
rep,rinted in the
Paris in
third
Philos:oplfi.ire
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&c.
had
Merserlno, mOlnac:ho reproaccurateat Francfort
was-"Sum-

pro,,:ress throlugh life.
pn:possessil:ms cleared from the

Anl·h",··"

as he

After the very considerable space of
years
of the
the author of this work ends:
Let the candid
frame of mind the Author of
concludes. How should anyone
of
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in
to the
Brothers of the
Crossothlel'\'l,ise the Rosicrucians? The
of the RosiC111cians
is of the widest interest. The
this fact lies in the
accumulation of letters from persons in every condition of
work since the
life addressed to the Authors of the
pul)lIcatl()D of the First Edition from all
of the world;
aD()nJ!'1ll(lUslly, or With
of names, &c.
celebrated
of the U Confessions of an ""'"1/.,,....
Eater"
de
in his U HistoriCI>Ro:sicrucians and the
of
oriiginall}r
in the London Magazine
also continued in the
nll1ml)er,
remarkable passage: "Rosicrucianism is not Freemasorlry. The
at whose head Bacon
and
who aftc'rwa,rds CODlposed the
of .lA1JIUU.U,
were the
of the ThemiopJhisl:S, Cabl)ali.sts,
and Alchemists.
from whom
Thus we leave the ROlsicru(:iaIIS--as
as we
to leave tfie:ml-l.n
mlvsterv as that state
imlpeI1letIablle m,v;;:tpnr in
we
them. Let
mvstel:V" still relDain before
conpurposes in. the world.-As it is

The to R05icrud.lD Cross on

lit

'Calvary.' oJ

y
THE FIRST.
NOTICE OF AN ANCIENT WORK.

It is
was
paranaOlml effect in bringing about,
the Reformation.
Dl(rjlillto.m Nwa crmtra
Qua PrOM/tty I!as HlJmines non
M. D.XCV.
Tlusts lit Mu/itrilJus
HIJmints _ rin/.
ut in campo omnis Iicentire,
sit credere et do
Filium Dei Salvatorem et Redeptorem animarum
Sancto non esse Deum, licebit
etiam
multo minus
mulieres scilicet non esse
Homines,-et
sequitur,
pro iis non esse
nee eas salvaTi. Si enim non solum in
tolerantur,
etiam a
afficiuntuf, qui
Creatocur ego
aUI
timere
creaturam? pl"lleSertim cum eo modo ex Sacris
probare
mulierem non esse hominem, quo illi probant Christum non
esse
" A dmIJnitiIJ
Academia WiiteIDeI'gensi, ad schOo
lasticam
Iibello (amoso et bhtsphelDo
cujus
est
Nova contra ,...'Ui<=.ca,
ellS homines non esse.
Witenbergre. Excudebat
Welaci, Anno M.D.XCV. (1595)."
"

SEXUS MULIEBRlS,

Authores e!
Homines non
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S. S. Theal. Dod., &c.
Henricum Samuelem
nem, Anno M. D.C.C. VU.
"Auctor
Diue,':
credit: nleat Acidalius. Vide,
inter alios,
Analecta - de li6ris rariorilJUs,
ancient
in the
itself.)" Acidalius
H.,
14- This is only
aut,ho:rship ()f the Book is unknown.
was rigorously sUl'pressed.

THE SECOND.
TUE ARK OF NOAH.

Noles to the mgravin,p at PI. 351 and 340.
of this
Note to Plale " M)'sterium." -The
be found at
35 I. The ancient
from which
is
vcry rare,
the
title :Anitiq,vit:ll.tvm IVDAICARVM : (UDRI IX :)
Hiero,solym:onlm, et Templi Salomonis accura·
dtus describun·
Adiectis formis
apud Francis·

and the

THE THIRD NOTE-WITH ITS CABALISTIC ILLUSTRATIONS.
THE ::iAliilG-KllALill:,

enll:ra'l"ing
Round
the San Great
of the San
twelfth
the
THE

OR HOLY GlII.iALE.
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London,

dedicated to St.
The
to
at the orders of the
.. Her" commands. Panival-the
CNamlf>ion·b,erc)--thinks of
the Greal to the East,
origillall·Y came. He
San
embarks at
Temp,lars, and arrives at the court
brother
manifests a desire that Pal'liival
" and
his name into
Pr@tre, Jehan, or
Parsival
After the
of the
settle in
Arthur and the
Table,
of the
.. or the .. Rose
(Knili,ht·Elrralot or romantic)
travel over the world-but in vain.
can.
Wall

110

this
San Greal to
1-.1 __ ....... to Nicodemus
and
of
The inhabitants
the same time, also fancied that a vessel .. """. " ' - J
had long esteemed as a sacred relic was the San Grea!.
Genoese also felt certain that their santo catino (Catillo: v. a. (L.)
" to lick dishes;" Cotinus, i. m.
" a dish ") was
than
the San Greal. The same
modifications of
to be noticed in a
entitled" Percival· Ie •
"
is the Round
in this book as an imitaNot
tion of
" Holy
.. but the author goes so far as to
it

THE" SAN·GREALE."
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the name of San Greal itself. In the Romance tif Merlin, written
towards the end of the thirteen th
it is
said that the Round Table instituted by
in imitation of the
was
.. Grad," that
father to
honour of the
create a

I.
ll!.

"

and
We quote the above in parts.

3-

"HONI'SOl'I' QUI MAL-Y-PENSE."

THE ROUND TABLE IS THE RATIONALE OR ApOTHEOSIS OF THE

MOST NOBLE THE ORDER OF THE GARTER.
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